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„Ñ¨™êÎ=#
_®Hõ~ì ü [~°ﬂ~ÚÖò Ü«∞ãπ. P#O^£ "Õ^•Ou, ™êﬁÑ≤ﬂ‰õΩ_»∞, Hõq, ~°K~« Ú`«,
q=∞~°≈‰õΩ_»∞. 'Biotext' J<Õ ã≤^•úO`«O`À Hõq`«ﬁOÖ’ XHõ ^èÀ~°}˜x
„Ñ¨uáêkOz#"å_»∞. ^•^•Ñ¨Ù 55 Ñ¨Ùã¨ÎHÍÅ∞ „"åã≤ ^Õâ◊q^ÕâßÅÖ’ MÏºu
<åi˚Oz#"å_»∞. y„ÉÏ<£, q∞Åì<£, Kèåã¨~ü, ZeÜ«∂\ò ÖÏO\˜ „Ñ¨ã≤^Œú Hõ=ÙÅ
~°K«#Å‰õΩ H˘#™êyOÑ¨Ù ~°K«#Å#∞ „Ñ¨ã¨∞Î`« Ñ¨iã≤÷`«∞ÅHõ#∞QÆ∞}OQÍ „"åã≤ ¿Ñ~°∞
á⁄Ok<å_»∞.
Fighting the Flames J<Õk [~°ﬂ~ÚÖò ã≤OQ∑ P#O^£ „"åã≤# `å*Ï

Ñ¨Ùã¨ÎHõO. ã¨=∂[OÖ’ „Ñ¨u x`«º=¸ [iˆQ ã¨OÑ¶¨∞@#Å‰õΩ "Õ^•O`«, `åi¯Hõ
^Œ$+≤ìÖ’ qâı¡+≤ã¨∂Î Hõq`«ﬁO „"å™êÎ_ô Hõq. ÉèÏ+¨ ã¨∞ÅÉèíOQÍ, ã¨~°à◊OQÍ, "ÕQÆOQÍ
„Ñ¨=Ç≤Ïã¨∞ÎOk.
Face Book =∂^èŒº=∞OÖ’

Ñ¨iK«Ü«∞O, J<ÕHõ Hõq`«ﬁ ã¨=∂"ÕâßÅÖ’
Hõeã≤ „Ñ¨ã¨OyOz# ã¨O^Œ~åƒùÅ∞ =∂ W^ŒÌi =∞^èŒº ¿ãﬂÇ¨xﬂ ã¨∞ã≤÷~°O KÕ™ê~Ú.
''*ÏﬁÅÅÃÑ· áÈ~å@O——QÍ D Hõq`«ﬁ Ñ¨Ùã¨HÎ Íxﬂ `≥Å∞QÆ∞Ö’ J#∞=kOz ™êÇ≤Ï`«º
Ö’HÍxH˜ JO^Œ*Ëã¨∞Î<åﬂ=Ú. ZÑ¨Ê\˜ÖÏ<Õ D Ñ¨Ùã¨ÎHÍxﬂ áê~î°‰õΩÅ∞ qâı+¨OQÍ
P^Œi™êÎ~°x qâ◊ﬁã≤ã¨∂Î...

- _®Hõì~ü ÅOHÍ t=~å=∞„Ñ¨™ê^£
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Dr. Jernail S. Anand
Dr. Jernail Singh Anand (b. 15th January, 1955, Punjab India)
is an internationally acclaimed poet, writer, critic, spiritualist, and
philosopher. Author of more than 55 books, of English poetry, fiction,
non-fiction, and spirituality, he is also the co-innovator of the critical
theory of Biotext. A Professor of English by profession, Dr. Anand
holds Ph.D degree from Panjab Univ. Chandigarh, and D. Litt from
Univ. of South America. His books of spirituality, 'Bliss' and 'I Belong
to You' have been translated into Persian and published in Iran. His
work 'Bliss' has been compared to Khalil Gibran's 'The Prophet' and
'Beyond Life Beyond Death' to T.S. Eliot's 'The Waste Land'. Dr. Anand
was awarded Cross of Peace and Cross of Literature by World Union
of Poets [Italy], Lord of World Peace and Literature, and Award of
Supreme Excellence by Vishwabharati Research Centre, Lifetime
Achievement Award by Art4Peace Foundation, California, and World
Icon of Peace (Nigeria). Dr. Anand served as Secretary Foundation,
California, and World Icon of Peace (Nigeria). Dr. Anand served as
Secretary General, World Parliament of Literature and holds the
position of Director, World Institute of Peace (Nigeria), and is cofounder and President, Philosophique Poetica. His recent works : 'GEET:
the Unsung Song of Eternity' (a lyrical epic-a sequel to Milton's 'The
Paradise Lost') and 'Ganturbury Tales (a near sequel to Chaucer's
'The Canterbury Tales') - for which he was awarded Trendy Tale Teller
Award- are his masterpieces, coupled with his forthcoming work of
great promise: 'The Satanic Empire' (an epic sequel to Dante's The
Divine Comedy), and a novel 'The Barbed Wire'.
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WITH LOVE ON THE SANDS OF TIME
A man goes when nothing else
Is left behind for him.
And when all accounts are settled.
When he has been rewarded
For the good
And the evil he had done.
That is why he is placid.
A torn leaf falls
When the tree needs it no longer.
There can be no mistake.
When food on earth is exhausted,
We are moved forward.
I saw Rajesh Khanna in his prime.
Films still carry the charisma
Of the superstars.
One by one, they fell like leaves.
If left to us, we will keep telling
The guard...
Wait wait...he is coming
She is coming.
Nobody is actually coming.
For all your pleadings,
the train will not stop.
It has left carrying you.
And what is left behind is your shadow. Your memories.
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1. HÍÅÑ¨Ù Wã¨∞Hõ ˆ~}∞=ÙÅÃÑ· „¿Ñ=∞`À...
✤

✤

`«#HÀã¨O `«# "≥#Hõ WOˆHg∞ ÖË#Ñ¨Ù_»∞
x„+¨¯q∞™êÎ_»∞ =∞x+≤
Jxﬂ ÖˇHõ¯Å∂ J~ÚáÈ~Ú<åHõ
`«# =∞Op, K≥_»∞ Hõ~°‡Å‰õΩ
|Ç¨ï=∞`«∞Ö’
„Ñ¨uÑ¶¨Å"≥∂ ÅaèOz<åHõ.
JO^Œ∞ˆH P „Ñ¨âßO`«`«
Ñ¨O_»∞\Ï‰õΩ ~åeÑ¨_»∞ÎOk
`«#`À K≥@∞ì‰õΩ J=ã¨~°O fi<åHõ
`«Ñ¨CÖË^Œ∞
<ÕÅÃÑ· PÇ¨~°O =∞$QÆº=∞Ü«∂ºHõ
=ÚO^Œ∞‰õΩ áÈ"åeûO^Õ.
<Õ#∞ K«∂™ê#∞ Ü«ÚHõÎ=Ü«∞ã¨∞Ö’ L#ﬂ ~å*Ë+πY<åﬂ#∞
Q˘Ñ¨Ê Q˘Ñ¨Ê `å~°Å PHõ~°¬}
ã≤<å‡ÅÖ’ ã≤÷~°OQÍ<Õ LO@∞Ok.
"åà◊¥¡ ~åeáÈ`å~°∞ Ñ¨O_»∞\Ï‰õΩÖÏ¡.
=∞#‰õΩ =kÖË¿ãÎ =∞#O K≥|∞`«∂<Õ LO\ÏO
~°Hõ∆‰õΩ_»∞...
J_»∞QÀ... J_»∞QÀ... J`«_»∞ =ã¨∞Î<åﬂ_»∞
P"≥∞ =ã¨∞Î#ﬂk
Z=~°∂ ~å~°∞ x*ÏxH˜
h"≥O`« |u=∞ÖÏ_ç<å
„>ˇ~Ú<£ PQÆ^Œ∞.
x#∞ﬂ "≥∂ã¨∞‰õΩx áÈ`«∞Ok
q∞yÖË=ÖÏ¡... h h_»... h *Ï˝Ñ¨HÍÅ∞.....
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So many whom I saw in full life
have suddenly
stopped visiting the park
and gone underground.
The earth leaps up
And erases all our signatures
Except those etched in love
On the sands of time.
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ZO`À=∞Ok Ñ¨Ó~å‚Ü«Ú+¨µ¯Å∞
JHõ™ê‡`«∞ÎQÍ
áê~°∞¯‰õΩ ~å=_»O =∂x"Õ™êÎ~°∞.
|Ç¨ïâß Éèí∂QÆ~åƒùxH˜ KÕ~°∞‰õΩ<åﬂˆ~"≥∂
=∞\˜ì XHõ¯ ÔQO`«∞Ö’
=∞# ã¨O`«HÍÅhﬂ K≥i¿Ñã¨∞ÎOk
HÍÅÑ¨Ù Wã¨∞Hõ ˆ~}∞=ÙÅÃÑ·
„¿Ñ=∞`À edOz# "å\˜x q∞#Ç¨~ÚOz...
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SMILING IT AWAY
An Oracle once said
To a complaining soul.
If something confuses you,
Don’t rile,
The best way to respond is..
Smile.
Then he looked around
And saw flowers smiling.
And realized Why they were smiling.
They too were confused
At the mysterious spectacle.
And had overheard his talk
With the Oracle.
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2. #=Ùﬁ`«∂ =kÖË~Ú
✤

✤

XHõ *’ã¨ºO „Ñ¨Hõ\ ˜OzOk
Ñ¶≤~åº^Œ∞ KÕã¨∞Î#ﬂ P`«‡`À...
U^Œ<åﬂ x#∞ﬂ QÆO^Œ~°QÀà◊Ñ¨i¿ãÎ
L„^ÕHõÑ¨_»‰õΩ
ã¨Ô~·# „Ñ¨uã¨ÊO^Œ#
z~°∞#=Ùﬁ
JÑ¨C_»`«_»∞ K«∞@∂ì K«∂™ê_»∞
Ñ¨ÓÅ∞ #=Ùﬁ`«∞<åﬂ~Ú JO^ŒOQÍ
J~°÷O KÕã¨∞‰õΩ<åﬂ_»∞
Jq ZO^Œ∞‰õΩ z~°∞#=ÙﬁÅ∞ zOkã¨∞Î<åﬂÜ≥∂...
Jq ‰õÄ_® Pâ◊Û~°ºáÈ~Ú<å~Ú
P J^Œ∞ƒù`« ^Œ$âßºxH˜
Jq q<åﬂ~Ú Hõ^•
*’ã¨ºÑ¨Ù „Ñ¨Hõ@##∞.
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MAN: THE GRACEFUL FIGHTER
A man is pulling rickshaw
Another a cart.
Some are driving buses some aeroplanes.
Some are begging and don’t find the other end
Some can’t pay debts
And come to an end.
In this struggle to live
Every man is engaged in his own way.
I see dignity writ large on the actions of man
Who is suffering with grace
Even in the face of the grave.
He loves, he marries and he brings up
Barby dolls for whom, then,
He finds barby dollars.
To quench his thirst,
He migrates to bigger deserts
And pumps hard to bring out water.
Life is a test of our stamina.
God is not unkind.
What is not there in this World?
Only we lack the power.
He fought battle after battle
And built empires
Of sand and stone
A history of foul and fair renown.
Yet I see people bravely fighting
For a living.
And dying in the pursuit.
Looking for a heaven.
In the heart of the heaven.
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3. =∞x+≤: HõàÏ`«‡Hõ Ü≥∂^èŒ∞_»∞
✤

✤

iH∆Í`˘‰õΩ¯`«∞<åﬂ_˘Hõ Hõ+¨ìrq
|O_ç ÖÏQÆ∞`«∞<åﬂ_»∞ =∞~˘Hõ_»∞
H˘O^Œ~°∞ |ã¨∞ûÅ∞, H˘O^Œ~°∞ q=∂<åÅ∞
H˘O^Œ~°∞ aèH∆Í@# KÕã¨∞Î<åﬂ~°∞ =∞~À ^•iÖËHõ,
H˘O^Œ~°∞ JÑ¨CÅ∞ f~°ÛÖËHõ K«ã¨∞Î<åﬂ~°∞
D r=# áÈ~å@OÖ’
XH˘¯Hõ¯in XHÀ¯ ^•i.
<Õ#∞ K«∂ã¨∞Î<åﬂ#∞ =∂#= Hõ~°‡ÅÃÑ·#∞#ﬂ Q“~°"åxﬂ
ã¨=∂kèÖ’H˜ `«~°ÅÉ’`«∂ ã¨Ç¨Ï#O`À L#ﬂ"å_çx.
„¿Ñ=∞, ÃÑo¡, Ñ≤Å¡Å∞,
_»|∞ƒ, _®Å~°∞¡
^•Ç¨ÏO... ^•Ç¨ÏO...
WOHÍ ÃÑ^ŒÌ Z_®~°∞Ö’¡H˜ „Ñ¨Ü«∂}O
JHõ¯_»‰õΩ "≥o¡ hà◊¡HÀã¨O áÈ~å@O.
rq`«O =∞# â◊H˜Î ™ê=∞~åúºÅ‰õΩ Ñ¨sHõ∆
^Õ=Ù_»∞ Hõ~°∞}Ï=∞Ü«Ú_»∞
D [QÆ`«∞ÎÖ’ ÖËx^Õq∞\˜?
=∞#‰õΩ ÖËxk JkèHÍ~°O
J`«_»∞ J<ÕHõ Ü«Ú^•úÅ∞ KÕ™ê_»∞
™ê„=∂*ÏºÅ∞ ™ê÷Ñ≤Oz<å_»∞
Wã¨∞Hõ, ~åà◊¡`À
Q˘Ñ¨Ê K«i„`«#∞
<Õ#∞ K«∂ã¨∞Î<åﬂ#∞ Hõ+¨ìr=ÙÅ
x~°O`«~° áÈ~å\Ïxﬂ,
"åi =∞~°}Ïhﬂ
ã¨ﬁ~°æÑ¨Ù Ç¨Ï$^ŒÜ«∞OÖ’ ã¨ﬁ~°æOÔH· "≥^Œ∞‰õΩ`«∂...
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ARTI - LIFE
Strangely men refer to a car as "she" and they treat their
cars better than women. - Darshan Singh USA

Is a car a living being?
It has a life of its own.
Bridges have a life of two or five hundred years.
Car engines have a life of three lakh kilometers.
When some good cook places before us
A marvellous dish of chicken kabab.
We say...Jaan Daal Di
Meaning..What a life you have given it!
We have developed AI artificial intelligence
AI gives way to AL.
Artificial Life
If computers are intelligent
And in anger, bring down planes,
Why can’t a car be treated as a Living Species?
In this bionic world,
It is no sacrilege to call a car
A living species,
And give it a feminine name.
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4. Hõ$„u=∞ rq`«O
✤

✤

(=∞QÆ"åà◊√¡ 'HÍ~°∞—#∞ ¢ã‘ÎQÍ ÉèÏqOz, ÉèÏ~°ºÅHõ<åﬂ JÑ¨Ù~°∂Ñ¨OQÍ
K«∂ã¨∞‰õΩO\Ï~°∞. -^Œ~°≈<£ã≤OQ∑, J"≥∞iHÍ)

HÍ~°∞ ã¨r="≥∞ÿ#^•?
^•xH˜ r==Ú#ﬂ^•?
=O`≥#Å‰õΩ =O^ŒÖÏk Uà◊¡ K«i„`« LO@∞Ok.
HÍ~°∞ WOl#¡‰õΩ =¸_»∞ÅHõ∆Å H˜Ö’g∞@~°¡ |`«∞‰õΩO@∞Ok.
Z=Ô~·<å áêHõ xÑ¨Ù}∞_»∞
=∞#=ÚO^Œ∞ =∞Oz HÀ_ç‰õÄ~° LOz`Õ
=∞#=∞O\Ï=Ú- 'J^Œ~°Q˘\Ïì=Ü«∂º
„áê}O xÅÉˇ\ ˜ì<å=Ù—.
WÑ¨C_»∞ Hõ$„u=∞ "Õ∞^è•HÍÅO Hõ^•
Hõ$„u=∞ "Õ∞^èŒ #∞Oz Hõ$„u=∞ r=#O
JO`å Hõ$„u=∞O
HõOÑ¨Óº@~°¡‰õΩ `≥eq`Õ@Å∞ ã¨ﬁO`«"≥∞ÿ`Õ
HÀÑ¨O`À Ñ¨_»Q˘@ì"å q=∂<åÅ#∞?
HÍ~°∞ ‰õÄ_® rq HÍ‰õÄ_»^•!
D Hõ$„u=∞ r=Ü«ÚQÆOÖ’
'HÍ~°∞—#∞ rqQÍ Ñ¨iQÆ}˜OK«_»O `«Ñ¨C HÍ^Œ∞
^•xx '¢ã‘Î— ¿Ñ~°∞`À Ñ≤Å=_»=¸ <Õ~°O HÍ^Œ∞.
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FERTILIZING MONSTERS
I wonder at the creation..
And feel amazed!
Where to stop whose production!
In an ultra-modern production unit,
Assembly line ensures uniformity
And conformity
So peculiar to the creation.
How much one crow differs from another?
No crow ever even by mistake resembles a pigeon.
Men are all alike
So are animals of a breed.
So are vegetables.
Like cars and scooters which belong to
A particular production unit
We know how much knowhow
Has gone into it.
But where is the super facility lab
In the womb
Where living beings are manufactured?
Who takes care that a woman
Gives birth to a son of a man
And not a heifer?
I wonder at this nature’s discerning capability.
We often try to trespass
Ideas and images
And have monsters in results.
But apple trees bear apple
And berries, berries.
It is man who the incompatible marries.
And reaps monsters instead of cherries.
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5. ~åHõ∆™È`«ÊuÎ
✤

✤

<Õ#∞ ã¨$+≤ìx K«∂ã≤ Pâ◊Û~°ºÑ¨_»∞`«∞O\Ï#∞...
J"åHõ¯=Ù`«∞O\Ï#∞...
^Õxx ZHõ¯_» Páêe!
#g# Hõ~å‡QÍ~°OÖ’
JO`å xiÌ+¨ìOQÍ [iyáÈ`«∞Ok.
H˘Å`«Ö’¡ U=∂„`«O `Õ_® ÖË‰õΩO_®...
ã¨$+≤ì "≥·z„`«O Hõ^Œ∂.
XHõ HÍH˜H˜ =∞~À HÍH˜H˜ `Õ_® K≥Ñ¨ÊQÆÅ"å?
U HÍH˜ J~Ú<å áê=Ù~°OÖÏ HÍ#=ã¨∞ÎO^•?
=∞#∞+¨µÅ∂ JO`Õ
[O`«∞=ÙÅ∂.... ‰õÄ~°QÍÜ«∞Å∂#∂...
HÍ~°∂¡, ã¨∂¯@~°¡ `«Ü«∂sÖ’
ZO`À Ãã·#∂û, ™êOˆHuHõ`å LO\Ï~Ú.
=∞i P J^Œ∞ƒù`« „Ñ¨Ü≥∂QÆâßÅ
QÆ~°ƒùQÆ∞_çÖ’
r= x~å‡}O [iˆQ Hõ~å‡QÍ~°OÖ’...
`«e¡ Hõ_»∞Ñ¨ÙÖ’ Ñ¨Ù>Ëìk
tâ◊√"À, Ñ¨â◊√"À x~°‚~ÚOKÕ^≥=~°∞?
J^Õ Pâ◊Û~°ºO <å‰õΩ,
D PÖ’K«#Å∞, z„`åÅ∞
UÑ≤Öò K≥@∞ì #∞Oz UÑ≤Öò HÍÜ«∞Å∞
K≥„sÅ #∞Oz K≥„sÅ∞
=∞i =∂#= ^ÕÇ¨Å#∞Oz
H˘O^Œ~°∞ ~åHõ∆ã¨∞ÖˇO^Œ∞‰õΩ Ñ¨Ù_»∞Î<åﬂ~°∞?
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AMERICA
I had no idea I had a heart
until I found it stolen
one fine day
and tears came rolling
to console me.
I had no idea I had feet
and what they were meant for
till I discovered them
heading towards your abode.
I came to know
I could see
when you drew my attention
and looked into my eyes.
You touched me with dreams
And set them on fire
And in their light
I saw myself.
I am beautiful.
And worthy of love.
Thanks for telling me a truth
I considered a myth.
I stand dedicated to you in entirety.
I am the America
You have discovered.
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6. J"≥∞iHÍ
✤

✤

<å‰õΩ Ç¨Ï$^ŒÜ«∞=Ú#ﬂ^Œx <å‰õΩ `≥b^Œ∞
Jk áÈQ˘@∞ì‰õΩ<åﬂ#x
F~ÀA# QÆ=∞xOKÕO`«=~°‰õÄ,
Hõhﬂà◊√¡ HÍi<å~Ú ^è•~åáê`«OQÍ
##∞ﬂ F^•ˆ~ÛO^Œ∞‰õΩ
<å‰õΩ áê^•Å∞<åﬂÜ«∞x <å‰õΩ „QÆÇ≤ÏOÑ¨Ù ÖË^Œ∞
"å\˜ „Ñ¨Ü≥∂[#"Õ∞q∞@x
Jq h WO\˜H˜ ^•if¿ãO`«=~°‰õÄ
<å‰õΩ `≥eã≤Ok, <Õ#∞ K«∂_»QÆÅ#x,
h=Ù <å ^Œ$+≤ìx =∞~°eÛ
<å Hõà◊¡Ö’H˜ K«∂¿ãO`«=~°‰õÄ
h=Ù ##∞ﬂ ã¨Ê $tOKå=Ù ã¨ﬁáêﬂÅ`À
"å\˜x [ﬁeOÑ¨*Ë™ê=Ù
P "≥Å∞QÆ∞Ö’ ##∞ﬂ <Õ#∞ ^Œi≈OKå#∞
<å JO^•xﬂ, „¿Ñ=∞ÔH· <å‰õΩ#ﬂ J~°›`«#∞.
TÇ¨ =ã¨∞Î=ÙQÍ ÉèÏqOz#^•xx
ã¨`«ºOQÍ ÉèÏã≤OÑ¨*Ëã≤# h‰õΩ Hõ$`«[˝`«Å∞
h‰õΩ JOH˜`«=∞=Ù`å#∞ âßâ◊ﬁ`«OQÍ
h=Ù Hõ#∞Q˘#ﬂ
J"≥∞iHÍ#∞ <Õ#∞.
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MYSTIQUE OF TWINKLING STARS
Behind this glittering face
Is a seething body
And an unlimited mass
Of desires and passions.
I am not nothing.
Touch me and you melt
A glacier of silence
Composed of joys pains
And sorrows, packed safely
So that they do not spoil the show.
Does this body ever tell
What is happening inside
Nor this head or even forehead?
They are trained in silence
They speak in freak cases only.

Yes look at the stars
And then the mystery
Of their helpless twinkling
Opens up like a secret.
I see behind each of them
An ocean of darkness

Seething with a million emotions
Joys and pains sorrows despairs.
It is not so easy.
Man is not a shining face.
Nor is moon only light.
Nor are stars only pecks of delight.
They are the glittering face of an alien mass.
Their job is to twinkle.
And fill man with hope
Against a surging sea of hopeless uncertainty.
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7. q∞#∞‰õΩq∞#∞‰õΩ=∞<Õ `å~°Å =∂i‡Hõ`«
✤

✤

"≥∞~°∞ã¨∞Î#ﬂ =^Œ#O "≥#Hõ
^ŒÇ≤ÏOK«|_»∞Î#ﬂ â◊s~°O
HÀiHõÅ, L^ÕﬁQÍÅ J#O`«„^Œ=ºO.
<Õ#∞ â◊¥<åºxﬂ.
##∞ﬂ ã¨Ê $tOz K«∂_»∞, h=Ù Hõiy™êÎ=Ù
Ñ¶¨∞hÉèíqOz# xâ◊≈|ÌÑ¨Ù =∞OK«∞ „Ñ¨"åÇ¨xﬂ
ã¨∞Y ã¨O`ÀëêÅ∞, ÉÏ^èŒÅ∞, ^Œ∞óMÏÅ∞
K«Hõ¯QÍ ã¨~°Ì|_ç, „Ñ¨^Œ~°≈#‰õΩ P@OHõO ÖË‰õΩO_®
D ^ÕÇ¨ÏO K≥|∞ÎO^•, UO [~°∞QÆ∞`«∞O^À Ö’Ñ¨Å?
D `«Å, D #∞^Œ∞~°∞?
xâ◊≈ÉÏÌxH˜ JÅ"å@∞Ñ¨_ç<åÜ«∞q,
ZÑ¨C_ÀQÍx =∂\Ï¡_»=Ù.
<Õ#∞ `å~°Å"ÕÑ¨Ù K«∂ã≤#Ñ¨Ù_»∞
P q∞#∞‰õΩ q∞#∞‰õΩ=∞<Õ `å~°Å =∂i‡Hõ`å ~°Ç¨Ïã¨ºO
<åHõ=QÆ`«=∞~ÚºOk.
"å\˜ "≥#∞Hõ L#ﬂ pHõ\ ˜ ã¨=Ú„^ŒO
q∞eÜ«∞#¡ L^ÕﬁQÍÅ ÉÏ^èŒÅ∞, ã¨O`ÀëêÅ
x~åâß xã¨Ê $Ç¨ÏÅ ^≥·<åºxﬂ Hõ#∞Q˘<åﬂ#∞
J^ŒO`« `ÕeHõ HÍ^Œ∞.
=∞x+≤ "≥eˆQ =^Œ#O HÍ^Œ∞.
K«O„^Œ∞_»∞ XHõ¯ "≥Å∞ˆQ HÍ^Œ∞
`å~°Å∞ P#O^ŒÑ¨Ù â◊HõÖÏÅ∂ HÍ^Œ∞
F ã¨∞^Œ∂~° „^Œ=ºÑ¨Ù "≥eˆQ =^Œ<åÅq
Jq q∞#∞‰õΩq∞#∞‰õΩ=∞O@∂
=∞x+≤Ö’ Pâ◊#∞ xOÑ¨Ù`å~Ú,
Pâß~°Ç≤Ï`« ã¨OkQÆúã≤÷u ã¨=Ú„^ŒOÖÏ =ÚOK«∞H˘ã¨∞Î#ﬂÑ¨Ù_»∞.
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OASIS OF JOY
(Imagine yourself on a boat in the mighty sea-Anand)

One moment, please.
Let me set my flowing hair in the sharp blowing wind.
Yes.
What I was saying?
Start where our story ended.
It did not end.
It is on.
The yam is on.
The story is on.
Winds and birds join the music
And sing lullabies sweet.
I know there are whales.
The deep too
Is depthless.
And the boat will wilt one day.
A tempest might overturn it

Or a leak inside
Or even a whale.
Why worry?
Birds are even less blessed
Yet look how they make the most of their brief?
I see beautiful fish
Running flying dancing
I have yet to find one in despair,
Although they are at graver risk.
Let me be at the oar.
Sit behind me.
And tell a yarn sweet.
The joy of the trek is real.
Intense.
Let us live in this moment
An oasis of joy
Surrounded by a sea of lurking death.
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8. P#O^ŒÑ¨Ù XÜ«∂ã≤ã¨∞û
✤

✤

(TÇ≤ÏOK«∞HÀ h"˘Hõ =∞Ç¨ã¨=Ú„^ŒOÖ’ Ñ¨_»=ÃÑ· „Ñ¨Ü«∂}˜ã¨∞Î<åﬂ=x)
XHõ¯ Hõ∆}O,
D qã¨∞~°∞QÍeH˜ K≥ki# <å t~À*ÏÅ#∞ ã¨~°∞ÌHÀh!
J=Ù#∞, <Õ<Õ=∞O@∞<åﬂ#∞?
=ÚyOÑ¨Ù ^ŒQÆæ~° =∞~°Å „áê~°OaèOK«h...
Jk =ÚyOK«|_»ÖË^Œ∞
Hõ^äŒ #_»∞ã¨∂Î<Õ L#ﬂk.
JÅ¡|_»∞`«∂<Õ L#ﬂk.
QÍÅ∞Å∞, Ñ¨‰õ∆ΩÅ∞ KÕi<å~Ú ã¨Ow`« ÅÇ¨ÏiÖ’
=∞^èŒ∞~°"≥∞ÿ# *’Åáê@Å∞ áê_»∞`«∞<åﬂ~Ú
<å‰õΩ `≥Å∞ã¨∞ JHõ¯_» uq∞OQÆÖÏÅ∞<åﬂÜ«∞x
Ö’`«∞ `≥eÜ«∞x Ö’`«∞Ö’¡
U^À XHõ~ÀA# Ñ¨_»= u~°QÆ|_»∞ÎOk
`«∞á¶ê#∞ ^•xx É’~å¡ Ñ¨_»"Õã¨∞ÎOk
Ñ¨_»=Ö’ ~°O„^èŒ"≥∂, uq∞OQÆÅÑ¨Ù ^•_ç =Å¡<À
J~Ú<å kQÆ∞ÖˇO^Œ∞‰õΩ?
Ñ¨‰õ∆ΩÅ∞ nqOK«|_ç<å~Ú, K«∂_»∞, ZÖÏ „Ñ¨Hõ\ ˜™êÎÜ≥∂
<Õ#∞ K«∂ã¨∞Î<åﬂ#∞ JO^Œ"≥∞ÿ# KÕÑ¨Å#∞
"ÕQÆOQÍ Hõ^Œ∞Å∂Î, ZQÆ∞~°∞`«∂, #$`«ºO KÕã¨∂Î
"å\˜Ö’ ZHõ¯_® HÍ#~å^Œ∞ x~åâ◊, ^≥·#ºO† =∞$`«∞ºÉèíÜ«∞O
##∞ﬂ Ñ¨_»= #_»Ñ¨h, <å "≥#Hõ ‰õÄ~ÀÛ
K«Hõ¯x Hõ^äŒ Je¡ K≥Ñ¨C†
D „Ñ¨Ü«∂}O "åã¨Î=O. QÍ_è»O, P#O^ŒHõ~°O,
D Hõ∆}OÖ’ rq^•ÌO† D P#O^ŒÑ¨Ù XÜ«∂ã≤ã¨∞ûÖ’
K«∞@∂ì =∞$`«∞º=Ù u~°∞QÍ_»∞Î<åﬂ ã¨ˆ~!
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JUST DEBRIS?
(A Modem Morality Play)
Honesty is married to Opportunity.
Joy to despair.
Kids end where careers begin.
Parents are a burden
Better be born to trees.
Wife gives way to a partner.
Home to a flat.
Trees turn furniture
Shade into shadow.
Sleep, into a phantom.
Channels disturb equilibrium
Then we disturb the applecart.
It was good to hear birds chirp.
Now they shriek.
Perhaps in fear.
Has the orchestra left?
From shrines, undecipherable noises
Plunge into ears
Sending men crazy and to arms.
I break the mirror into pieces.
Bloody fool!
Looks into my mind.
Has it gained consciousness?
Am I no structure?
Just debris?
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9. X\˜ì K≥`åÎ - tkäÖÏÅ∂...
✤

✤

x*Ï~ÚfH˜ J=HÍâ◊"å^•xH˜ ÃÑo¡.
ã¨O`ÀëêxH˜ x~åâ◊‰õΩ q"åÇ¨ÏO
L^ÀºQÆO "≥Ú^ŒÅ∞HÍQÍ<Õ ÉÏÅºO ã¨OÑ¨ÓiÎ
`«e¡^ŒO„_»∞Å ÉèÏ~°O
K≥@∞ìQÍ Ñ¨Ù\˜ì<å ÉÏQÆ∞O_Õk
WÖÏ¡Å∞ WÑ¨C_»∞ ã¨Ç¨ÏK«i
WÅ∞¡ HÍ™êÎ á¶ê¡@∞
K≥@∞¡ =∂iáÈÜ«∂~Ú =ã¨∞Î=ÙÅ∞QÍ
h_» =∂iOk "≥O\Ï_Õ h_»QÍ
x„^Œ XHõ TÇ¨ÉèÏ=#
Kèå<≥Å∞û ÉèíOQÆÑ¨~°∞ã¨∞Î<åﬂ~Ú ã¨=∞`«∞Åº`«#∞
rq`«O `«ÅH˜O^Œ∞Å~ÚºOk
Ñ¨‰õ∆ΩÅ H˜ÅH˜ÅÅ ™ê÷<Õ J~°∞Ñ¨ÙÅ∞
ÉèíÜ«∞O =Å¡ HÍ=K«∞Û#∞
"å^Œº|$O^ŒO x„+¨¯q∞OzO^•?
^Õ"åÅÜ«∂Å∞ﬂOz J~°÷OHÍx â◊ÉÏÌÅ∞
K≥=Ùeﬂ |^ŒÌÅ∞Q˘_»∞`«∂
=∞#∞+¨µÅ∞ PÜ«Ú^è•Å#∞ KÕ|_»∞`«∞<åﬂ~°∞
<Õ#∞ J^•Ìxﬂ =ÚHõ¯Å∞ =ÚHõ¯Å∞QÍ KÕ™ê#∞
=¸~°∞ö_®!
<å =∞#ã¨∞Ö’H˜ K«∂_»∞
Jk KÕ`«##∞ á⁄OkO^•?
<Õ<˘Hõ ~°∂áêxﬂ, x~å‡}Ïxﬂ HÍ^•?
X\˜ì K≥`åÎ-K≥^•~å<åﬂ?
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WILL YOU MARRY ME?
After a few meetings,
Ravi put his hand on Regana’s
while they were having coffee
in a restaurant
and asked..Will you marry me?
Regana smiled.
She was happy at the proposal.
Yes. But I have to ask my parents.
She knew
She was a daughter,
Her parents’ property.
It was good on her part.
Parents had seen
more winters
than the springs she had seen.
Who is the boy?
What is his father?
What is his caste?
His parental property,?
Different caste? No
Father a cycle repair shop? No.
Property? Nil. Hand to mouth. No
Here was time for the girl
Either to elope with her lover
And get honour killed
If her father and brother found them..
Or live a life with a man
She has never seen.
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10. ##∞ﬂ ÃÑo¡ KÕã¨∞‰õΩO\Ï"å?
✤

✤

H˘kÌ Ñ¨iK«Ü«∂Å∞, u~°∞QÆ∞à◊√¡ `«~°∞"å`«
~°q `«# KÕux 'ˆ~QÆ#— KÕuÖ’ LOz,
Ô~™êìÔ~O@∞Ö’ HÍÑ¶‘ `åQÆ∞`«∂
J_çQÍ_»∞- '##∞ﬂ ÃÑO_ç¡ KÕã¨∞‰õΩO\Ï"å?—ˆ~QÆ# #qﬁOkP"≥∞ H˜+¨ì"Õ∞.
'=∂ J=∂‡<å#ﬂÅ #_»QÍe— -J#ﬂk.
P"≥∞‰õΩ `≥Å∞ã¨∞
'`å#∞ `«# `«e¡^ŒO„_»∞Å Pã≤Î— Jx,
"åà◊√¡ `å#∞ K«∂ã≤# =ã¨O`åÅHõ<åﬂ
Z‰õΩ¯= j`åHÍÖÏeﬂ K«∂™ê~°∞.
Z=~å Ñ≤Å¡QÍ_»∞? `«e¡^ŒO„_»∞ÖËO KÕ™êÎ~°∞?
‰õΩÅ"Õ∞q∞\˜? Pã≤Îáêã¨∞ÎÅ∞<åﬂÜ«∂?
"Õˆ~ ‰õΩÅ"≥∞ÿ`Õ XÑ¨CHÀ=Ú.
"åà◊¡‰õΩ Ãã·H˜Öò i¿Ñ~ü ëêÑ¨Ù#ﬂk- =^Œ∞ÌÖË.
¿Ñ^Œ ã¨O|O^èŒ=∂- K«zÛ<å XÑ¨CHÀ=Ú!
UO KÕã¨∞ÎO^• P_»Ñ≤Å¡?
ÖËzáÈ"åÖÏ? ‰õΩ@∞O|O ã¨OQÆ`Õq∞\˜?
Ñ¨~°∞=Ù „Ñ¨u+¨ªÅ∞, =∂#=∞~åº^ŒÅ Ñ¨iã≤÷`Õq∞\˜?
WO\’¡ `≥e¿ãÎ Ñ¨~°∞=ÙÇ¨Ï`«º‰õΩ ^•ifÜ«∞^•?
ÖËHõ `«e¡^ŒO„_»∞Å∞ ‰õΩkiÛ# ã¨O|O^èŒ"Õ∞ =∞Oz^•?
=Ú‰õÄ¯ "≥ÚÇ¨ÏO `≥eÜ«∞x "å_ç`À ZÖÏ HÍÑ¨Ù~°O?
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Danger.
She runs away.
And builds her self up.
Love is not a mean blessing.
Her sister Gita had bowed to her father’s wishes.
Married in the caste.
Family rich.
And she was burnt to death.
For dowry.
Ranavtar Singh was now
a wizened old man.
The boy Mani was allowed to marry
For love.
No dowry was demanded.
And Regana too was accepted back.
Ravi too.
Their kids also.
It happens only in films.
Not in real life.
Young men suffer unwanted partners
And live hell all through,
Punctuated with bitter fights
Courts and often corpses.
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'JáêÜ«∞O—
P"≥∞ áêiáÈ~ÚOk.
`«##∞ `å#∞ xi‡OK«∞‰õΩ#ﬂk
„¿Ñ=∞ `«‰õΩ¯= n"≥<Õg∞ HÍ^Œ∞
P"≥∞ ™È^Œi 'w`«—k
`«e¡^ŒO„_»∞Å∞ ‰õΩkiÛ# _»|∞ƒ#ﬂ ã¨O|O^èŒO
XˆH ‰õΩÅO† J~Ú<å HÍeáÈ~ÚOk =~°Hõ@ﬂÑ¨Ù =∞O@ÅÖ’
~°}=`«~üã≤OQ∑ =$^Œ∞ú_»∞, <Õ~°∞Û‰õΩ<åﬂ_»∞ áê~îåÅ∞
H˘_»∞‰õΩ '=∞}˜— „¿Ñ=∞ÃÑo¡ XÑ¨C‰õΩ<åﬂ_»∞
=~°Hõ@ﬂÑ¨Ù Tã¨∞ÖË^Œ∞,
JOwHõiOK«|_çOk ˆ~QÆ<å - ~°q q"åÇ¨ÏO,
"åà◊¡ ã¨O`å#=¸...
W=hﬂ [~°∞QÆ∞`å~Ú ã≤x=∂ÅÖ’
"åã¨Î=O ^•xH˜ q~°∞^ŒúO
W+¨ìOÖËx ÃÑo¡à◊¡`À
rq`åO`«O ÉÏ^èŒÑ¨_»∞Î<åﬂ~°∞ J<ÕHõ=∞Ok.
x~°O`«~° HõÅÇ¨Å∞, HÀ~°∞ìÅ∞
`«~°K«∞QÍ =∞$`«^ÕÇ¨Å∞.
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BEYOND CARES AND CONFUSIONS
A thousand cares keep us occupied.
We don’t even notice,
So busy we remain,
Where springs spend their fury
And go back empty handed
Unadmired, unloved and damn cared.
You are not made for mega pleasures of life perhaps,
Waiting for which you lose
The joys of little things.
Yes, we are living in the shadow of bombs
And overdose of human wisdom
Which divides earth and the space
And brands God’s grace.
I see the sun rise and winds blow
The earth uses her might
In every way
To keep us blessed night and day.
Let us not O holy souls !
In our vain pursuit of grandeur
Walk over minor joys
That life offers.
Let us celebrate, for we are here
But only once
Every thing that life offers
Small joys will add up to happiness one day.
Let us learn to be happy
And smile even when it is a loss.
Small losses stand nowhere
When compared with the Cross.
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11. *Ï„QÆ`«ÎÅ∞ - ã¨OkQÆú`«Å HÍ=Å
✤

✤

=O^Œ ÉÏ^èŒº`«Å∞ =∞#eﬂ fiHõÖË‰õΩO_® KÕ™êÎ~Ú
=∞#O Hõhã¨O QÆ=∞xOK«O
ZO`« arQÍ LO\Ï=∞O>Ë
=ã¨O`«HÍÅO `«# L„^ÕHÍeﬂ q~°lq∞‡
=\˜ì KÕ`«∞Ö’Î "≥o¡áÈ~ÚO^Œ#ﬂ ã¨OQÆu
Z=~°∂ "≥∞K«∞ÛHÀHõ, „¿Ñq∞OK«|_»Hõ, Ñ¨\ ˜ìOK«∞HÀHõáÈÜÕ∞ã¨iH˜.
Q˘Ñ¨Ê P#O^•Å HÀã¨O h=Ù Ñ¨Ù@ìÖË^Œ∞
J~Ú<å, HÀÖ’Ê`«∞O\Ï=Ù
zxzxﬂ q+¨Ü«∂ÅÖ’ P#O^•Å#∞†
ÉÏO|∞Å h_»Ö’ |`«∞‰õΩ`«∂
q∞ug∞i# =∂#= q*Ï˝#O
Éèí∂=∂ºHÍâßÅ#∞ q_»nã≤
^Õ=Ùx Hõ~°∞}#∞ =Ú„^Œ"Õã¨∞ÎO_»QÍ<Õ#∞ K«∂ã¨∞Î<åﬂ#∞ L+¨ã¨∞û#∞, QÍÅ∞Å#∞
Éèí∂q∞ `«# ã¨`«∞Î=#∞ Jxﬂ q^è•ÖÏ g_»_®xx
ˆ~~ÚO|=à◊¥¡ =∞#eﬂ nqOK«_®xx
F Ñ¨q„`å`«‡ÖÏ~å! =∞#O J<Õﬁ+≤OK«=^Œ∞Ì
Q˘Ñ¨ÊÅHÀã¨O, „Ñ¨MÏº`«∞ÅHÀã¨O
rq`«O JOkOKÕ z#ﬂz#ﬂ P#O^•eﬂ `˘H˜¯ #_»=ﬁ^Œ∞Ì.
=∞#O Ñ¨O_»QÆÅ∞ [~°∞Ñ¨Ù‰õΩO^•O WHõ¯_» L#ﬂO^Œ∞‰õΩ
D zxﬂ zxﬂ P#O^•ÖË ã¨OÑ¨Ó~°‚=∞=Ù`å~Ú U^À<å\˜H˜
=∞#O rq^•ÌO P#O^ŒOQÍ
#ëêìÖˇ^Œ∞Ô~·<å HÀÖ’Ê=^Œ∞Ì z~°∞#=Ùﬁ#∞
zxﬂzxﬂ #ëêìÖËáê\˜?
tÅ∞=`À áÈeÛ#Ñ¨Ù_»∞ Jq ^ÕxH˜ áÈ\©?
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THE SAGE’S CONTENTION
[dedicated to the great Sikh Guru: Guru Nanak Dev Ji]
Share with the needy,
What you earn with the sweat of your brow.
And remember Him.
That is all about God
Ye need to know.
So easy
Was the sage’s contention.
All the theories,
Are merely human invention.
Sun lives in its light.

Winds live in their flight.
Sparrows live in their delight.

God lives in the right.
Good intentions
Loving the unloved,

And gratitude in every case.
Confer upon us an easy grace.
Only your good actions
Can ensure,
Peace in this life,
And later, a place secure.
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12. ™ê^èŒ∞=Ù "å^Œ#
✤

✤

(Ñ¨Ó[ºN QÆ∞~°∞<å#H± ^Õ"£‰õΩ JOH˜`«O)
P~°∞ÎÅ#∞ P^Œ∞HÀ
h ¿ãﬁ^•i˚`« ã¨Oáê^Œ##∞ W`«~°∞Å`À Ñ¨OK«∞HÀ
ÉèíQÆ"å#∞x ã¨‡iOK«∞
Jk KåÅ∞
^Õ=Ù_ç QÆ∞iOz h=Ù `≥Å∞ã¨∞‰õΩ<Õk
KåÖÏ ã¨∞ÅÉèíO
J^Õ ™ê^èŒ∞=Ù "å^Œ#.
Jxﬂ ã≤^•úO`åÅ∞
=∂#= xi‡`åÅ∞
"≥Å∞QÆ∞Ö’ ã¨∂~°∞º_»∞
K«Å#OÖ’ QÍe
P#O^ŒOÖ’ Ñ¨‰õ∆ΩÅ∞
=∞OzÖ’ ^Õ=Ù_»∞.
ã¨^•â◊Ü«∂Å∞
„¿Ñ=∞#∞ Ñ¨OK«_»O
Hõ$`«[˝`«#∞ `≥ÅÑ¨_»O
ã¨`«¯~°‡Å∞
rq`«OÖ’ âßOux™êÎ~Ú
h‰õΩ K«Hõ¯x ™ê÷<åxﬂ™êÎ~Ú.
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THE THIRD EYE
When the cameras are riveted on you,
You have to present your best.
Mind your language, your demeanour,
So that every one says:
“Here is the man”.
It appears,
We have two selves,
One for our personal use,
The other, for the public.
One is our naked self,
Our true selfish being,
And the other, apparently selfless,
Meant for others.
We forget the third eye
An invisible sting going on.
Which records our actions
When we are naked,
And when we are in public.
But, we are not afraid of this third eye.
We know He cannot do anything.
It is more important to pass
As a ‘great’ man,
However mean we may be!
It would be really great
If we realized,
In public, as well as in private,
We are being judged by a third eye,
Which treats as equal
The big and small fry.
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13. =¸_»= Hõ#∞ﬂ
✤

✤

ÔH"≥∞~åÅ∞ h"ÕÑ¨Ù uiy#Ñ¨Ù_»∞
K«Hõ¯QÍ Hõ#Ñ¨_»∞
ÉèÏ+¨, "Õ+¨O, #_»=_ç, ã¨Ê+¨ì`«
JO^Œ~°∂ "≥∞K«∞Û‰õΩ<Õ@∞¡'J`«_»∞ ã¨Ô~·#"å_»∞—<åHõxÑ≤ã¨∞ÎOk
=∞#Ö’ ^ŒﬁO^Œﬁ „Ñ¨Hõ$u L#ﬂ^Œx
XHõ\ ˜ =∞#HÀã¨O
Ô~O_»=k ÉÏÇ¨Ïº „Ñ¨Ñ¨OK«O HÀã¨O
XHõ\ ˜ =∞# #QÆﬂ~°∂Ñ¨O, ™êﬁ~°ú xi‡`«O
Ô~O_»=k x™êﬁ~°ú „Ñ¨Hõ\ ˜`«O, W`«~°∞Å HÀã¨O
=∞#O =∞~°záÈ`åO =¸_»= <Õ„`åxﬂ
Hõ#|_»‰õΩO_® =∞# Ñ¨#∞eﬂ iHÍ~°∞¤ KÕã¨∞ÎOk
=∞# #QÆﬂã≤÷ux, ÉÏÇ¨Ïº #@##∂.
J~Ú<å =∞#O ÉèíÜ«∞Ñ¨_»O D =¸_ÀHõ#∞ﬂ QÆ∞iOz
J^Õg∞ KÕÜ«∞ÖË^Œ<Õk =∞# ^è≥·~°ºO
=∞#"≥∞O`« hK«∞Å"≥∞ÿ<å
Q˘Ñ¨Ê"åiQÍ K≥ÖÏ=∞}© HÍ=K«∞Û!
ZO`« ÉÏQÆ∞O_»∞#∞ =∞#O D q+¨Ü«∂xﬂ „QÆÇ≤Ï¿ãÎ
=¸_ÀHõ#∞ﬂ =∞#eﬂ QÆ=∞xã¨∞Î#ﬂ^Œ#ﬂ q+¨Ü«∂xﬂ
^•xH˜ z<åﬂ ÃÑ^•Ì `Õ_® `≥b^Œx
JO^Œih ã¨=∞OQÍ K«∂ã¨∞ÎO^Œh...
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THE BROKEN NARRATIVE
Most of the time a poet
Is not a poet
But an ordinary man,
Lofty and mean in turn
Surprising none.
He sits on the next seat
Looking outside the window
Not interested in you.
Remote are the charms
That beckon to him.
Remoter even than the urgencies immediate.
I see cosmos
Looking from his eyes
Which take you deep
Into the mysteries of Triloki.
People look at a tree
And tell us
How useful it is for humanity
And life to be.
But poet commands
Invisible chariots
Which conduct him to ranges
Forlorn and otherworldly.
It all happens so suddenly.
In a romantic leap,
When he connects it
To the Bodh tree.
Is this man a man of this world?
Or some other galaxy?
Sons, daughters and friends
Wonder and call him crazy.
Where are his wits?
What does his babble show?
His broken narrative makes little
Of what we humans know.
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14. Py# Hõ^èŒ#O
✤

✤

Hõq rq`«OÖ’ Z‰õΩ¯= ÉèÏQÆO
Hõq HÍ^Œ∞, J`«_»∞
™ê^è•~°} =∂#=Ù_»∞
L#ﬂ`«`«ﬁO, JÅÊ`«ﬁO LO_»_»OÖ’
U=∂„`«O ÖË^Œ∞ Pâ◊Û~°ºO
Ñ¨Hõ¯ã‘@∞Ö’ ‰õÄ~°∞Ûx
H˜\ ˜H©Ö’Oz |Ü«∞@‰õΩ K«∂ã¨∞ÎO\Ï_»∞
x#∞ﬂ U=∂„`«O Ñ¨\ ˜ìOK«∞HÀ‰õΩO_®U"À ã¨∞^Œ∂~°Ñ¨Ù PHõ~°¬}Å∞ J`«_çx Ñ≤Å∞ã¨∞Î<åﬂ~Ú
D Hõ∆}Ñ¨Ù W|ƒO^Œ∞eﬂ ÖˇHõ¯KÕÜ«∞_»`«_»∞.
J`«_ç Hõà◊¡Ö’ <Õ#∞ K«∂™êÎ#∞
„uÖ’HÍeﬂ, qâ◊ﬁ ~°Ç¨Ï™êºÅ#∞.
KåÖÏ=∞Ok K≥@¡ Q˘Ñ¨Ê`«<åxﬂ K≥|∞`å~°∞,
"å\˜H˜ =∂#=Ù_çH˜ L#ﬂ J#∞|O^è•xﬂ, rq`åxﬂ†
HÍx, Hõq JQÀK«~° ~°^ä•ÅÃÑ· „Ñ¨Ü«∂}˜™êÎ_»∞
XO@iQÍ, W`«~° „Ñ¨Ñ¨OKåÅÖ’H˜
W^ŒO`å [~°∞QÆ∞`«∞Ok JHõ™ê‡`«∞ÎQÍ,
=∞<ÀÇ¨Ï~°OQÍ, J^Œ∞ƒù`«OÖÏ, U É’kèK≥@∞ì h_»<ÀW`«_»∞ DÖ’HõÑ¨Ù"å_Õ<å ÖËHõ „QÆÇ¨O`«~°"åã≤ HÍ=K«∞Û<å?
H˘_»∞‰õΩÅ∞, ‰õΩ=∂Ô~ÎÅ∞, ¿ãﬂÇ≤Ï`«∞Å∞
Pâ◊Û~°ºÑ¨_»∞`«∂, J`«_çx L#‡`«∞Î_çQÍ ÉèÏq™êÎ~°∞
U"≥∞ÿO^Œ`«_çH˜? ZO^Œ∞HõÖÏ #OyQÍ =∂\Ï¡_»∞`«∞<åﬂ_»∞?
J`«_ç Py# Hõ^äŒ#O K≥|∞`«∞Ok,
=∞# =∞#∞+¨µºeH˜ `≥eã≤#k KåÖÏ ã¨ﬁÅÊ=∞x-
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THE MASS MOVES
If you see only yourself
And your home,
You are standing on the ground.
Go up to the roof,
And you see
Several houses in the vicinity.
Ride up a water tank,
Your vision grows up.
The whole area shows up.
You see cities
While riding an aeroplane.
And if you go higher up still,
You don’t see anything at all.
Our gaze has to be focused
Not only on the ground
At our home
But at the March of the city
To comprehend the movement of the civilization.
Great men often look through
The four walls
And keep focused on the way
The world conducts itself.
The mass moves forward
With individuals aboard it
As a bus carries bugs
In its seats.
Ideas move the mass forward.
With all that lies in the fray.
Living and dead
Together in the same tray.
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15. HõkÖË „^Œ=º~åt
✤

✤

h=Ù K«∂™êÎ=Ù x#∂ﬂ, h WO\˜h
<ÕÅg∞^Œ xÅ|_ç#Ñ¨C_»∞.
XHõ¯™êi ÃÑ·HõÑ¨CÔHH˜¯ K«∂_»∞K«∞@∂ì~å Z<Àﬂ Wà◊√¡†
WOHÍ Z`≥ÎÂ# h\˜\ÏºO‰õΩ<≥‰õΩ¯
h ^Œ$+≤ì Ñ¨ikè qã¨Î $`«=∞=Ù`«∞Ok
q=∂#OÖ’ áÈ`«∞#ﬂÑ¨Ù_»∞
h‰õΩ HÍ#=™êÎ~Ú Z<Àﬂ Ñ¨@ì}ÏÅ∞
WOHÍ ÃÑ·H˜ "≥o`Õ
Ug∞ HÍ#~å=Ù Hõ^•!
=∞# ^Œ$+≤ì ˆHO„nHõiOK«|_®e
=∞#ÃÑ·, =∞# WO\˜ÃÑ·<Õ HÍHõ
#QÆ~åÅ Hõ"å`«∞ÃÑ·, <åQÆiHõ`å K«Å#OÃÑ·
Q˘Ñ¨Ê"åà◊√¡ K«∂™êÎ~°∞ <åÅ∞QÆ∞ QÀ_»Å HÍ=Å ‰õÄ_®
`«=∞ ^Œ$+≤ìx ˆHO„nHõi™êÎ~°∞ „Ñ¨Ñ¨OK«Ñ¨Ù #_»=_çHõÃÑ·
„^Œ=º~åt K«eã¨∂Î LO@∞Ok =ÚO^Œ∞‰õΩ
r=~åt`À, |ã¨∞û ã‘@¡Ö’ #Å∞¡Å∞#ﬂ@∞¡
PÖ’K«#Å∞ „^Œ=º~åtx =ÚO^Œ∞‰õΩ #_çÑ≤™êÎ~Ú
^•xÖ’ L#ﬂ^•x`À ã¨Ç¨†
ã¨r=, xs˚=~åâ◊√eﬂ
XˆH Ñ¨à‹¡OÖ’...
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VICTORS AND VICTIMS
Even victors are victims of an overpowering fate.
Those who inflict suffering
Are sufferers of the first rate.
There is a limit beyond which
Our wits fail to tread
Some invisible destiny controls
The living and the dead
The dawn of each day
Into dusk descends.
Sound and fury
No gain commends.
Whose war cry did move the mass
O Rustom!
Here lies Sohrab
Reduced to a carcass.
I hoard in my heart a naughty child
Whose fantasies I suffer.
No counsel doth move
The pampered duffer.
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16. q*Ë`«Å∞ - Ñ¨~ål`«∞Å∞
✤

✤

qkè â◊H˜Î=ÚO^Œ∞ q*Ë`«Å∂ Ñ¨~ål`«∞ÖË.
ÉÏ^èŒÃÑ>Ëì"åà◊¥¡
ÉÏ^èŒÅ##∞ÉèíqOK«Hõ `«Ñ¨Ê^Œ∞.
XHõ Ñ¨iq∞ux ^•\˜ áÈÖË=Ù,
=∞# â◊H˜Î ™ê=∞~åúºÅ∞†
HõxÑ≤OK«x QÆ=∞º"Õ∞^À xÜ«∞O„uã¨∞ÎOk
[## =∞~°}Ïeﬂ.
„Ñ¨u L^ŒÜ«∞=¸ Jã¨Î=∞Ü«∞OÖ’H˜ ^•ifã¨∞ÎOk
P„QÆÇ¨"ÕâßÅ∞ U ÖÏÉèÏhﬂ `Õ=Ù
Ü«Ú^ŒúÑ¨Ù ˆHHõÖ’ =∞Okx HõkeOz#
F ~°∞ã¨∞Î"£∞!
WHõ¯_»∞<åﬂ_»∞ ™⁄Ç¨Ï~åÉò
F â◊="≥∞ÿ!
<å Ç¨Ï$^ŒÜ«∞OÖ’ ^•K«∞‰õΩ<åﬂ#∞ XHõ ÉÏÅ∞_çx
J`«_ç TÇ¨Ïeﬂ <Õ##∞Éèíqã¨∞Î<åﬂ#∞
U ã¨ÅÇ¨ HõkeOK«ÖË^Œ∞
QÍ~å|O KÕÜ«∞|_ç# HÍ~°ºÇ‘Ï#∞_çx.
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THE HEART OF DARKNESS
Under these garments is a shapely body and within,
A scary jungle of bones,
In which reside monsters
Which work underground and sometimes in search of food
Stray into civilized localities too.
At nights, wolves howl,
And aviary fleet flutter wings
And run from pillar to post.
These wild animals are at large
When the lights are off
And there is no danger of CCTV cameras.
Don’t enter that heart of darkness
Fenced in with bones
Bones, plastered with flesh
And the jungle and it’s wolves
Are hemmed in shapely clothes.
I am a sweet body to look at
But a fierce world to get in.
All this beauty charms spells
Are the witchcraft
To drive a river of artificial consciousness
Between the world on display
And the marauders that remain hidden
Behind this beautiful play.
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17. pHõ\˜ Ç¨Ï$^ŒÜ«∞O
✤

✤

D ^Œ∞ã¨∞ÎÅ Ö’Ñ¨Å F K«Hõ¯\˜ ^ÕÇ¨ÏO
^•x Ö’Ñ¨Å ^•yL#ﬂk ÉèíÜ«∞ÃÑ>Ëì Jã≤÷Ñ¨O[~°O
^•xÖ’ x=ã≤™êÎ~Ú Ñ≤âßKåÅ∞
Éèí∂QÆ~°ƒùOÖ’ ^•y L#ﬂ@∞¡,
XHÀ¯™êi |Ü«∞@‰õΩ =™êÎ~Ú PÇ¨~°O HÀã¨O
ã¨Éèíº ã¨=∂[OÖ’H˜
~å„u"Õà◊ #Hõ¯Å∞ Tà◊Å∞ "Õ¿ãÑ¨C_»∞
Ñ¨‰õ∆ΩÅ∞ Ô~Hõ¯eﬂ Ô~Ñ¨Ô~Ñ¨ÖÏ_çã¨∞Î#ﬂÑ¨Ù_»∞
J@∞W@∂ Ñ¨iÔQ_»∂Î
pHõ\’¡ zO^Œ∞ÖËã¨∂Î
"å\˜H˜ CCTV ÔH"≥∞~åÅ ÉèíÜ«∞O ÖË^Œ∞.
P pHõ\ ˜ Ç¨Ï$^ŒÜ«∞OÖ’H˜ "≥à◊¡‰õΩ
Z=ÚHõÅQÆ∂_»∞Ö’ L#ﬂ^Œk
=∂Oã¨O`À "≥∞`«Î|_ç ~°∂áêxﬂ á⁄Ok#k
J_»qÖ’ `À_Õà◊√¡
K«Hõ¯\˜ ^Œ∞ã¨∞ÎÅÖ’
<Õ#∞ JO^ŒOQÍ<Õ LO\Ï#∞
<åÖ’Ñ¨Å ÉèíÜ«∞OHõ~° „Ñ¨Ñ¨OK«O
D ™œO^Œ~°ºO, PHõ~°¬} JO`å WO„^Œ*ÏÅO
Hõ$„u=∞ KÕ`«<å „Ñ¨"åÇ¨xﬂ #_çÑ≤OK«_»O
Hõ>ˇì^Œ∞@ L#ﬂ „Ñ¨Ñ¨OK«OÖ’^Œ∞~å‡~°∞æÅ∞ ^•y LO\Ï~°∞ `≥~°"≥#∞Hõ<Õ
D ã¨∞O^Œ~° „Ñ¨^Œ~°≈#Ö’...
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CIVILIZED PARROTS
The parrots had gone to West
For greener pastures.
Now returned
With a surreal sense of reality.
This new consciousness
Does not believe in imagination.
So their wings have been trimmed close to chopping.
Flying out of comfort zone was dangerous.
They would often laugh
At the old breed
Who, even when given
Best food and love
And packed in a golden cage,
Would, on finding it open,
Take to wing.

Such flight had left
The portals of their thoughts.
So wings had declined in shape and strength.
They were found talking to each other
About the gold on their traps
And the nutritious food

Served to them.
They were no longer human,
They were objects of finery
Decoration pieces
Drained of love, filled with misery.

Each was sitting in his trap
Like a Christ on a cross
Longing for a mate
And joy out of date.
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18. <åQÆiHõ zÅ∞HõÅ∞
✤

✤

Ñ¨K«Û\˜ "≥∞ÿ^•<åÅ#∞ "≥^Œ∞‰õΩ`«∂
zÅ∞HõÅ∞ Ñ¨tÛ=∞ ^ÕâßÅ‰õΩ áÈ~Ú<å~Ú.
uiy=KåÛ~Ú Jkè"åã¨ÎqHõ`å ^Œ$+≤ì`À
D #∂`«# KÕ`«# #=∞‡^Œ∞ TÇ¨Ïeﬂ
"å\˜ Ô~Hõ¯Å∞ HõuÎiOK«|_ç<å~Ú
ã¨∞~°H˜∆`« „áêO`åxﬂ ^•\˜áÈÖËqÑ¨C_»∞
HÍx, Jq #=Ùﬁ`å~Ú ¿ÇÏà◊#QÍ áê`«`«~åxﬂ K«∂ã≤
`«=∞‰õΩ =∞Oz PÇ¨~°O, „¿Ñ=∞#∞ Ñ¨Oz#"å\˜x,
|OQÆ~°∞ Ñ¨O[~°O `«Å∞Ñ¨Ù `≥~°=QÍ<Õ ZyiáÈ"åÅx
J~Ú`Õ Ô~Hõ¯Å∞ HõuÎiOK«|_ç<å~Ú Hõ^•,
PÖ’K«#ÖËO KÕÜ«∞QÆÅqÑ¨C_»∞...
Jq ã¨OÉèÏ+≤OK«∞‰õΩO@∞<åﬂ~Ú
`«=∞ Ñ¨O[~åÖ’¡x |OQÍ~°O QÆ∞iOz
|Å=~°úHõ"≥∞ÿ# PÇ¨~°O QÆ∞iOz
JqÑ¨C_»∞ =∞#∞+¨µÅ∞ HÍ^Œ∞
ˆH=ÅO JÅOHõ~°} =ã¨∞Î=ÙÅ∞
„¿Ñ=∞#∞ HÀÖ’Ê~Ú# n#∞Å∞
„Ñ¨un Ñ¨O[~°OÖ’ |OkèOK«|_ç
tÅ∞=ÃÑ·# „H©ã¨∞ÎÖÏ
ã¨Ç¨ÏK«~°∞Å HÀã¨O
HÀÖ’Ê~Ú# P#O^ŒO HÀã¨O.
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LIFE AND LIPSTICK
The lips of life are red
Red it is also in its teeth.
The peacock loves its beautiful wings
Yet pines at its feet.
Hawks and parrots drink on the same wind
And perch on the same tree.
Big or small, good or evil,
Fantasizing is absolutely free.
Two arms two legs two eyes too,
Are matched by a mind
Against itself divided.
The lion and the lamb
In the same lap provided.
There are those
Who were born to be saviours
And those too
Who killed them and millons thereafter.
World is as safe for the sapiens
As it’s dangerous
For animals only wild to say,
Who are dwindling by the day.
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19. rq`«O - eÑπã≤ìH±
✤

✤

rq`«Ñ¨Ù J^èŒ~åÅ∞ Z~°∞Ñ¨Ù
^•x ^ŒO`åÅ∂ Z~°∞Ñ¨Ù
<≥=∞e H˜+¨ìO ^•x Ô~Hõ¯Å∞
HÍx ^Œ∞ódã¨∞ÎOk `«# áê^•eﬂ K«∂ã≤
_ÕQÆÅ∞, zÅ∞HõÅ∞ XˆH QÍex P™êﬁk™êÎ~Ú
XˆH K≥@∞ìÃÑ· "åÅ`å~Ú
z<åﬂ ÃÑ^•Ì, =∞Op K≥_»∂
TÇ¨Ï Ñ¨ÓiÎQÍ Lz`«O
Ô~O_»∞ HÍà◊√¡, Ô~O_»∞ KÕ`«∞Å∞, Ô~O_»∞ Hõà◊¥¡
"å\˜H˜ ã¨iÑ¨_ç# =∞#ã¨∞,
Jn qÉèÏ[º"≥∞ÿ#k.
ã≤OÇ¨ÏO, Q˘„Ô~Ñ≤Å¡
XˆH X_çÖ’...
H˘O^Œ~°∞ [x‡™êÎ~°∞ '~°Hõ∆‰õΩÅ∞—QÍ
"åà◊¥¡ K«OÑ¨|_»`å~°∞, "åà◊¡ "åà◊¥¡ "ÕÖÏkQÍ
D „Ñ¨Ñ¨OK«O ã¨∞~°H˜∆`«"≥∞ÿ#k,
„Ñ¨=∂^ŒHõ~°"≥∞ÿ#k ‰õÄ_®†
¿ãﬁK«ÛùQÍ uiˆQ [O`«∞ `«u
~ÀA~ÀA‰õÄ `«yæáÈ`«∞#ﬂ ã≤÷u.
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THE KNIGHTS OF THE NIGHT
How wonderful is the night!
Do anything, think anything

Not to talk of others, you see not thyself.
Lights are dangerous
Strip everything naked.
We like dresses for the body
And masks for our faces
God too dazzles us from behind myriad shapes..

A dense fog nestles on the hearts.
Minds don’t know
What is right and what is wrong.
Darknesses are so good.
At least we can say ‘all is well’.
Those who traded in light,
After being knighted by the night,
Have started dealing in darkness.
No one wants to see himself.
Push the button of darkness
It is good for all.
As soon as I switch on light
I find myself lonely.
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20. pHõ\˜ Ü≥∂^èŒ∞Å∞
✤

✤

ZO`« J^Œ∞ƒù`«OQÍ L#ﬂn ~å„u!
U"≥∞ÿ<å KÕ~Ú, U^≥·<å PÖ’zOK«∞
W`«~°∞Å QÆ∞iOz HÍ^Œ∞, x#∞ﬂ h=Ù K«∂ã¨∞HÀ=Ù.
"≥Å∞QÆ∞ „Ñ¨=∂^ŒHõ~°"≥∞ÿ#k
„Ñ¨u^•xx #QÆﬂÑ¨~°∞ã¨∞ÎOk
=∞#H˜+¨ìO ^Œ∞ã¨∞ÎÅ∞ ^ÕÇ¨xH˜
=Úã¨∞QÆ∞Å∞ =ÚMÏxH˜
^Õ=Ù_»∞ ‰õÄ_» =∞#eﬂ ã¨"≥∂‡Ç¨Ï#Ñ¨~°∞™êÎ_»∞ q∞eÜ«∞#¡ ~°∂áêÅ`À
Ç¨Ï$^ŒÜ«∂ÅÃÑ· Hõ=Ú‡‰õΩ#ﬂ ^Œ@ì"≥∞ÿ# á⁄QÆ=∞OK«∞
=∞#ã¨∞Å‰õΩ `≥eÜ«∞^Œ∞ =∞OKÕ^À, K≥_»∞ U^À
pHõ\ ˜ =∞Ozk
Hõhã¨O =∞#O K≥Ñ¨Ê=K«∞Û - 'JO`å ÉÏQÆ∞O^Œx—"≥Å∞QÆ∞Ö’ "åºáê~°O KÕã≤#"åà◊√¡
pHõ\ ˜Ö’ Ü≥∂^èŒ∞Ö∫`å~°∞
pHõ\ ˜ "åºáê~åÅ∞ KÕ¿ã"åà◊√¡
`«=∞x `å=Ú K«∂ã¨∞HÀ~°∞
pHõ\ ˜ |@<£ <˘‰õΩ¯JO^ŒiH© =∞Ozk
"≥Å∞QÆ∞ „Ñ¨"ÕtOK«QÍ<Õ
XO@i<Ò`å#∞ <Õ#∞.
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THE ERRAND DIVINE
You are the centre of the Universe.
Most important person.
What you do and
What you leave undone
Is going to have a great fall out.
Yellow leaves appear to helplessly fall
Are on an errand divine;
A small insect
Who is crushed underfoot
Is a proud receptor of God’s commands.
In spite of all our wit and wisdom
We are winged insects
Afloat the winds
Only to lose the wings and return home.
Each soldier is a proud fighter
Whether riding a horse
Fighting in the front
Or manning the king’s gates.
You are you. The Universe.
Of whom God is proud.
Be alive to your errand
Submerged in silences loud.
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21. k=º HÍ~°ºO
✤

✤

qâ◊ﬁˆHO„^•xq h=Ù
J`«ºO`« =ÚY∞º_çq
h=Ù KÕã≤#k,
h=Ù KÕÜ«∞xn,
Ô~O_ç\ ˜H© ZO`À „áê=ÚYº`« L#ﬂk.
Ñ¨O_»∞\Ï‰õΩÅ∞ xã¨ûÇ¨Ü«∞OQÍ ~åÅ∞`«∞<åﬂ~Ú
HÍx Jq F k=ºHÍ~°ºOÃÑ· "≥à◊√Î<åﬂ~Ú
F zxﬂ H©@HõO
HÍeH˜O^Œ #ÅÑ¨|_ç#k
^≥·"å[˝#∞ QÆ~°ﬁO`À ã‘ﬁHõiOz#k.
Wxﬂ `≥eq`Õ@Å∂, *Ï˝#=¸ LO_ç =∞#O
Ô~Hõ¯Å Ñ¨Ù~°∞QÆ∞ÅO
QÍeÖ’ `ÕÅ∞`«∞O\ÏO.
Ô~Hõ¯Å∞ ~åe WO\˜H˜ KÕ~°∞`åO.
„Ñ¨u Ãã·x‰õΩ_»∂ F QÆiﬁOKÕ `«O„_ç
Jtﬁ‰õΩ_≥·<å, HÍÅƒÅOÖ’ L<åﬂ
~åK«Éèí=#Ñ¨Ù ~°Hõ∆HõÉèí@∞_≥·<å
h=Ù h"Õ, D qâßﬁxq
x#∞ﬂ K«∂ã≤ ^Õ=Ù_»∞ QÆiﬁã¨∞Î<åﬂ_»∞
k=ºHÍ~åºxH˜ ã≤^ŒúOQÍ LO_»∞
Q˘Ñ¨Ê xâ◊≈|ÌOÖ’ ^•y L#ﬂ^Œk.
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I AM THE TREE
I am turning a tree.
Planted at one place.
My leaves flutter and seeds multiply.
I am the forest.
Now I don’t need feet to walk.
Or loudspeakers to talk.
I traverse the diverse ranges
On my leafy wings
And I see myself spread
Over the earth all around.
My feet help me walk
Over a few stretches,
But assisted by aeroplanes,
I spread across continents.
Mobiles make me talk across
The cities and villages
Of this vast world
Am I lesser than Caesar
Who commanded a single Empire?
I actually traverse the distances
Even while sitting in my study
America and Venezuela
Seated on either side of my study chair.
Nature has its own communication system
Through leaves winds and waters
The messages are carried across.
I too sit in my study and lead peace marches in Labenon.
My thoughts are my leaves
The winds carry from east to west.
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22. <Õ#∞ =$H∆Íxﬂ
✤

✤

<Õ#∞ =$H∆Íxﬂ
D „Ñ¨^Õâß# <å@|_ç<å#∞
<å P‰õΩÅ∞ Hõ^Œ∞ÖÏÎ~Ú, q`«Î<åÅ∞ "åºÑ≤™êÎ~Ú
<Õ#∞ J~°}Ïºxﬂ
<åH˜Ñ¨C_»∞ áê^•ÅHõ¯~°ÖË^Œ∞, "≥∞ÿ‰õΩÅHõ¯~°ÖË^Œ∞
<å P‰õΩÅ Ô~Hõ¯Å`À J#O`« ^Œ∂~åÅ∞ ^•@∞`å#∞
D K«∞@∞ìÑ¨Hõ¯Å Ñ¨i"åºÑ¨Î=∞=Ù`å#∞
<å áê^•Å∞ ##∞ﬂ H˘kÌ^Œ∂~°O #_»=x™êÎ~Ú.
q=∂<åÅÖ’ <Õ#∞ YO_®eﬂ ^•@∞`å#∞
"≥ÚÉˇ·Öò á¶È#¡`À, Ñ¨Öˇ¡Å∞ Ñ¨@ì}Ïeﬂ KÕ~°`å#∞
<Õ<Õ=∞<åﬂ 'ã‘[~ü— Hõ<åﬂ `«‰õΩ¯"å?
J`«_À ™ê„=∂*Ïºxﬂ áêeOKå_»∞ Hõ^•!
<ÕxHõ¯_Õ ‰õÄ~°∞Ûx qâ◊ﬁO #Å∞=¸ÅÖÏ qã¨Îi™êÎ#∞
„Ñ¨Hõ$u "å~åÎ=º=ã¨÷Ö’ ÉèÏQÆ"≥∞ÿ
QÍe, h\˜ „Ñ¨"åÇ¨Ö’¡ Ñ¨„`åÅ∞ <å=<≥·
ã¨O^Õâßeﬂ ã¨∞^Œ∂~° ^ÕâßÅ‰õÄ Ñ¨OÑ¨Ù`å#∞
WHõ¯_Õ ‰õÄ~°∞Ûx Öˇ|<å<£Ö’ âßOu „Ñ¨^Œ~°≈#eﬂ x~°ﬁÇ≤Ï™êÎ#∞
<å P‰õΩÅ∞ <å PÖ’K«#Å∞QÍe "å\˜x H˘xáÈ`«∞Ok `«∂~°∞Ê Ñ¨_»=∞~°Å‰õΩ!
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I WITH MY ANCESTORS
A few steps and my race is run.
Insects wade their way
Through the undergrowth.
Those who carry wings too
Are shot down.
Life is a colourful film,
A mystery dense.
An alluring drama of sex
Violence, chase and suspense.
Time all together is a bland mass.
Divided it shows up
In you and me.
Land too is a mass of mountains
Waters and some forestry.
I have the dream
To Napoleonize this world
And to Alexandarize,
To Oedipusize, Achillize and Hectorize.
And then to fall to dust
And just Ozymandise.
Wings are made of wax
And those who flax are scarcely wise.
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23. <å Ñ¨Ósﬁ‰õΩÅ`À <Õ#∞
✤

✤

WOH˘kÌ J_»∞QÆ∞Å∞ "Õ¿ãÎ ÅH∆Íºxﬂ KÕ~°∞‰õΩO\Ï#∞
Ñ¨Ù~°∞QÆ∞Å∞ "åºÑ≤ã¨∞Î<åﬂ~Ú
Ñ¨Hõ¯#∞#ﬂ á⁄^ŒÖ’¡Oz
Ô~Hõ¯Å∞#ﬂq ‰õÄ_®
<ÕÅ~åÅÛ|_»∞`«∞#ﬂq.
rq`«O F ~°OQÆ∞Å z„`«O
zHõ¯\˜ ~°Ç¨Ïã¨ºO
â◊$OQÍ~°O, Ç≤ÏOã¨, L`«¯O~î°`«, "Õ@ xO_ç# <å@HõO
HÍÅ=∞<Õk F „^Œ=º~åt
qÉèíl¿ãÎ HõxÑ≤ã¨∞ÎOk
hÖ’, <åÖ’.
D <ÕÅ JO`Õ - Ñ¨~°ﬁ`åÅ∞
h~°∞, J_»=ÙÅ∞#ﬂ =∞\˜ì=Ú^ŒÌ
<åHÀ ã¨ﬁÑ¨ﬂ=Ú#ﬂk
„Ñ¨Ñ¨OKåxﬂ, <≥á⁄eÜ«∞<£, JÖˇQÍ˚O_»~ü
W_çÑ¨ãπ, Zde¡ãπ, ÃÇÏHÍì~ü s`«∞Ö’¡ =∞ez
^èŒ∂oÖ’ Hõeã≤áÈ"åÅx.
Xl=∂O_çÜ«∞ãπÖÏ.
Ô~Hõ¯Å∞ KÕÜ«∞|_ç<å~Ú "≥∞ÿ#O`À
#∂Å∞`À <Õ~ÚOK«∞‰õΩ#ﬂ"åà◊√¡ `≥eqQÆÅ"åàı¡O HÍ^Œ∞.
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THE CHINA CLAY
Where could have been light joy
And prankish foolery
The chamber of delight
Is now a wasteland.
A junkyard of broken pieces
Of joys which lost their will
To live as flowers
When denied sunlight.
A hearth
Burnt from inside with fire
Whose passion fried me
In the cauldron of time.
I never saw the moon in its glory
Nor winds in their shaking grace
Nothing stirs me now
A painting with eyes hollow.
What Belinda held for the beau
And what fatal charms Helen exercised
What were the ageless and cloyless charms of Cleopatra
Antonies might know. Not I.
This heart throbbed
There was a time before it was robbed.
Now it is china clay,
Crankling night and day.
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24. K≥·<å =∞\˜ì
✤

✤

ZHõ¯_≥·`Õ P#O^ŒÑ¨Ù "≥Å∞QÆ∞Å∞
`«=∂ëêÅ∞, Ç¨ã¨º=Å¡~°∞Å∞O_Õ"À
P P#O^Œ QÆ$Ç¨ÏO
WÑ¨C_À |O[~°∞ Éèí∂q∞
q∞ye# â◊HõÖÏÅ∞, tkèÖÏÅ∞
Hõiy# P#O^ŒÑ¨Ù L`åûÇ¨Å∞
Ñ¨ÓÅÖÏ |`«∞‰õΩ^•=∞#∞‰õΩO>Ë
ZO_» ™ÈHõx „Ñ¨^ÕâßÅ∞
XHõ H˘eq∞, <≥QÆ_»∞
JO`«~°˚ﬁÅ<åyﬂ
L^ÕﬁQÆO ##∞ﬂ "ÕeÛOk
HÍÅÑ¨Ù QÆOQÍà◊OÖ’
<Õ#∞ Ñ¨Ù#ﬂq∞K«O„^Œ∞_çx K«∂_»ÖË^Œ∞
K«Å¡x "åÜ«Ú=ÙÅ#∞ ã¨Êi≈OK«ÖË^Œ∞
WÑ¨C_Õn ##∞ﬂ L`ÕÎ[Ñ¨~°K«^Œ∞
É’Å∞Hõà◊¡`À z„`« ^Œ~°≈#O
ÉˇeO^• ~°Ç¨Ïã¨ºO
ÃÇÏÖˇ<£ PHõ~°¬}
H˜¡Ü≥Úáê„`å ã¨"≥∂‡Ç¨Ï#`«ﬁO
UO\’hÅ‰õΩ `≥Å∞ã¨∞, <å‰õΩ `≥eÜ«∞^Œ∞
D Ç¨Ï$^ŒÜ«∞O ã¨ÊOkOKÕk L^èŒ$`«OQÍ
^˘OyeOK«|_»Hõ =ÚO^Œ∞ HÍÅOÖ’
WÑ¨C_»k K≥·<å=∞\˜ì
~å„`«O|=à◊√¡ Ñ¨ye# Q˘O`«∞ â◊ÉÏÌÖË.
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THE FRESH HARVEST
Nature believes in procreation
And it knows the role of art
In this process
Of self proliferation.
A million flowers arrive in hordes
To breeze in morning fresh
Realms of this earth.
Fruit will not lag behind.
And to provide music,
To this saga of joy and pain,
Arrive birds and rivers.
Fertility of the earth is a recycling game;
‘
Its recreative powers
Transcending life and death.
If nothing permanently lives
Nothing dies permanently too.
Dead leaves and corpses
And even carcasses
Have in them
Recreative juices feeding on dreams unrealized.
The earth knows how to transform the dead into energy
For a fresh harvest.
For whom is this vegetation
Unless there is a whole generation which lives on it?
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25. `å*Ï Ñ¨O@
✤

✤

„Ñ¨Hõ$u #=Ú‡`«∞Ok Ñ¨Ù#~°∞`«ÊuÎx
^•xH˜ `≥Å∞ã¨∞ Hõà◊Å áê„`«
Z^Œ∞QÆ∞^ŒÅ ~°Ç¨Ïã¨º=¸.
q∞eÜ«∞<£ Ñ¨ÓÅ∞ qHõã≤™êÎ~Ú QÆ∞OÑ¨ÙQÍ
L^ŒÜ«∞Ñ¨Ù `å*Ï QÍeH˜
Éèí∞qÃÑ·#∞#ﬂ ~å*ÏºÅÖ’
P#Hõ HõxÑ≤™êÎ~Ú HÍÜ«∞Å∞, Ñ¨à◊√¡
ã¨Ow`åxﬂ ã¨=∞‰õÄˆ~ÛO^Œ∞‰õΩ
D ã¨∞Y^Œ∞óMÏÅ Hõ^äŒ<åxH˜
Ñ¨‰õ∆ΩÅ∂, #^Œ∞Å∞ „Ñ¨"Õt™êÎ~Ú Ñ¨~°=tã¨∂Î.
„Ñ¨`«∞º`«ÊuÎ F r=K«„HõO
[## =∞~°}ÏÅ ã¨$[#â◊H˜Î ã¨ﬁ~°∂Ñ¨O
|`«∞‰õΩ âßâ◊ﬁ`«O HÍ#Ñ¨C_»∞
=∞~°}=¸ âßâ◊ﬁ`«O HÍ^Œ∞Hõ^•!
ZO_»∞\Ï‰õΩÅ∂, xs˚= Hõàı|~åÅ∂
"å\˜Ö’ LO\Ï~Ú Ñ¨Ù#~°∞`«ÊuÎ â◊‰õΩÎÅ∞
ã¨Ñ¶¨ÅO HÍx ã¨ﬁáêﬂÅ#∞ P~°yã¨∂Î
<ÕÅ‰õΩ `≥Å∞ã¨∞ =∞$`«∞ºÅ #∞Oz r=â◊H˜Îx ~å|@ì_»O
H˘`«Î Ñ¨O@ HÀã¨O
ZO^Œ∞H© Ç¨Ïi`« ã¨OÑ¨^Œ,
^•xÃÑ· P^è•~°Ñ¨_ç# r=ã¨=¸Ç¨ÏO HÀã¨"Õ∞ Hõ^•!
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FOR WHOM GODS SING
An insect I found dead
On one of my shelves.
Was his life a failure?
The angels told me, No.
He had never read the Gita.
Nor ever he had visited any shrine.
I wonder if he had any Guru
Except the mother-wit.
At the most he beat humans
and caused them illness .
Still you have no complaints?
Voices from some buildings
Tear into our ears day and night
After which people draw swords
And verbal if not real duels
Are fought on TV screens.
We are told to bathe at holy places
On sacred rivers.
Why?
And this insect you say
Was no failure?
Even when he beat the humans,
He was not jealous
Nor in any way angry.
His mind was not soiled with passion.
He had no dreams to push others backward,
And himself forge ahead.
You carry bombs in your mouths
And missiles in your eyes;
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26. Z=iÔH· ^Õ=`«Å∞ QÍ#O KÕ™êÎ~À...
✤

✤

<Õ#∞ K«∂™ê#∞ J~°ÅÖ’
=∞~°}˜Oz# H©@HÍxﬂ.
J`«_ç rq`«O F@q∞áêÅ~ÚºO^•?
^Õ=^Œ∂`«Å<åﬂ~°∞- 'ÖË^Œ∞—
Jk K«^Œ=ÖË^Œ∞ w`«
U ^Õ"åÅÜ«∂hﬂ ã¨O^Œi≈OK«ÖË^Œ∞
U QÆ∞~°∞=Ó L#ﬂ@∞ì ÖË^Œ∞
XHõ¯ `«e¡ ÖÏÅ# `«Ñ¨Ê.
|Ç¨ïâß J`«_»∞ =∞#∞+¨µeﬂ ‰õΩ\˜ì
"åà◊¡‰õΩ ~°∞QÆ‡`« HõeyOz LO\Ï_»∞
J~Ú<å U Ñ¶≤~åº^Œ∂ ~åÖË^Œ∞.
Ñ¨Hõ¯<Õ L#ﬂ Éèí=<åÅ#∞Oz
ˆHHõÅ∞ J~°∞Ñ¨ÙÅ∞ K≥=Ùeﬂ zÅ∞¡Å∞ á⁄_»∞ã¨∞Î<åﬂ~Ú
Hõ`«∞ÎÅ∞, =∂@Å`À H˘@∞ì‰õΩO@∞<åﬂ~°∞
W~°∞QÆ∂, á⁄~°∞QÆ∂ \©g `≥~°ÅÃÑ·
=∞#O Ñ¨Ù}º™êﬂ<åÅ∞ KÕ™êÎO f~åúÅÖ’
Ñ¨q„`« #^Œ∞ÅÖ’, ã¨OQÆ=∞ ™ê÷<åÅÖ’! ZO^Œ∞‰õΩ?
D H©@HõO rq`«OÖ’ F_çáÈÖË^ŒO\Ï=ÙJk =∞#∞+¨µeﬂ ‰õΩ\˜ì<å Jã¨∂Ü«∞`À HÍ^Œ∞
HÀÑ¨O`À HÍ^Œ∞, K≥_»∞ L^ÕﬁQÍÅ`À HÍ^Œ∞
Z=sﬂ "≥#H˜¯ <≥\ÏìÅ#∞HÀÖË^Œ∞
`å#∞ =ÚO^Œ∞‰õΩ áÈÜÕ∞O^Œ∞‰õΩ...
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This human heart
Can’t be cleared of its dirt
So easily which sticks to it
Even after chanting mantras all the time.
Don’t be surprised.
This insect carries your Gita in its blood.
He has no burden of sin.
He knows not what you call God.
He is immune from human insanity.
The insect was lying dead.
And gods were singing paeans for it.
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h=Ù h <À\˜`À ÉÏO|∞Å∞ "≥∂™êÎ=Ù
h Hõà◊¡Ö’ q∞Ãã· ûÖòû ‰õΩiÑ≤™êÎ=Ù†
h Ç¨Ï$^ŒÜ«∞OÖ’ =∞\˜ìx `˘ÅyOK«=Ù.
Zxﬂ =∞O„`åÅ∞ K«kq<å
JO@∞‰õΩ#ﬂ =∞\˜ì áÈÜÕ∞<å?
Pâ◊Û~°ºÑ¨_»‰õΩ
P H©@HõO "≥∂ã¨∞Î#ﬂk 'w`å~åú<Õﬂ— `«# ~°HõÎOÖ’
^•xH© áêÑ¨=∞O@^Œ∞
^Õ=Ù_»O>Ë `≥eÜ«∞^Œ∞
=∂#=Ù_ç L#‡`«Î`«‰õΩ K«eOK«^Œ∞
JHõ¯_» H©@HõO K«zÛ Ñ¨_çL#ﬂk
^Õ=`«Å∞ H©iÎã¨∞Î<åﬂ~°∞ ^•xx.
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IN SOLITUDE
I always wished to be in the best company.
And it was none else but
My own self in solitude.
Silence allows me to descend deep
Into memories
And bring up recesses of light.
I conjure some precious moments
Which time could not wash off
Nor dust unsettle.
A few faces clad in oblivion
Emerge from the shades
And keep me company.
How warm and how cozy!
When I talk to myself and converse
With them.
From this junkyard I find some pieces
Which can be recycled
To start afresh.
And when night arrives
I am in a hurry to switch off.
So many beautiful faces appear
So many moments immortal
I am nothing but my memories.
A kaleidoscope of myriad colours.
I remained so busy
And pushed them away away
Beyond the margins of time.
They waited outside.
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27. XO@i`«#OÖ’
✤

✤

=∞Oz"åà◊√¡, L#ﬂ`«∞Å =∞^èŒº LO_»@O <åH˜+¨ìO
JO^Œ∞KÕ`« <Õ#∞ HÀ~°∞‰õΩO\Ï#∞ XO@i`«#O
<å`À <Õ#∞ LO_Õ =∞Oz J=HÍâ◊O
*Ï˝Ñ¨HÍÅÖ’`«∞Ö’¡H˜ kˆQO^Œ∞‰õΩ J#∞=∞uã¨∞ÎOk xâ◊≈|ÌO
fã¨∞‰õΩ=ã¨∞ÎOk "≥Å∞QÆ∞Å q~å=∞O
<Õ#∞ ã¨$l™êÎ#∞ H˘xﬂ J=¸Åº"≥∞ÿ# Hõ∆}ÏÅ#∞
"å\˜x HÍÅO Hõ_çy"ÕÜ«∞ÖË^Œ∞
^èŒ∂o ^Œ∞=Ú‡ HõÑ≤Ê"ÕÜ«∞ÖË^Œ∞.
=∞u=∞~°∞Ñ¨ÙÖ’ ^•‰õΩ¯#ﬂ H˘xﬂ =ÚMÏÅ∞
|Ü«∞@‰õΩ=™êÎ~Ú h_»ÅÖ’#∞Oz
<å‰õΩO\Ï~Ú `À_»∞QÍ, "≥K«ÛQÍ, Ç¨~ÚQÍ.
<Õ#∞ "å\˜`À =ÚK«Û\˜™êÎ#∞, <å`À <Õ#∂D K≥`«Î‰õΩÑ¨ÊÖ’ H˘xﬂ =ÚHõ¯Å∞ ^˘iHÍ~Ú.
"å\˜x =∞~°Å qxÜ≥∂y™êÎ#∞ ÉÏQÆ∞KÕã≤.
~å„u ~åQÍ<Õ `«ﬁ~°`«ﬁ~°QÍ Öˇ·@∞¡ Pˆ~Ê™êÎ#∞
JÑ¨C_»∞ HõxÑ≤™êÎ~Ú JO^Œ"≥∞ÿ# =^Œ<åÅ∞
âßâ◊ﬁ`« Hõ∆}ÏÅ∞† <Õ<≥=ix, <å *Ï˝Ñ¨HÍÅ ã¨=Ú^•Ü«∂<Õﬂ Hõ^•!
Jã¨OMÏºHõ =~å‚Å ^Œi≈x-ÔHÖˇ_˘™⁄¯Ñ¨Ù
"å\˜x HÍÅÑ¨Ù JOK«∞Å "ÕÑ¨Ù <≥\ ˜ì"Õ™êÎ#∞, Ñ¨x XuÎ_çÖ’
|Ü«∞@ Z^Œ∞~°∞K«∂ã¨∂ÎO\ÏÜ«∞q.
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And now when the fury has spent
They have flooded in.
I am at peace. No wish to be cycled back.
I call upon my memories for evening tea.
And before I slip into sleep
They are there to relate
A romantic yarn
While I am at the wheel
Fantasizing on an even keel.
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P„QÆÇ¨ÏO K«ÖÏ¡~°QÍ<Õ Ö’Ñ¨eH˜
=~°^ŒÖÏ =™êÎÜ«∞q.
<åÖ’ âßOu. *Ï˝Ñ¨HÍÅ#∞
PÇ¨ﬁx™êÎ#∞ `Õ<Õ\ ˜ qO^Œ∞‰õΩ
x„^ŒáÈÜÕ∞=ÚO^Œ∞
Jq <å‰õΩ qxÑ≤™êÎ~Ú „¿Ñ=∞QÍ^èŒ#∞.
Hõ~°‚^è•i<≥· <å=#∞ #_çÑ≤™êÎ#∞
X_ç^Œ∞_»∞‰õΩÅ∞ ÖË‰õΩO_®.
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THE LINGERING QUESTION
The greatest question before me is
How to have a sense of fulfilment.
An internal joy
That I have exploited all my potential and developed myself
As a proud human being.
I don’t recognize boundaries
That divide.
I don’t like philosophies
That reduce me to my barest minimum.
I was born a helpless infant.
But at the time of my exit,
I should not be
As helpless as I was.
I must find my feet and a head
Atop my shoulders,
And know the difference
Between art and craft.
I know the scheming villains
Vitiate the flow of life.
Craft often poisons your blood.
Amassing wealth at every cost is a mad dream.
Work for joy. Live for joy.
The easy going life of the four legged empire.
Disengage your self and let this soul
Evolve in an environment of love, give and take.
Actually we are ‘fakirs’, [dervish]
Nature offers us enough in alms.
Still we fight for more.
And stop not till the more turns gore.
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28. "ÕÖÏ_Õ „Ñ¨â◊ﬂ
✤

✤

<å =ÚO^Œ∞#ﬂ Q˘Ñ¨Ê „Ñ¨â◊ﬂ,
ã¨Ñ¶¨bHõ$`«=∞Ü«∂º=∞x J#∞HÀ=_»O Z\Ï¡!
JO`«~°æ`« P#O^Œ=∞ÖÏ¡
<å Ñ¨ÓiÎ â◊H˜Îx qxÜ≥∂yOz
XHõ =∂#=Ù_çQÍ ~°∂á⁄Ok#O^Œ∞‰õΩ
=∞#∞+¨µeﬂ q_»n¿ã ã¨iÇ¨Ï^Œ∞Ìeﬂ
<Õ#∞ QÆ∞iÎOK«#∞.
##∞ﬂ J}∞=∂„`«OQÍ `«yæOKÕ "Õ^•O`åxﬂ W+¨ìÑ¨_»#∞
Jã¨Ç¨Ü«∞ã≤÷uÖ’ Ñ¨ã≤áêÑ¨QÍ [x‡OKå#∞
HÍx x„+¨¯q∞OKÕÑ¨C_»∞
xã¨ûÇ¨Ü«∞ ã≤÷uÖ’ "≥à◊¡É’#∞.
<å t~°ã¨∞û, áê^•Å∞
<å Éèí∞*ÏÅÃÑ· LO_Õ@∞¡QÍ
Hõà◊‰õΩ, xi‡uH˜ =º`åºã¨O `≥e¿ã@∞¡QÍ
<å‰õΩ J~°÷O HÍ"åÅx <Õ##∞‰õΩO\Ï#∞.
<å‰õΩ `≥Å∞ã¨∞ „^ÀÇ¨ïÅ∞ J_»¤O‰õΩÅ∞ ã¨$+≤ì™êÎ~°x
r= „Ñ¨"åÇ¨xﬂ WOH˜™êÎ~°x
~°HÍÎxﬂ q+¨=∞Ü«∞O KÕ™êÎ~°x
U^Õ"≥∞ÿ<å _»|∞ƒ ã¨OáêkOKåÅ<Õk Ñ≤zÛ HõÅ.
P#O^ŒO HÀã¨O Ñ¨x† P#O^ŒO HÀã¨O rq`«O.
<åÅ∞QÆ∞ HÍà◊¡ ™ê„=∂[ºÑ¨Ù ã¨∞Yr=#OÖ’
x#∞ﬂ h=Ù, „¿Ñ=∞, WzÛÑ¨ÙK«∞ÛHÀ=_®Å "å`å=~°}OÖ’
h P`«‡ Ñ¨i}Ï=∞O K≥O^Õ@∞¡ K«∂ã¨∞HÀ.
=∞#O ^Œ~°"Õ+¨µ ™ê^èŒ∞=ÙÅO, „Ñ¨Hõ$ux Ü«∂z™êÎO
WOHÍ WOHÍ HÍ"åÅ#∞‰õΩx ~°HõÎáê`åeﬂ ã¨$l™êÎO.
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AT PEACE
Let wisdom, knowledge and all understandings
Of the phenomenon pass
As winds through the leaves.
Let us remain dangling
On the tree of life,
Fresh and eager
And turn yellow when our time comes.
Worries cares and anxieties
Are not wind borne;
They are self created dodders
Which actually have no roots
But flourish on our doubts
And suck into our peace.
Let us love the sunlight
And remain steadfast like trees
When nights fall and weird voices
Turn every thing ominous.
All fears are gone as dawn breaks
And the trees
Sparkle in morning breeze.
The flowers which dangle their heads
Were germinating in the night
Which in human mind
Is synonymous with dark designs.
Our minds breed fears which travel
From our ancestors in our blood,
So are the worries, these cares rootless
Which dampen the glow of our spirit
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29. âßOu
✤

✤

*Ï˝# q*Ï˝<åÅ∞, Jxﬂ ÉèÏ=#Å∞
P‰õΩÅ =∞^èŒº gKÕ QÍeÖÏ
„Ñ¨=Ç≤Ï™êÎ~Ú.
=∞#O "ÕÖÏ_»∞`åO r==$H∆ÍxH˜ P‰õΩÖÏ¡.
Ñ¨O_»∞\Ï‰õΩÅ"≥∞ÿ ~åeáÈ`åO HÍÅO ã¨g∞Ñ≤OK«QÍ<Õ
kQÆ∞à◊√¡, *Ï„QÆ`«ÎÅ∞, L^ÕﬁQÍÅ∞ QÍeÖ’ Ñ¨Ù@ì=Ù
"Õà◊√¡ ÖË=Ù "å\˜H˜, Jq ã¨ﬁÜ«∞OHõ$`åÑ¨~å^è•Å∞.
=∞# ã¨O^ÕÇ¨ÅÃÑ· ÃÑiy =∞# âßOux H˘Å¡Q˘_®Î~Ú.
ã¨∂~°ºHÍOux „¿Ñq∞ã¨∂Î K≥@¡ÖÏ ÃÑ~°∞QÆ∞^•O
~å„uà◊√¡ qO`«Q˘O`«∞Å∞ ÉèíÜ«∞ÃÑ_»∞ÎO\Ï~Ú
`≥ÖÏ¡i "≥Å∞QÆ∞ ~åQÍ<Õ ÉèíÜ«∂Å∞ áÈ`å~Ú
L^ŒÜ«∞Ñ¨Ù QÍÅ∞Ö’¡ K≥@∞¡ "≥∞~°∞™êÎ~Ú
Ñ¨ÓÅ∞ `«ÅÅ∂Ñ¨Ù`å~Ú, `«ÅÅ∞ =OK«∞`å~Ú
=∞x+≤ =∞#ã¨∞ pHõ\ ˜‰õΩ„@Å∞ Ñ¨#∞ﬂ`«∞#ﬂ@∞¡
H˘xﬂ ~å„u PÖ’K«#Ö’¡ `«ÅÅ∞ "ÕÖÏ_Õ™êÎ~Ú.
Ñ¨Ósﬁ‰õΩÅ #∞Oz ã¨O„Hõq∞Oz# ÉèíÜ«∂Å∞
„Ñ¨=Ç≤Ï™êÎ~Ú =∞# ~°HõÎOÖ’
kQÆ∞à◊√¡ JÖÏ<Õ =∞#eﬂ Hõ=Ú‡‰õΩx
=∞# P`«‡ "≥Å∞QÆ∞eﬂ `«yæ™êÎ~Ú.
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Trees don’t grieve at nights
Nor tremble at the weird voices
Of the wild
When the survival of the fittest
Is in operation at night.
When it is day, the busy blossoms delight
And find no time to sigh
Over the distressful happenings of the night.
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K≥@∞¡ ~å„uà◊√¡ ^Œ∞ódOK«=Ù,
qO`« â◊ÉÏÌÅ‰õΩ =}˜H˜áÈ=Ù,
|Å=O`«∞_ç^Õ ~å[º"≥∞ÿ<å ~å„u"Õà◊Ö’¡†
Ñ¨QÆ\ ˜ "≥Å∞QÆ∞ ~åQÍ<Õ Ñ¨ÓÅ∞ qHõã≤™êÎ~Ú
P#O^ŒO`À† ~å„u ÉèíÜ«∂Å‰õΩ x@∂ì~°∞ÊÅ∞
q_çKÕO^Œ∞‰õΩ ‰õÄ_® ã¨=∞Ü«∞=ÚO_»^Œ∞ "å\˜H˜.
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FLESH AND BLOOD
Here was I,
Flesh, blood, and some airy dreams.
Here I am, a bony skeleton
My flesh and blood flings out to shape those dreams.
In this big business and these high rise buildings
In these dollars deposited in Swiss banks
Lives my flesh and my blood
And joy which has fled me.
Joy lives in the ramparts of mind
Which harbour dreams
Of good living.
Living is a shared wealth
Not a personal bank account.
I went on with relentless passions,
Investing my j oy my peace
My flesh my blood
In mindless creations.
And see the result..
Here is this huge structure
A palace of eight rooms
All well laid with modern infrastructure.
And look at me, a weird sight
A bony skeleton
Abandoned it stands.
And looks at my exploits.
Was it all worth?
To lose yourself to gain things
Which do not matter at all?
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30. ~°HõÎ =∂O™êÅ∞
✤

✤

WHõ¯_» <Õ#∞<åﬂ#∞
~°HõÎ=∂O™êÅ∞, H˘xﬂ ã¨ﬁáêﬂÅ∞
WHõ¯_» <Õ#∞<åﬂ#∞ F Jã≤÷Ñ¨O[~°"≥∞ÿ
~°HõÎ=∂O™êÅ∞ P ã¨ﬁáêﬂeﬂ ™êHÍ~°O KÕ¿ãO^Œ∞‰õΩ.
D Q˘Ñ¨Ê "åºáê~åÅ∞, Z`≥ÎÂ# Éèí=<åÅ∞
ã≤ﬁãπ ÉÏºO‰õΩÖ’¡ [=∞KÕã≤# _®Å~°∞¡
<å ~°HõÎ=∂O™êÖ’¡ x=ã≤™êÎ~Ú,
HÍx P#O^ŒO áêiáÈ~ÚOk <å#∞Oz.
=∞#ã¨∞ HÀ@Ö’ x=ã≤ã¨∞ÎOk P#O^ŒO
ã¨∞Yrq`«Ñ¨Ù ã¨ﬁáêﬂÅ#∞‰õO@∂...
rq`«=∞<Õk ã¨OÑ¨^Œeﬂ Ñ¨OK«∞HÀ=_»O
=ºH˜ÎQÆ`« ÉÏºO‰õΩ ZH“O\ò HÍ^Œ∞.
PQÆx L^ÕﬁQÍÅ`À Y~°∞Û KÕã¨∞Î<åﬂ#∞
<å P#O^•xﬂ, âßOux
<å ~°HõÎ=∂O™êeﬂ Ñ¨xH˜=∂e# Ñ¨#∞Ö’Î.
Ñ¶¨e`«O - Q˘Ñ¨Ê Éèí=#O, Zxq∞k QÆ^Œ∞Å∞
J`åº^èŒ∞xHõ"≥∞ÿ# =ã¨`«∞Å∞
<å"ÕÑ¨Ù K«∂_»∞ - <Õ<À Z=ÚHõÅ QÆ∂_»∞#∞
Z=iH© Ñ¨@ìx"å_çx
<å Ñ¶¨∞#HÍ~åºeﬂ K«∂ã¨∞‰õΩO@∂ LO\Ï#∞.
W^ŒO`å ^ÕxHÀã¨O?
x#∞ﬂ h=Ù áÈQ˘@∞ì‰õΩx UO ™êkè^•Ì=∞x
U~°HõOQÍ „Ñ¨Ü≥∂[#O ÖËx ^•xx?
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FROM HAPPINESS TO SALVATION
If you want to be a doctor
You start working for it.
If you want to be an engineer,
You join an Engg. College.
Our greatest wish is....
Happiness.
What are we doing for it?
Where is the plan?
If I ask you, what you want,
A child will ask for balloons,
A grown up boy for his love.
And a man for a successful career.
As a human being what we want?
Don’t you want salvation?
Moksha?
For which we have no training?
How what and where of it who knows?
I think the only training for salvation
Is the opposite of
What we are trained for.
Worldly training tells us
That joy lies in amassing wealth.
Spiritual training says..
Joy lies in giving away.
Follow it if you can.
Otherwise you are led astray.
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31. P#O^ŒO #∞Oz - =ÚH˜ÎÖ’H˜
✤

✤

h=Ù _®Hõì~°∞q HÍ"åÅ#∞‰õΩO>Ë
P k‰õΩ¯ „Ñ¨Ü«∞`«ﬂO KÕ~Ú.
WOlh~°∞ HÍ"åÅ#∞‰õΩO>Ë
WOlhiOQ∑ HÍÖËlÖ’ KÕ~°∞.
WO`«H© =∞#H˜ HÍ"åeûOk ã¨O`À+¨"≥∞ÿ`Õ
^•xHÀã¨O UO KÕã¨∞Î<åﬂO?
Uq∞\˜ =∞# „Ñ¨}ÏoHõ?
<Õ#∞ J_»∞QÆ∞`å#∞ D „Ñ¨â◊ﬂ
Ñ≤ÖÏ¡_»∞ ÉˇÅ∂#∞¡ HÍ"åÅO\Ï_»∞
Ü«Ú=‰õΩ_»∞ „¿Ñ=∞ HÀ~°∞‰õΩO\Ï_»∞,
L^Àºy q[Ü«∞O JaèÅ+≤™êÎ_»∞
=∞x+≤ˆHO HÍ"åe?
=ÚH˜Î? "≥∂Hõ∆O?
^•xˆHk „Ñ¨Ü«∞`«ﬂO?
ZÖÏQÀ Z=iH˜ `≥Å∞ã¨∞?
W<åﬂà◊¥¡ =∞#O <Õ~°∞Û‰õΩ#ﬂ^•xH˜
=ºuˆ~HõOQÍ L#ﬂ^Œx =∂„`«O <å‰õΩ `≥Å∞ã¨∞.
D „áêÑ¨OzHõ Ñ¨i*Ï˝#O, tHõ∆}
_»|∞ƒ ã¨OáêkOK«∞H˘=∞‡x K≥|∞`«∞Ok.
P^è•ºu‡Hõ tHõ∆} q=iã¨∞ÎOk
P#O^ŒO LO@∞Ok WzÛÑ¨ÙK«∞ÛHÀ=_»OÖ’#x.
KÕ`«<≥·`Õ D =∂~åæxﬂ J#∞ã¨iOK«∞.
ÖË‰õΩO>Ë JÑ¨=∂~°æO Ñ¨@ìQÆÅ=Ù h=Ù.
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PANIC IN THE GANGES
When rich, we think every one
Is after our wealth.
And we start doubting people
And build an ivory tower for ourselves.
But in adversity,
This situation is reversed;
We think everyone has
Something to give us.
Hence, the feelings of love, compassion,
Sharing and peace,
Absolutely unknown,
Alien to rich households.
Kitties and cars are wealth,
Not joy, nor peace, nor love,
Nor compassion
Which make this life worth living.
All the success stories show
People moving up
Against adverse circumstances.

And the rich are seen floundering down the depths.
They lead their miserable lives
In broken homes,
Raised on broken limbs,
Brides burnt and sons and daughters
Studying abroad, in a moral drought.
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32. QÆOQÍ#kÖ’ ÉèíÜ«∞O
✤

✤

=∞#O ^èŒ#=O`«∞Å"≥∞ÿ`Õ, JO^Œ~°∂ =∞# ^èŒ#O HÀã¨O
"≥O@|_»∞Î<åﬂ~°x J#∞=∂x™êÎO.
XHõ¯™êi J#∞=∂#O Ñ‘_çOK«QÍ<Õ
=∞#K«∞@∂ì ^ŒO`«Ñ¨Ù HÀ@Å∞ xi‡OK«∞‰õΩO\ÏO
PÑ¨`å¯ÅOÖ’, Ñ¨iã≤÷`«∞Å∞ `å~°∞=∂Ô~·#Ñ¨Ù_»∞
=∞#O J#∞‰õΩO\ÏO „Ñ¨u XHõ¯~°∂
ZO`À H˘O`« W¿ãÎ ÉÏQÆ∞O_»∞#x.
JO^Œ∞KÕ`«, D ÉèÏ=#Å∞
„¿Ñ=∞, HÍ~°∞}ºO, Ñ¨OK«∞HÀ=_»O, âßOu
`≥eÜ«∞<Õ `≥eÜ«∞=Ù
^èŒ#=O`«∞Å Wà◊¡‰õΩ.
Ñ≤Å∞¡Å∞, HÍ~°∞¡ W"Õ ã¨OÑ¨^ŒÅ∞
P#O^ŒO, âßOu, „¿Ñ=∞ HÍ^Œ∞
^ŒÜ«∞, *Ïe =∞$QÆºO
x*ÏxH˜ HÍ"åeûO^Œ^Õ rq`åxH˜.
Jxﬂ q[Ü«∞QÍ^èŒÅ∂ K≥|∞`å~Ú
J_»¤O‰õΩeﬂ ^•\˜ =ÚO^Œ∞‰õΩ áÈ=_®xx
^èŒ#=O`«∞Å∞ J@ì_»∞QÆ∞‰õΩ *ÏiáÈ=_®xx.
"åà◊¡ rq`åÅ∞ K≥ki# ‰õΩ@∞OÉÏÅ∞
qiy# HÍà◊¥¡ KÕ`«∞Å∂
=~°Hõ@ﬂ ^ŒÇ¨Ï<åÅ∞, H˘_»∞‰õΩÅ∞, ‰õÄ`«∞à◊√¡
hu=∂e# K«^Œ∞=ÙÅ∞ q^ÕâßÅÖ’.
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And when a poor man dies,
his sufferings
keep him down to earth
which has no issue with his unmixed clay.
But the ashes of rich men
Which carry AIDS and synthetic drugs
And are highly medicated
Due to long hospitalization.
Cause panic among the holy waters of the Ganges.
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¿Ñ^Œ"å_»∞ =∞~°}˜Oz<åHõ
J`«_ç HõëêìÅ∞
<ÕÅÃÑ·<Õ LO_ç U ã¨OHÀK«O ÖË‰õΩO_®
J`«_ç`Àáê@∞ =∞\˜ìÖ’ Hõeã≤áÈ`å~Ú,
J~Ú`Õ ^èŒ#=O`«∞Å Jã≤÷HõÅ∞
Z~Ú_£û, =∞O^Œ∞Å`À xO_ç L#ﬂq
~°™ê~Ú<åÅ q∞„t`åÖˇ·
Z‰õΩ¯=HÍÅO Ç¨ã≤Ê@ÖòÖ’ LO_»_»O =Å#
QÆOQÍ#k Ñ¨q„`«[ÖÏÅ =∞^èŒº ‰õÄ_® ÉèíÜ«∂xﬂ ˆ~ÔHuÎ™êÎ~Ú.
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THE PLEASURE TREK
The brothers I meet and sisters
On the way
Are stars descended on earth
To guide my way.
My most intimate friends
Are stars
Who whisper in a trance
That nights have their own romance.
Attended by billions of flowers and millions of dreams;
I am following an unknown graph
Believing that destiny
Always has the last laugh.
It is not necessary to know by name
The chemicals
Which our bodies frame,
And our minds sustain;
Nor do I need to know
How plants animals and birds maintain
The balance
That powers above ordain.
There is enough fuel for the car.
It needs a good driver
A wonderful yarn,
And a friendly cottage afar.
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33. qÇ¨~°Ü«∂„`«
✤

✤

^•iÖ’ `å~°ã¨Ñ¨_ç# ™È^Œ~°™È^Œs=∞}∞Å∞
<å‰õΩ ^•iK«∂Ñ≤OKÕ <ÕÅ‰õΩ ky# #Hõ∆„`åÅ∞
<å „áê} ¿ãﬂÇ≤Ï`«∞Å∞ `å~°Å∞
~å„u „¿Ñ=∞Å "≥∞ÿHõOÖ’ QÆ∞ã¨QÆ∞ã¨ÖÏ_»∞`å~°∞
aeÜ«∞#¡ Ñ¨ÓÅ∞, q∞eÜ«∞#¡ ã¨ﬁáêﬂÅ∞
F „Ñ¨}ÏoHõ`À <Õ#∞ J#∞ã¨iã¨∞Î<åﬂ#∞
qkè PY~°∞QÍ ÔQÅ∞ã¨∞ÎO^Œx #=Ú‡`«∂.
U ~°™êÜ«∞<åÅ∞ ^ÕÇ¨ÏOÖ’
=∞# =∞#ã¨∞Ö’ K«i™êÎÜ≥∂, ¿Ñ~°∞¡ `≥b^Œ∞
ZÖÏ K≥@∞¡, [O`«∞=ÙÅ∞, Ñ¨‰õ∆ΩÅ∞
ã¨=∞`«∞Åº`«#∞ <≥ÅH˘Å∞Ê`åÜ≥∂
T~°úﬁâ◊‰õΩÎÅ P[˝eﬂ áê\˜™êÎÜ≥∂ `≥b^Œ∞
HÍ~°∞Ö’ ã¨iÑ¨_® WO^èŒ#=Ú#ﬂk
=∞Oz „_≥·=~°∞, K«Hõ¯x Je¡Hõ
^ŒQÆæ~À¡ ã¨^Œ∞áêÜ«∞"≥∞ÿ# ‰õΩ\©~°O.
Wq KåÅ∞ D Ü«∂„`«‰õΩ.
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JOYOUS PRISONERS
Prisons hold the bodies,
Minds get into a worse prison of thoughts
Which bind you to your perceptions
For which you are ready to do and die.
Big minds who have moved the mass
Are often found confined
In their clammy cells
Indulging in word bath.
The prison sentence has a date
After which a criminal
Moves free.
But convictions hold men of talent,
Like dodder, which ultimately,
Empties a tree.
I pity the mental wrestlers
Who score point after point
In ring after ring
Against this fighter after that.
Their power, victories and grandeur
Are of scarce use,
If they see not the walls
That them enclose.
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34. ã¨O`À+¨OÖ’ Mˇ·nÅ∞
✤

✤

*ˇ·à◊¡xO_® ^ÕÇ¨Å∞
PÖ’K«#Å∞ xO_ç# *ˇ·à◊¡ÖÏ =∞#ã¨∞Å∞
Pâ◊Ü«∂Å‰õΩ x#∞ﬂ |Okè™êÎ~Ú
"å\˜HÀã¨O h=Ù K«KÕÛO^Œ∞‰õΩ ã≤^Œú=∞ÜÕ∞ºÖÏ KÕ™êÎ~Ú
[<åeﬂ HõkeOz# <åÜ«∞‰õΩÅ∞
`«~°K«∞QÍ HõxÑ≤™êÎ~°∞
=∂@Å ™êﬂ#OÖ’
`«=∞ `«_çz# QÆ^Œ∞ÅÖ’
*ˇ·Å∞ tHõ∆ Ñ¨Ó~°ÎÜ«∂ºHõ
Mˇ·nH˜ ¿ãﬁK«Ûù Åaèã¨∞ÎOk
„Ñ¨uÉèíQÆÅ "åà◊¡x #=∞‡HÍÅ∞ |Okè™êÎ~Ú
|^ŒxHõÅ∞ K≥@∞ì#∞ Ñ‘eÛ Ñ≤Ñ≤ÊKÕã≤#@∞¡=∂#ã≤Hõ ‰õΩã‘ÎÜ≥∂^èŒ∞eﬂ x~°ã≤™êÎ#∞
"åà◊¡ Ñ¨#ÖÏ¡ áê~ÚO@∞¡, QÀ^•Å∞
XHõ „Ñ¨`«ºiú `«~°∞"å`« =∞~˘Ç¨Ï_»∞
"åà◊¡ â◊H˜Î, q[Ü«∂Å∞, H©iÎ
J~°∞^Œ∞QÍ LÑ¨Ü≥∂QÆÑ¨_»`å~Ú
"åà◊√¡ `«=∞ K«∞@∂ì L#ﬂ QÀ_»Å#∞
K«∂_»QÆey`Õ `≥Å∞ã¨∞ÎOk P ã¨OQÆu
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DREAM
Even twins are sometimes similar in their shapes.
Bodies minds and even habits concur,
But there is one dimension of personality
Which defies unanimity.
Dreams are highly personal.
So is human destiny.
We may have a shared dream
In a social group
But within that dream
We have a personal space,
An individual flight
And a dream which entirely belongs to us.
A shared death as in a Titanic
Too is a nightmare
Which has an individual suffering too.
Death may appear to be a leveller
Yet the death of individual dreams
Is no less than a disaster.
Whatever the suffering,
Let your dream never die.
For that is your real self
Left behind the high and the dry.
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35. ã¨ﬁÑ¨ﬂO
✤

✤

~°∂Ñ¨ÙÖ’ XˆHÖÏ LO\Ï~°∞ Hõ=ÅÅ∞
^ÕÇ¨Å∞, =∞#ã¨∞Å∞, JÅ"å@∞¡ XˆHq^èŒO
HÍx =ºH˜Î`«ﬁOÖ’ U^À XHõ HÀ}O
=∂~°∞ÊQÍ LO_»_»O ã¨Ç¨Ï[O
ã¨ﬁáêﬂÅ∞ Z=iH˜ "åà◊¡‰õΩ ã¨ﬁO`«O
JÖÏˆQ qkè, JOu=∞ QÆ=∞ºO
=∞#O XHõ HõÅ#∞ Ñ¨OK«∞HÀ=K«∞Û QÆ∞OÑ¨ÙÖ’
HÍx, ã¨ﬁO`« ÉèÏQÆ=∞O@∂ H˘O`« LO@∞Ok
P qÇ¨~°O, ã¨ﬁÑ¨ﬂO =∞#ˆH ã¨ﬁO`«O
>ˇÿ\ÏxH±Ö’ QÆ∞OÑ¨Ù =∞~°}O
JÖÏˆQ =ºH˜ÎQÆ`«OQÍ ‰õÄ_® ^Œ∞ã¨ﬁÑ¨ﬂO
=∞$`«∞º=Ù ã¨=∞=iÎ HÍ=K«∞Û
HõÅÅ =∞~°}O ‰õÄ_® ^•~°∞}"Õ∞!
Zxﬂ ÉÏ^èŒÅ∞<åﬂ, U ÉÏ^èŒÅ∞<åﬂ
HõÅeﬂ =∞~°}˜OK«x=ﬁ‰õΩ
ã¨ﬁÑ¨ﬂO h x[=ºH˜Î`«ﬁ zÇ¨ÏﬂO
hHÀã¨O q∞yÅ∞#ﬂ "åã¨Î=~°∂Ñ¨O.
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THE CAPITAL ‘T’
Poets are narcissists.
They begin everything
With capital I.
Loving oneself is not at all bad.
Love makes us think better, be better
And do better
After which we become better
And it makes others too feel better.
Those who do not love themselves
Love everything else
And amass unneedables which
We often abandon in the cloakroom.
And in this pursuit, we kill ourselves
By inches
And forget smiles.
Wayside flowers with mouths
Filled with dust
Whose wish to smile is
Forever throttled.
Poets love themselves
And this is first step towards loving the universe.
If your love causes no hurt,
Rather spreads like scent
It is eternal as well as transcendent.
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36. JÇ¨ÏO (<Õ#∞)
✤

✤

Hõ=ÙÅ∞ ã¨ﬁ„¿Ñq∞‰õΩÅ∞
`«=∞#∞, Jxﬂ\˜h |Ç¨ï=K«#O`À ÉèÏ+≤™êÎ~°∞
ã¨ﬁ„¿Ñ=∞ JO`« K≥_»¤^Õg∞ HÍ^Œ∞.
„¿Ñ=∞ =∞#eﬂ L#ﬂ`«OQÍ PÖ’zOÑ¨*Ëã¨∞ÎOk
L#ﬂ`«OQÍ „Ñ¨=iÎOKÕ@∞¡ KÕã¨∞ÎOk
=∞#O L#ﬂ`«∞Å"≥∞ÿ, W`«~°∞eﬂ L#ﬂfHõiOKÕ@∞¡ KÕã¨∞ÎOk.
`«=∞#∞ `å=Ú „¿Ñq∞OK«ÖËx"å~°∞
^Õxh „¿Ñq∞OK«ÖË~°∞†
ZO`À ã¨OáêkOz ZHõ¯_À =kÖËã≤ áÈ`å~°∞.
D J<Õﬁ+¨}Ö’ =∞#eﬂ =∞#O K«OÑ¨Ù‰õΩO\ÏO
H˘OK≥O H˘OK≥OQÍ
#=Ùﬁeﬂ =∞~°záÈ`åO,
^•iÑ¨Hõ¯# QÆ_ç¤Ñ¨ÓÅÃÑ· ^èŒ∂o
#"åﬁÅ#∞‰õΩ<åﬂ #=ﬁ‰õΩO_®
Q˘O`«∞ #∞eq∞"ÕÜ«∞|_ç#@∞¡.
Hõ=ÙÅ∞ `«=∞#∞ `å=Ú „¿Ñq∞ã¨∂Î „Ñ¨Ñ¨OKåhﬂ „¿Ñq∞™êÎ~°∞
h „¿Ñ=∞ W`«~°∞eﬂ QÍÜ«∞Ñ¨~°K«x Ñ¨i=∞à◊"≥∞ÿ`Õ
Jk âßâ◊ﬁ`«"≥∞ÿ „Ñ¨ã¨iã¨∞ÎOk Jxﬂ KÀ@¡‰õÄ.
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END OF ALL
There was so much to be done.
Head splitting, fighting, shouting,
Crying and sighing.
This is the end of all.
Don’t find anything worth living
Or even dying for..
Not to talk of fighting for.
So few are the moments one can cherish.
We eat so much,
And with what a taste!
Yet. how much goes down the drain!
And how little is worth our blood!
The rigmarole of life,
All the fighting, dying and crying
Is worth very little
That goes into our blood and keeps us alive.
Still,
If we don’t do all that
We can keep it up
And peacefully too.
How little space a man needs!
In life and out of it.
Yet, every thing turns irrelevant,
When body says: Enough is enough.
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37. =ÚyOÑ¨Ù
✤

✤

WOHÍ K≥Ü«∂ºeûOk KåÖÏ LOk.
`«ÅÅ∞ Ñ¨QÆÅQ˘@∞ì‰õΩx, Ü«Ú^•úÅ∞, J~°∞Ñ¨ÙÅ∞
U_»∞ÊÅ∞, x@∂ì~°∞ÊÅ∞
Wk =ÚyOÑ¨Ù Jxﬂ\˜H©
|`«HÍeû# J=ã¨~°=¸ HÍ#~å^Œ∞
Kå=_®xH© JO`Õ...
ZO^Œ∞‰õΩ H˘@∞ì‰õΩO@∞<åﬂ"≥∂ `≥b^Œ∞
P#O^Œ Hõ∆}ÏÅ∞ JuH˘kÌQÍ
KåÖÏ uO\ÏO =∞#O
~°∞zQÍ =O_»∞‰õΩx =∞s
ZO`À áêˆ~™êÎO
JO`« JHõ¯ˆ~¡^Œ∞ =∞#‰õΩ
rq`«=∞O`å `«QÍ^•Å∞, Kå=Ù |`«∞‰õΩÅ∞
ZO^Œ∞‰õÄ H˘~°QÍxq, J~Ú<å |`«∞‰õΩ`åO
Q˘_»=ÖË¡‰õΩO_® âßOuQÍ |`«Hõ=K«∞Û
P Ñ¨x =∂„`«O x~°¡Hõ∆ ºO KÕ™êÎO.
ZO`« ã¨÷ÅO HÍ"åe =∞x+≤H˜?
rq`«O Ö’Ñ¨ÖÏ, |Ü«∞\Ï
JO`å =º~°ú=∞=Ù`«∞Ok
'KÕã≤Ok WHõ KåÅ∞— J#ﬂÑ¨Ù_»∞
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What good is
The idea of an ocean
To a brick
Which has got saturated.
Now its decline begins.
I see millions of bricks
Saturated already dripping waters.
And dying of excess of success
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ã¨O`«$Ñ≤Î`À L#ﬂ
W@∞Hõ‰õΩ
ã¨=Ú„^ŒO`À
Ñ¨<qÕ ∞\˜?
Ñ¨`«#HÍÅOÖ’
q∞eÜ«∞#¡ W@∞HõÅ∞
h~°∞HÍ~°∞`«∂ =∞~°}˜™êÎ~Ú
q[Ü«∂Öˇ‰õΩ¯"≥·!
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THE SHOOTING SPREE
Don’t shoot them down
They are stars
Reflecting the universal glow.
A part of the subliminal show.
I fell off my place
And the winds in their speed
Feasted on my nutrients
Soon throwing me off, a torn hide.
I may not even recognize
If I happen to meet
My own bones again;
So thick was the grinder
Which turned every dream
Every wish into particles of dust.
I am now nowhere yet I am
In the winds
That carry me in their stride
On both sides of the divide.
It was a bullet or an injection.
I was shot off the galactic ride.
I saw a hooded shade
Which went up in the tide.
His dust was not silent.
It was crying...
“Where is heaven?
Where are promised hoors?”
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38. =~°∞ã¨ HÍÅ∞ÊÅ∞
✤

✤

"å\˜x HÍÅÛ‰õΩ, Jq #Hõ∆„`åÅ∞
qâ◊ﬁHÍOux K«∂Ñ≤™êÎ~Ú Jq
k=º „Ñ¨^Œ~°≈#Ö’ JO`«s¡#OQÍ
<Õ#∞ ~åeáÈÜ«∂#∞
QÍÅ∞Å∞ <å „^Œ"åºÅ#∞ P~°yOKå~Ú
q∞ye# K«~å‡xﬂ qã≤ˆ~™ê~Ú
<Õ#∞ ‰õÄ_® QÆ∞~°∞ÎÑ¨@ìÖË#∞
<å Z=ÚHõeﬂ Jq HõxÑ≤¿ãÎ XHõ"Õà◊,
u~°QÆe <å ã¨ﬁáêﬂeﬂ Ñ≤O_ç Ñ≤O_ç KÕã≤Ok
^èŒ∂o Hõ}ÏÅ∞QÍ.
<ÕxÑ¨C_»∞ ZHõ¯_® ÖË#∞ QÍeÖ’ `«Ñ¨Ê
Jk ##∞ﬂ qÉèí[#ˆ~Y‰õΩ Ô~O_»∞Ñ¨Hõ¯ÖÏ fã¨∞‰õΩ"≥à◊√ÎOk
|∞Öˇ¡@∞ì HÍ=K«∞Û, WO[Hõ∆<£ HÍ=K«∞Û
qâ◊ﬁ„Ñ¨Ü«∂}O #∞Oz ‰õÄeÛ"ÕÜ«∞|_®¤#∞ <Õ#∞.
<Õ#∞ K«∂™ê<À =Úã¨∞QÆ∞ HõÑ¨C‰õΩ#ﬂ P`«‡#∞,
P P`«‡ ÃÑ·H˜ "≥o¡áÈ~ÚOk.
J`«_ç ^èŒ∂o xâ◊≈|ÌOQÍ ÖË^Œ∞
Jk J~°∞ã¨∞Î#ﬂk- 'ZHõ¯_»∞#ﬂk ã¨ﬁ~°æO—?
Ug "åQÍÌ#O KÕÜ«∞|_ç# q+¨Ü«∂Å∞?
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This was the shooter
Who had brought me down.
Himself lost to the there
As well as the thereafter.
People cried over my dead remains
Which only seemed to be mine.
It was part of my duty
To share this destiny sublime.
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J`«_Õ ##∞ﬂ HÍeÛ Ñ¨_»"Õã≤#"å_»∞
J`«_»∂ ~åeÑ¨_çáÈ`«∞<åﬂ_»∞.
<å ^ÕÇ¨ÏtkäÖÏÅÃÑ· HÍÉ’Å∞
"åà◊√¡ ^Œ∞ódã¨∞Î<åﬂ~°∞ JHõ¯_»
Wk <å q^Œ∞ºHõÎ^èŒ~°‡O
"åà◊¡‰õΩ D q+¨Ü«∞O
JO`«s¡#OQÍ `≥eÜ«∞|~°K«_»O.
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CREATIVE JUICES
In poetry, the creative moment is
What finally matters.
If poetry and the images do not sync
And give the impression of an imposed constellation,
It may bring a first prize
But for the poet a poor consolation.
Poetry like human heart
Resists categorization and it is never
A neat affair
Like a lab experiment.
It does not take a mind
But a bent of mind to create poetry.
There is rhythm in words
Only poetic sensibilities can feel.
Lyricists are a different lot.
Songs and situations can be
Made to order
Akin to a poetic sin;
But a poet can reach
The height of creativity
Only if the urge comes from within.
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39. ã¨$[# ~°™êÅ∞
✤

✤

Hõq`«ﬁOÖ’, ã¨$[#Hõ∆}O
Ju=ÚYº"≥∞ÿ#k
Hõq`«ﬁO, ÉèÏ=z„`åÅ∞ ã¨iQÍ ‰õΩ^Œ~°HõáÈ`Õ
|Å=O`«Ñ¨Ù ~åâ◊√Å∞ Hõ#|_»`å~Ú.
"≥Ú^Œ\ ˜ |Ç¨ï=∞u ~å=K«∞Û ^•xH˜
HÍx, HõqH˜ Jk F^•~°∞Ê =∂„`«"Õ∞.
Hõq`«ﬁO Ç¨Ï$^ŒÜ«∞OÖÏ
`«~°QÆu qÉèí[#Å#OwHõiOK«^Œ∞
„Ñ¨Ü≥∂QÆâßÅÖ’ „Ñ¨Ü≥∂QÆO ÖÏO\˜^Œk
^•xH˜ HÍ"åe =∞#ã¨∞ HÍ^Œ∞
=∞#ã¨∞Ö’ LaˆH ã¨$[#
Ñ¨^•Å ÅÜ«∞, Hõq`«ﬁÑ¨Ù ~°≠i
Hõ=ÙÅ‰õΩ `≥eã≤# q^Œº
áê@Å∞ „"åÜ«∞_»O "Õ~°∞
"å\˜x ã¨O^Œ~Àƒùz`«OQÍ `«Ü«∂~°∞KÕÜ«∞=K«∞Û
Hõq`«ﬁOÖ’ Jk Lz`«O HÍ^Œ∞† áêÑ¨O†
Hõq L#ﬂ`« tY~åÅ#∞ KÕˆ~k
J`«_ç Ö’Ñ¨Å∞ﬂOz LaH˜# ã¨$[#â◊H˜Î`À<Õ!
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WASTELAND II
Every day that passes
Comes with a strange rhetoric of its own.
The strange events that precede
Upheavals in Roman plays
Are staring us in the face.
Winds are seething with conspiracies
And nights
Aghast at the evil
That is presaged and let loose;
Peace, threatened with life
And limb, has taken
The first bus
Back to the wilds.
Men have developed a passionate taste
For blood
Isn’t truth stranger than fiction?
They feed on their own flesh?
Religions now harbour political startups
Who hate America for all the evil
In the world,
Yet love the US dollar the most.
I saw some saints leaving for forests
When they found criminals
Performing the rites
In holy places.
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40. c_»∞ Éèí∂q∞-2
✤

✤

„Ñ¨u~ÀE J@∞QÍ "≥àı¡k
=∞~°Å uiy =ã¨∞ÎOk H˘`«Î ã≤^•úO`«O`À
~À=∞<£ <å@HÍÅÖ’ ~åÉ’ÜÕ∞ Hõ_»QÆO_»¡ ^Œ$âßºÅ∞
=∞# =ÚMÏÖ’¡H˜ `˘Oy K«∂ã¨∞Î<åﬂ~ÚÑ¨C_»∞.
QÍÅ∞eﬂO_® ‰õΩ„@Å∞
~å„`«∞ÅÖ’ qâ◊$OYÅOQÍ uiˆQ ^Œ∞+¨ì r=ÙÅ∞
âßOu, ÉÏQÍ ^≥|ƒÅ∞ ux
J_»=ÙÖ’¡H˜ "≥o¡áÈ~ÚOk Ñ¶¨ãπì |ã¨∞ûÖ’
=∞#∞+¨µÅ∞ ~°HõÎO ~°∞z =∞iQÍ~°∞
HõÅÊ#Hõ<åﬂ qO`«QÍ #~°=∂Oã¨ ÉèíHõ∆‰õΩÖˇ·<å~°∞
=∞`åÅ∞ ~å[H©Ü«∂Ö’¡H˜ `«Å^Œ∂~åÛ~Ú.
J"≥∞iHÍ JO>Ë P„QÆÇ¨ÏO, _®Å~°¡O>Ë =ÚiÃÑO.
™ê^èŒ∞=ÙÅ∞ J_»=ÙÖ’¡H˜ "≥o¡áÈ=_»O <Õ#∞ K«∂™ê#∞
Ñ¨q„`« ã¨÷ÖÏÖ’¡ <Õ~°ã¨∞÷Å∞ Ñ¨Ó[Å∞ KÕÜ«∞_»O "åà◊√¡ K«∂™ê~°∞.
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Crying dogs, and rains of fire,
Are symptoms of an impending fall.
Soothsayers are screaming
“O Caesar! Listen!”
Beware of the Ides of March.
I have given you a mind,
And a language too.
Animals who can’t argue use muscles.
Why? My men, you too?
Some who listened to the voices
Inside had gone to God.
Who thought for a while and said
O Prophets! Thy message is miscarried!!
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‰õΩHõ¯Å J~°∞Ñ¨ÙÅ∞, Jyﬂ=~å¬Å∞ Jâ◊√Éèí ã¨∂K«HÍÅ∞,
*’ºu+¨µ¯Å∞ J~°∞ã¨∞Î<åﬂ~°∞ 'F ã‘[~ü PÅH˜OK«∞!—
=∂iÛ~ÀAÅ∞ =∞OzqHÍ=Ù.
<Õ#∞ h‰õΩ =∞#ã¨∞û, ÉèÏ+¨ WKåÛ#∞
[O`«∞=ÙÅ‰õΩ HõO_»eﬂ†
=∞i h"≥O^Œ∞‰õΩ "å_»∞`«∞<åﬂ=Ù?
JO`«~°æ`« ã¨ﬁ~åeﬂ PÅH˜Oz#"åà◊√¡ ^Õ=Ù_çx KÕ~°∞‰õΩ<åﬂ~°∞
H˘O^Œ~°∞ HÍ¿ãÑ¨Ù PÖ’zOz J<åﬂ~°∞
- '„Ñ¨=HõÎÖÏ~å! g∞ ã¨O^Õâ◊O ã¨iQÍ KÕ~°ÖË^Œ∞!—
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THE ORIGINAL SIN
They come from different climes
Different regions
And different religions.
Various are their colours of skin.
But when gods pinch them,
Their cry is the same.
And when they look at flowers
None can hold back their joy.
When some dear one died,
I looked at their tears.
They uttered sighs of pain
In its original formation.
There was no colour, no region,
No religion, no nationalism,
No vanity, no arrogance, no nonsense
Except a deep sense of pain underlying all divisions.
Why we fry our tears and then cry
When we all want clean water
To quench our thirst
And clean air to stay alive?
In their laughter and sighs
They belong to the same mother.
There is no other
Except a distant born brother.
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41. `˘e áêÑ¨O
✤

✤

"åà◊√¡ =KåÛ~°∞ qaè#ﬂ „Ñ¨^ÕâßÅ∞ﬂOz
qaè#ﬂ "å`å=~°}ÏÅ∞ﬂOz, =∞`åÅ∞ﬂOz,
"åà◊√¡ ^ÕÇ¨Ï=~å‚Å∞ ‰õÄ_® qaè#ﬂ"Õ∞.
J~Ú`Õ, ^Õ=`«Å∞ "åà◊¡#∞ ye¡#Ñ¨Ù_»∞
"åà◊√¡ ÃÑ\˜ì# ˆHHõÅ∞ XˆH q^èŒO
Ñ¨ÓÅ#∞ K«∂ã≤#Ñ¨Ù_»∞ "åà◊¡ P#O^ŒO JÑ¨Ù~°∂Ñ¨O.
Z=Ô~·<å K«xáÈ~Ú#Ñ¨Ù_»∞
"åà◊¡ Hõhﬂà◊√¡, ^Œ∞óYÑ¨Ù ˆHHõÅ∞
Jhﬂ XˆH~°HõO, XˆH q^èŒO.
JHõ¯_» ~°OQÆ∞, „Ñ¨^Õâ◊O, =∞`«O, ^Õâ◊O
P_»O|~°O, á⁄QÆ~°∞, J~°÷OÖËx =º=Ç¨~°O
W"Õg∞ ÖË=Ù, XHõ¯ ÉÏ^èŒ `«Ñ¨Ê
ZO^Œ∞‰õΩ =∞#O Hõhﬂà◊¡#∞ HÍeÛ U_»∞™êÎO?
=∞#‰õΩ HÍ=eûO^ŒÖÏ¡ Wxﬂ =∞Ozhà◊√¡!
WO`« =∞Oz QÍÖË Hõ^• |uˆHO^Œ∞‰õΩ!
#=ÙﬁÅ∞ x@∂ì~°∞ÊÅÖ’ "åà◊√¡ XˆH `«e¡a_»¤Å∞
JO`Õ WOÔH=~°∂ ÖË~°∞
ZHõ¯_À ^Œ∂~°OQÍ F ™È^Œ~°∞_»∞.
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I pity those
Who before expressing shock
Want to know
Who [tell us his religion] had died?
Is it not enough that a man has died?
Grief knows no barriers.
Nor joy.
Let us not label our sorrow and our joys.
Better belong to human race,
Than to races
And revel in differences
In myriad faces.
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<Õ#∞ *ÏeÑ¨_»`å#∞
=∞`«O K«zÛáÈ~ÚO^Œx
`≥QÆ "åkOKÕ"åà◊¡#∞ K«∂ã≤
=∞x+≤ K«zÛáÈÜ«∂_»∞ KåÅ^•?
ã¨O`À+¨ ^Œ∞óMÏÅ‰õΩ ã¨iÇ¨Ï^Œ∞ÌÅ∞ ÖË=Ù.
"å\˜H˜ ¿Ñ~°∞¡ ÃÑ@ì=^Œ∞Ì =∞#O.
=∞#=∞O`å =∂#=ÙÅO
`≥QÆÅ∞QÍ qÉèílOK«∞‰õΩx
"ÕÅ =ÚMÏÅ∞QÍ q_çáÈ`«∞<åﬂO!
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WHO IS FREE AND WHAT IS FREE?
What is free in this world?
A most despised thing
Like death too
Does not come until earned by you.
Thou shalt not die
Is a curse, ask Tithonus
If you have to grow old and old
And turn a white shadow.
The mother loves the son,
Charges nothing
Father brings home the world,
Charges nothing.
The charge they make
Is beyond the power of money.
They bind you in affection.
And a vow to stand by in rainy season.
If you think air is free, water is free,
Sunlight is free,
The dream laden night is free
This grass is free
And the sky with its limitless horizons is free,
They may be free,
But You are not free.
You are bound in the invisible boundaries
Of the possible and the impossible.
Freedom is a good idea,
But this passion
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42. Uk Lz`«O?
✤

✤

Uk Lz`«O?
=∞~°}O ‰õÄ_® Lz`«O HÍ^Œ∞.
^•xﬂ ã¨OáêkOK«∞HÀ"åe h=Ù
=∞~°}O ~åHõáÈ=_»"≥ÚHõ âßÑ¨O
'\˜^ä˘#ãπ— #_»∞QÆ∞ - K≥|∞`å_»`«_»∞
=$^•úÑ¨ºO Z@∞=O\˜ âßÑ¨"≥∂!
`«e¡ „¿Ñq∞ã¨∞ÎOk ‰õΩ=∂~°∞_çx "≥ÅHõ@ì‰õΩO_®,
`«O„_ç „Ñ¨Ñ¨OKåxﬂ WO\˜H˜ `≥™êÎ_»∞, "≥ÅHõ@ì_»∞†
J=hﬂ _»|∞ƒHõ<åﬂ qÅ∞"≥·#q
x#∞ﬂ PáêºÜ«∞`«`À Hõ\ ˜ìÑ¨_ç"Õã¨Îq.
PÑ¨^Œ HÍÅOÖ’ P^Œ∞‰õΩO@q.
QÍe, h~°∞, ã¨∂~°ºHÍOu Lz`«=∞x h=#∞‰õΩO>Ë
ã¨ﬁáêﬂÅ∞#ﬂ ~å„u,
QÆ_ç¤"≥∞ÿ^•<åÅ∞,
PHÍâ◊O Jhﬂ Lz`«"Õ∞
Jq Lz`«"≥∞ÿ<å h=Ù HÍ^Œ∞ Hõ^•
h‰õΩ Ç¨Ï^Œ∞ÌÅ∞<åﬂ~Ú HõxÑ≤OK«xq
'™ê^è•º™ê^è•ºÅq—
¿ãﬁK«Ûù =∞Oz PÖ’K«#, HÍx
Jhﬂ Lz`«OQÍ ~å"åÅ<Õk `«Ñ¨C_»∞ ÉèÏ=#
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For getting things free
Is ill conceived.
You have already paid the price
For this sun, for the winds
And the waters.
And for affections of your parents,
You stand to be charged.
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h=Ù ^èŒ~° K≥e¡OKå=Ù ã¨∂~°∞º_çH˜,
QÍÅ∞Å‰õΩ, hà◊¡‰õΩ†
h `«e¡^ŒO„_»∞Å‰õΩ K≥e¡OKåeûO^Õ
WOHÍ h=Ù K≥e¡OK«ÖË^Œ∞.
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HAPPY HOURS
At last I get time to stand
And stare
And watch the roaring river of life
Away from the furious strife.
It is wonderful to have your memories
To keep you in bliss.
It is no mean joy
If they are nutritious and rich.
I never knew
Keeping idle was such a fun.
Where was the need to waste
Youth in the needless run?
To eat the lotus at this age
Is rather too late.
Alas! I could share
O Odysseus! Thy fate!
How hurried was life!
Always worried about this or that.
Now people have ceased
But the traffic of memories increased.
Sleep is very kind.
It knocks
But does not crash into the gate.
Till the clock has changed the date.
If this is happiness,
No more I desire
And in this state, face
The ordeal by fire.
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43. P#O^ŒÑ¨Ù Ñ¶¨∞_çÜ«∞Å∞
✤

✤

<åH˜Ñ¨C_»∞ ã¨=∞Ü«∞O zH˜¯Ok
xÅ|_ç, Ñ¨iH˜OKÕO^Œ∞‰õΩ
r=# „Ñ¨"åÇ¨xﬂ K«∂¿ãO^Œ∞‰õΩ
L„QÆ~°∂Ñ¨ HõëêìÅ‰õΩ ^Œ∂~°OQÍ.
*Ï˝Ñ¨HÍÅ∞O_»_»O =∞Ozk
P#O^ŒOÖ’ LOK«∞`åÜ«∞q
J^Õg∞ `«Ñ¨CHÍ^Œ∞
Jq K«Hõ¯\˜, zHõ¯\˜ *Ï˝Ñ¨HÍÖˇ·`Õ!
™È=∞i`«#O =∞*Ï Jx <å‰õΩ `≥eÜ«∞^Œ∞
Ñ¨xH˜~åx Ñ¨~°∞QÆ∞Ñ¨O^ÕÖ’¡ Ü«∞=ﬁ<åxﬂ ZO^Œ∞‰õΩ =$^è• KÕÜ«∞_»O?
D =Ü«∞ã¨∞Ö’ `å=∞~°Ñ¨ÓÅ#∞ u#_»O `«Ñ¨C
<Õ#∞ 'X_çã≤ã¨∞û— rq`åxﬂ QÆ_»áêeû# =ÚÑ¨C.
rq`«=∞O`å `˘O^Œˆ~, Jn Wn HÍ"åÅx.
[<åÅ∞ Py<å, *Ï˝Ñ¨HÍÅ ~°nÌ ÃÑiyOk.
x„^Œ ^ŒÜ«∞QÆÅk `«Å∞Ñ¨Ù `«_»∞ÎOk HÍx,
|^ŒÌÅ∞ H˘@ì^Œ∞† QÆ_çÜ«∂~°O `Õnx =∂ˆ~Û^•HÍ
W^Õ P#O^Œ"≥∞ÿ`Õ WO`«‰õΩq∞Oz <å‰õΩ =^Œ∞Ì
D Ñ¨iã≤÷uÖ’ <Õ#∞ Jyﬂ*ÏﬁÅÖˇ·ﬂ<å Z^Œ∞~À¯QÆÅ#∞.
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GOD ENCOUNTERS A VIP
He made a special appeal
Accompanied with extra charges
There was a provision for star travelers,
To carry a handbag inside.
As a very special case,
His appeal was granted.
On the table, then, he spread
The awards certificates mementoes Padamshrees.
To whom it may concern
From
The highest powers
And from the king too.
Here is the video footage
Of my funeral procession.
Five thousand people.
They consigned my ashes to the Ganges.
Did you love anybody?
Yes. My son. My wife.
My daughter
My job. My country.
He knew how to camouflage.
The mention of ‘my country’
Had helped him getting a ticket,
And, then, a huge margin in the election.
And then it was
No holds barred.
Wealth. Power. W&W
He was rolling in wealth when....
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44. ^Õ=Ù_»∞ - =ÚYº Jukè
✤

✤

J`«_ç „Ñ¨`ÕºHõ"≥∞ÿ# HÀiHõ#∞ =∞xﬂOKå~°∞
HÍHõáÈ`Õ HÍã≤x ZH±û„\Ï Kèås˚Å`À
=ÚYº"≥∞ÿ# „Ñ¨Ü«∂}©‰õΩÅH˜KÕÛ ã¨^Œ∞áêÜ«∂ÅÖ’
F Ç¨O_£ ÉÏºQ∑ fã¨∞‰õΩx Ö’xH˜ "≥à◊¡xKåÛ~°∞.
„Ñ¨`ÕºHõ"≥∞ÿ# =ºH˜Î Hõ^•, Ö’xH˜ ~åxKåÛ~°∞.
J`«_»∞ >Ë|∞ÖòÃÑ·# *Ï„QÆ`«ÎQÍ Ñ¨~°Kå_»∞
J"å~°∞¤Å∞, ã¨iìÑ¶≤ÔH@∞¡, "≥∞"≥∞O\’Å∞, Ñ¨^Œ‡NÅ∞
ÃÑ·"åà◊√¡, „Ñ¨Éèí∞=Ù |Ç¨ïHõiOz# "å\˜#xﬂ\˜h.
W^Œ∞QÀ Wk <å JOu=∞Ü«∂„`« g_çÜ≥∂
J~Ú^Œ∞ "ÕÅ=∞Ok [#O, QÆOQÆÖ’ Jã≤÷ x=∞[˚#O.
h"≥=Ô~·ﬂ<å „¿Ñq∞OKå"å? J=Ù#∞.
ÉèÏ~°º, H˘_»∞‰õΩ, ‰õÄ`«∞~°∞, Ñ¨x, <å ^Õâ◊O.
J`«_çH˜ `≥Å∞ã¨∞ P =∂@ÖˇﬂÖÏ Ñ¨ÅHÍÖ’,
\˜ÔH\ò =zÛOk, ÔQeKå_»∞ ÃÑ^ŒÌ "≥∞*Ïi\˜`À.
^•x`Àáê@∞ =KåÛ~Ú _»|∞ƒ, Ñ¨Å∞‰õΩ|_ç
'=^ŒÌO>Ë _»|∞ƒ—ÖÏ JO`å ã≤~°∞Å ã¨O^Œ_ç.
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“Hell. Purgatory”, was the verdict.
Hell? Why? He cried in shock.
“You loved every thing and everybody
Except your self.
“If you had loved your self
And thought
Of your future with us,
You would be thinking differently.
Two hundred years as a bull,
A sheep,
A horse, and then, a crow,
And then a mosquito.
Bring him up again,
Let us see
If he changes his version,
And answers our question differently.”
Note: W&W...wine and women
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'#~°HÍxH˜— =zÛOk f~°∞Ê† ZO^Œ∞Hõx? J_çQÍ_»`«_»∞.
'h=Ù Jxﬂ\˜h „¿Ñq∞OKå=Ù x#∞ﬂ `«Ñ¨Ê. JO^Œ∞Hõx.
x#∞ﬂ h=Ù „¿Ñq∞Oz L#ﬂ@¡~Ú`Õ
h Éèíq+¨º`«∞Î =∂`À LO^Œ#∞‰õΩO>Ë "Õˆ~QÍ PÖ’zOKÕ"å_çq.
Ô~O_»∞=O^ŒÖËà◊√¡ Z^Œ∞ÌQÍ, Q˘„Ô~QÍ,
QÆ∞„~°O, HÍH˜, z=~°‰õΩ ^À=∞QÍ.
=∞m§ =zÛ#Ñ¨C_»∞ K«∂^•ÌO, =∂@ =∂~°∞™êÎ_Õ"≥∂.
UO =∂~°ÖË^Œ∞ - WOHÍ =∞^èŒ∞=Ù, =∞QÆ∞=ÖË HÍ"åÅ@!
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LINES WRITTEN AWAY FROM A
COUNTRY CHURCH YARD
She felt on her breast the footsteps
Of thousands of men.
What happened? Her sharpened senses
Tried to get at the reason.
The footsounds stopped
And wailing started.
She saw something wrapped
hi white being placed inside her body.
She saw people whispering
Gesturing in several ways.
They all bowed [perhaps in prayer]
And then left in grave silence.
You drove holes in my body
Now you are alone.
You had left me
Six decades back.
And went on playing havoc with your mother.
You never let me rest in peace.
Converted my soul into cement
And bones into bricks
To erect sky scrapers.
I didn’t mind.
This blind pursuit of the blind.
You blew out all lamps
In search of the sight.
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45. „QÍ=∞Ñ¨Ù K«iÛ P=~°}‰õΩ ^Œ∂~°OQÍ...
✤

✤

P"≥∞ J#∞Éèí∂u K≥Ok#k `«# ~˘=Ú‡ÅÃÑ·
"ÕÖÏk=∞Ok =∞QÆ"åà◊¡ Ñ¨^Œ=Ú„^ŒÅ ã¨Ê~°≈#∞,
U"≥∞ÿOk `«#‰õΩ?
P"≥∞ "≥kH˜Ok HÍ~°}O HÀã¨O,
J_»∞QÆ∞ÅK«Ñ¨C_»∞ PyOk.
~À^Œ# "≥Ú^ŒÖˇ·Ok.
`«# Ñ¨Hõ¯<Õ U^À `≥Å¡\ ˜ QÆ∞_»¤ÅÖ’ K«∞@ì|_ç#k LOKå~°∞.
[<åÅ QÆ∞ã¨QÆ∞ã¨Å∞, Ãã·QÆÅ∞ ~°Hõ~°HÍÅ∞
`«ÅÅ∞ =Oz, „áêi÷Oz, "åà◊¡O`å
x„+¨¯q∞OKå~°∞ xâ◊≈|ÌOQÍ
<å ^ÕÇ¨xH˜ ~°O„^è•Å∞ KÕ™ê=Ù
WÑ¨C_»∞ XO@iQÍ L<åﬂ=Ù
P~°∞ ^ŒâßÉÏÌÅ „H˜`«O "≥o¡áÈÜ«∂=Ù
<å `«e¡`À P@ÖÏ_»∞‰õΩ<åﬂ=Ù
##∞ﬂ âßOuQÍ |`«Hõx=ﬁÖË^Œ∞ h=Ù
<å P`«‡#∞ ã≤"≥∞O@∞QÍ, Z=ÚHõÅ#∞ W@∞HõÅ∞QÍ
|Ç¨ïà◊ JO`«ã¨∞÷Å Ç¨Ï~å‡ºÅ#∞ xOyx `åˆHÖÏ xi‡OKå=Ù
<Õ<Õg∞ J#ÖË^Œ∞. JO^è•<Õﬁ+¨}
náêÅ<åiÊ "≥^ŒHõ_»O.
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You knew you were to come back empty handed
And you couldn’t escape it.
After useless toys,
Didn’t I gift you my mother with?
I heard the inside of so many
Who came with you shedding tears.
Sighs were fake,
And cries concealing jeers.
Do you want to know
What your kith and kin
Were thinking
Behind the veil of tears?
It was better you had come unattended
By these useless accompanists
Who couldn’t keep you at home
For a day.
Don’t they know
Dead people need no food?
Were you a burden for them?
What was the hurry?
Do you know
All this love was a mere show?
Go back if you think,
All your fondness will take wing.
Ghost! Ghost!!!!!
They will be flying
All those
Who are now crying and sighing.
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uiy=KåÛ=Ù =\˜ìKÕ`«∞Ö’Î Jk h‰õΩ `≥Å∞ã¨∞,
`«Ñ≤ÊOK«∞HÀÖËHõáÈ~Ú<å=Ù
Ñ¨xH˜~åx P@=ã¨∞Î=Ù"≥·áÈ~Ú<åHõ
<å `«e¡x h‰õΩ |Ç¨ï=∞uQÍ WKåÛ#∞ Hõ^•!
<Õ#∞ q<åﬂ#∞ ZO`À=∞Ok JO`«ˆ~ﬁ^Œ##∞
h`Àáê@∞ =zÛ Hõhﬂà◊√¡ HÍiÛ# "åà◊¡#∞
"≥∂ã¨Ñ¨Ù x@∂ì~°∞ÊÅ∞
¿ÇÏà◊##∞ ^•z LOKÕ U_»∞ÊÅ∞
h‰õΩ `≥Å∞™ê, h Ñ≤ÖÏ¡*ˇÖÏ¡
U=∞#∞‰õΩO@∞<åﬂ~À P Hõhﬂ\˜ `≥~°Å "≥#∞Hõ?
h=Ù =zÛ LO_®eûOk XO@iQÍ
gà‹¡=~°∂ ÖË‰õΩO_®.
x#∞ﬂ XHõ¯~ÀA ‰õÄ_®
WO\˜Ö’ LO_»hÜ«∞x gà◊¡x,
"åà◊¡‰õΩ `≥eÜ«∞^• '=∞$`«∞Å‰õΩ uO_ç JHõ¯ˆ~¡^Œx—.
"åiH˜ h=Ù ÉèÏ~°=∂? ZO^Œ∞HõO`« `˘O^Œ~°?
h‰õΩ `≥Å∞™ê
D „¿Ñ=∞ JO`å XHõ <å@Hõ=∞x?
"≥à◊√¡, PÖ’zOK«∞.
ZyiáÈ`å~Ú h WëêìÅhﬂ!
^ŒÜ«∞ºO! ^ŒÜ«∞ºO!!
JO^Œ~°∂ ZyiáÈ`å~°∞
JHõ¯_» ‰õÄ~°∞Ûx
U_»∞ã¨∂Î, x@∂ì~°∞ã¨∞Î#ﬂ"åà◊√¡.
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GIVING THEM A WONDERFUL TIME
I was staring at a few flowers
I thought they will feel shy.
Or pull me up
For staring at a thing of beauty.
Instead..
They called upon cool breeze
And started dancing
Then they called upon the sunlight
To turn a bit soft
And asked the clouds
To bring in the rainbow.
Come! Come!!!!
I heard their welcoming shouts
To the butterflies.
Some sparrows thought
The invite was for them
And they joined allies.
Now it was a perfect orchestra.
A memorable show.
For any Wordsworth to etch
On his memory and go.
I asked the flowers..
I simply stared at you
Why you put up
This magical show?
They smiled and said..
You were staring with feelings sublime
And we thought why not give you
A wonderful time.
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46. "åà◊¡‰õΩ J^Œ∞ƒù`«"≥∞ÿ# ã¨=∞Ü«∂xﬂ=ﬁ_»O
✤

✤

<Õ#∞ H˘xﬂ Ñ¨ÓÅ"ÕÑ¨Ù K«∂™ê#∞
<Õ##∞‰õΩ<åﬂ#∞ Jq ã≤QÆ∞æÑ¨_»`å~Ú
ÖË‰õΩO>Ë ##∞ﬂ =∞O^Œe™êÎ~Ú
JO^ŒO "ÕÑ¨Ù JÖÏ K«∂ã¨∞Î#ﬂO^Œ∞‰õΩ.
HÍx, Jq Hõ|∞~°Oáê~Ú K«Å¡xQÍeH˜
<å@ºO KÕÜ«∞_»O "≥Ú^ŒÖˇ\Ïì~Ú
ZO_»#∞ HÍã¨Î <≥=∞‡kOK«=∞<åﬂ~Ú
"Õ∞Ñ¶¨∂Å#∞ HÀ~å~Ú WO„^Œ^èŒ#∞ã¨∞û#∞ `≥=∞‡x
~å! ~å! Jq PÇ¨ﬁxã¨∞Î<åﬂ~Ú
JO^•Å ã‘`åHÀHõzÅ∞HõÅ#∞
Ñ≤K«∞ÛHõÅ∞ H˘xﬂ q<åﬂ~Ú P Ñ≤Å∞Ñ¨Ù#∞
`å=¸ KÕ~å~Ú q∞„`«∞Å∞QÍ =∂i<å~Ú.
WÑ¨C_»k K«Hõ¯\˜ "å^ŒºQÀ+≤ª
=∞~°Ñ¨Ù~åx „Ñ¨^Œ~°≈#
=~ü¤û=~üÎÖÏO\˜ =∞Ç¨Hõ=ÙÅ
*Ï˝Ñ¨HÍÅ z„`«}
<Õ#_çQÍ#∞ Ñ¨ÓÅ#∞<Õ#∞ =∂=¸Å∞QÍ K«∂™ê#∞
=∞i g∞Ô~O^Œ∞‰õΩ WKåÛ~°∞
D J^Œ∞ƒù`« „Ñ¨^Œ~°≈##∞?
Jq z~°∞#=Ùﬁ #qﬁ J<åﬂ~Ú
h=Ù K«∂™ê=Ù L`«¯ $+¨ì ÉèÏ=#Å`À
"Õ∞=∞#∞‰õΩ<åﬂ=Ú h‰õΩ
J^Œ∞ƒù`«"≥∞ÿ# ã¨=∞Ü«∞q∞^•Ì=∞x.
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THE U-TURN
This road on which I walk.
And this bench
On which I lie
These rows of silent houses
And people in themselves busy.
I came here years ago
And they gave me PR also.
But the process of naturalization
Is slow.
I still have a feeling
These walls, these roads, these ceilings,
These floors are alien
And this joy is a hired show.
I speak their language
And try to behave like them
You are an outsider
It is our country they claim.
You are not our native.
Only an intruder for a fixed time
You have business Visa
Which expires after sometime
Better think of your native place
And keep ready.
Limited is your stay.
And, you will have to leave on the fateful day.
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47. Ü«¸-@~üﬂ
✤

✤

Wk <Õ#∞ #_çKÕ ^•i
D ÉˇOKüÃÑ·# Ñ¨_»∞‰õΩO\Ï#∞ <Õ#∞
=~°ã¨QÍ L#ﬂ D xâ◊≈|ÌÑ¨Ù Wà◊¡Ö’
=∞#∞+¨µÅ∞ fiHõÖË‰õΩO_® LO\Ï~°∞
<ÕxHõ¯_»‰õΩ KåÖÏ Uà◊¡ „H˜`«O =KåÛ#∞
<ÕxÑ¨C_»∞ âßâ◊ﬁ`« áœ~°∞_çx.
Hõeã≤áÈ=_®xH˜ KåÖÏHÍÅO Ñ¨\ ˜ìOk
J~Ú<å <åHõxÑ≤ã¨∞ÎOk
D QÀ_»Å∞, ^•~°∞Å∞, ÃÑ·HõÑ¨CÅ∞, <ÕÅ
Jhﬂ <å=xÑ≤OK«=Ù
P#O^ŒO J^≥Ì‰õΩ `≥K«∞Û‰õΩ#ﬂ@∞¡O@∞Ok.
<Õ#∞ "åà◊¡ ÉèÏ+¨ =∂\Ï¡_»∞`å#∞
"åà◊¡ÖÏˆQ „Ñ¨=iÎ™êÎ#∞
h=Ù |Ü«∞@"å_çq
Wk =∂^Õâ◊O JO\Ï~°∞ "åà◊√¡.
h=Ù WHõ¯_ç "å_çq HÍ^Œ∞
H˘kÌ HÍÅO LO_çáÈ=_®xH˜ =KåÛ=Ù
h‰õΩ al<≥ãπ g™ê L#ﬂk
H˘<åﬂà◊¡ `«~°∞"å`« QÆ_»∞=Ù f~°∞`«∞Ok.
PÖ’zOK«∞ h ã¨ﬁO`« ^Õâ◊O QÆ∞iOz
ã≤^ŒúOQÍ LO_»∞ "≥àı¡O^Œ∞‰õΩ
h |ã¨ `å`å¯eHõO
P~ÀA# "≥à◊¡Hõ `«Ñ¨Ê^Œ∞.
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OF STATIONS AND TRAINS
Time brought me to a station.
I took the train that looked rich with promise.
Where it will take me?
The question beggars all logic.
Unknown people join
And disjoin me
Some fight for room
Others usurp seats.
I wanted to ride yon train.
An old man forbids me.
No no. that train is better for you.
I am young and take the plunge.
Soon to find it was treacherous.
I start looking out
And when it halts,
Jump out of the window.
If jumping out was a suicide
So was staying in.
And suffering all through
Without reaching anywhere.
This is a world where
Passions find logic too cold.
With a blind husband,
Women prefer a blindfold.
How better can hell be described
Than a place you had never
Bargained for,
And there you are!
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48. ¿ãì+¨#∞¡ - „>ˇ~Ú#∞¡
✤

✤

HÍÅO D ¿ãì+¨#∞‰õΩ fã¨∞‰õΩ=zÛOk
HÍã¨Î ™œMÏºxﬂ "åQÍÌ#O KÕã≤# Ô~·Å∞ ZHÍ¯#∞
W^≥Hõ¯_çH˜ fã¨∞‰õΩ"≥à◊√ÎOk ##∞ﬂ?
D „Ñ¨â◊ﬂ‰õΩ ã¨=∂^è•#O Ü≥∂zOKåe
JÑ¨iz`«∞Å∞ =ã¨∞Î<åﬂ~°∞
"≥o¡áÈ`«∞<åﬂ~°∞.
MÏm *ÏQÍHÀã¨O H˘O^Œ~°∞
ã‘@∞¡ P„Hõq∞OK«∞‰õΩx H˘O^Œ~°∞.
<Õ#∞ D „>ˇ~Ú<£ Z‰õΩ¯^•=∞#∞‰õΩ<åﬂ#∞
F =$^Œ∞ú_»∞ ##∞ﬂ PÑ≤<å_»∞
'hH© „>ˇ~Ú<£ =∞Ozk— J<åﬂ_»∞
JO^Œ∞ˆH <Õ#∞ nO\’¡H˜ ^Œ∂HÍ#∞.
HÍx, Jk "≥∂ã¨O†
|Ü«∞@‰õΩ K«∂™ê#∞
PQÆQÍ<Õ H˜\ ˜H©Ö’Oz
^Œ∂‰õΩ^•=∞#∞‰õΩ<åﬂ#∞.
K«zÛáÈ`å<Õ"≥∂#x LO_çáÈÜ«∂#∞
ZHõ¯_çH© "≥à◊¡ÖËHõ JÖÏ<Õ ÉÏ^èŒÑ¨_®¤#∞
D „Ñ¨Ñ¨OK«OÖ’ L^ÕﬁQÍÅ‰õΩ q=~°} ^˘~°Hõ^Œ∞
JO^èŒ∞_≥·# Éèí~°Î L#ﬂ ÉèÏ~°º Hõà◊¡‰õΩ QÆO`«Å∞ Hõ@∞ì‰õΩO@∞Ok
#~°HÍxﬂ q∞Oz# „Ñ¨^Õâ◊"Õ∞^≥·<å LO>Ë
WÑ¨C_»∞ JHõ¯_Õ L<åﬂ=Ù h=Ù.
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NO KIDDING WITH DAD
God was not at all convinced
When I advanced
The oft quoted alibi
“I was unaware of the rules.”
God thundered:
“Don’t confuse.
Ignorance of rules is no excuse”.
“Returned”
I saw written on my visa.
Then I realized
How what you give, makes a U-turn.
I had such a passion for Return
I found God smiling when
He saw colours changing on my face.
Tit for Tat.
No kidding with the dad.
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49. `«O„_ç`À Ñ¨O`«O =^Œ∞Ì
✤

✤

^Õ=Ù_»∞ JOwHõiOK«_»∞,
<å‰õΩ x|O^èŒ#Å∞ `≥eÜ«∞=O>Ë,
^Õ=Ù_»∞ Li=∂_»∞`≥eÜ«∞HõáÈ=_»O =Å¡ `«Ñ¨C Hõ∆q∞OK«|_»^Œ∞
'uÑ≤Ê Ñ¨OÑ¨|_ç#k—
<å 'g™ê—ÃÑ· „"åÜ«∞|_çOk.
<å‰õΩ J~°÷"≥∞ÿOkhqzÛ#k 'Ü«¸@~üﬂ— fã¨∞‰õΩ#ﬂk
<å‰õΩ uiy~å=_»OÃÑ· =∞‰õΩ¯= L#ﬂk.
<å =ÚYOÖ’ ~°OQÆ∞Å∞ =∂~°_»O K«∂ã≤
^Õ=Ù_»∞ #qﬁ<å_»∞.
'‰õΩHõ¯HÍ@∞‰õΩ K≥Ñ¨C^≥|ƒ—
`«O„_ç`À Ñ¨O`«O =^Œ∞Ì
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MAN WHO MISSED THE SWYAMBARA
Life is a situation
We have to wriggle out of
And face as best as we can;
Bringing to bear upon this moment
All that our experiences presage
And our present wisdom says.
It is not to run away.
Moreover, you cannot run away.
For, there is no runway from this Lakshagraha.
God can tell you the right
And the not right.
But your own battle you will have to fight.
Every moment
Is a moment of choice
And every moment we need a clear head.
Arrows shot with muddled minds
Hit not the target
And make of you a confused warrior.
You need faith in your wisdom
And your action
Arrows will think twice before missing the target.
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50. ã¨ﬁÜ«∞O=~åxH˜ ~åÖËHõáÈ~Ú#"å_»∞
✤

✤

rq`«O J<Õ q+¨Ü«∞O #∞Oz
ZÖÏQÀÖÏ |Ü«∞@Ñ¨_®e
ÖË^• =ÚMÏ=Úd Z^Œ∞~À¯"åe.
D Hõ∆}Ïxﬂ Z^Œ∞~À¯_®xH˜
áê`« J#∞Éèí"åÅ∞
<Õ\ ˜ q*Ï˝#O LÑ¨Ü≥∂yOK«∞HÀ"åe
áêiáÈ‰õΩ,
áêiáÈÖË=ÙÖË
ZO^Œ∞HõO>Ë ÖÏH∆ÍQÆ$Ç¨ÏO #∞Oz ^•iÖË^Œ∞.
^Õ=Ù_»∞ K≥|∞`å_»∞
=∞OKÕ^À, K≥_Õ^À
h Ü«Ú^ŒúO h"Õ KÕÜ«∂e!
„Ñ¨uHõ∆}O
J=HÍâ◊=Ú#ﬂ Hõ∆}O
PÖ’zOz fã¨∞HÀ"åe x~°‚Ü«∞O
Hõà◊=à◊Ñ¨_»∞Î#ﬂ =∞#ã¨∞`À
ÅH∆Íºxﬂ KèÕkOK«ÖË=Ù
=∞Oz g~°∞_çq HÍÖË=Ù.
h *Ï˝#OÖ’, h Ñ¨xÖ’
#=∞‡Hõ=ÚO_®e h‰õΩ
JÑ¨C_»∞ QÆ∞i`«Ñ¨Ê^Œ∞.
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I see around me
A muddle of intentions
Bushes around which millions have beat.
A cacophony of voices keeps telling me
Put your right hand forward
And now your left leg, and now shoot.
Instead of looking into the eyes
Of the target,
I was trained to listen to the gossip around.
And here I am.
Who missed the eye of the fish
And the Swyambar too, with it the Vijayshree.
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<å K«∞@∂ì~å K«∂™êÎ#∞
J<ÕHõ L^ÕÌâßÅ∞ zO^Œ~°=O^Œ~°QÍ
q∞eÜ«∞#∞¡ QÆ=∂ºxﬂ KÕ~°xq.
Q˘O`«∞HõÅ∞ QÆO^Œ~°QÀà◊OQÍ =∂\Ï¡_»∞Î#ﬂq
h ‰õΩ_çKÕ~Ú =ÚO^Œ∞‰õΩÃÑ@∞ì
WÑ¨C_»∞ Z_»OHÍÅ∞, =^Œ∞Å∞ ÉÏ}O,
J~Ú`Õ, ÅHõ∆ ºO "ÕÑ¨Ù K«∂_»‰õΩO_®
<Õ#∞ K«∞@∂ì qxÑ≤OKÕ
L|∞ã¨∞áÈHõ Hõ|∞~°∞¡ q<åﬂ#∞.
JO^Œ∞Hõx <ÕxHõ¯_» L<åﬂ#∞
KÕÑ¨Hõ#∞ﬂ#∞ QÆ∞iK«∂ã≤ H˘@ìÖËHõáÈÜ«∂#∞
ã¨ﬁÜ«∞O=~°O`À áê@∞ q[Ü«∞Nh á⁄O^ŒÖËHõáÈÜ«∂#∞.
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THE GREAT INDIVIDUAL
In the beginning,
You have a future centric life.
But after four or five decades,
It becomes past centric.
You want to make a career.
And make choices.
But after forty five
It is your choices which take hold of your life.
And you start suffering
For wrong choices
And getting rewarded for the good.
I find life divided in two phases.
We have to pay for excesses
In this very life.
And this very life rewards us
If our actions are not amiss.
Wrong to think that
Nature can be hoodwinked.
Or outsmarted with any sophistry
Men can be but not the cosmic forces.
You are you.
The great individual.
To suffer or gain
What you are doing and have done.
We often blame others and even God
For our failures.
Who gives credit to gods
For the good that is done to you?
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51. Q˘Ñ¨Ê =ºH˜Î
✤

✤

"≥Ú^Œ\’¡
Éèíq+¨º`«∞Î K«∞@∂ì uiˆQk h rq`«O
<åÅ∞QÆ~Ú^Œ∞ ^ŒâßÉÏÌÅ∞ QÆ_çKåHõ
JkHÍ™êÎ QÆ`«O K«∞@∞ì u~°∞QÆ∞`«∞#ﬂk.
hHÀ =$uÎ HÍ"åÅ#∞‰õΩ<åﬂ=Ù
J<ÕHõ J=HÍâßÅ∞ =KåÛ~Ú
#ÅÉèˇ· J~Ú^Õà◊¡ `«~°∞"å`«
J"Õ h rq`åxH˜ J=HÍâßÖˇ·<å~Ú
h=Ù ÉÏ^èŒÑ¨_»∞`«∞<åﬂqÑ¨Ù_»∞
`«Ñ¨C_»∞ x~°‚Ü«∂Å‰õΩ,
=∞Oz Ñ¨#∞Å‰õΩ „Ñ¨uÑ¶¨ÅO ÅaèOz<å
rq`«OÖ’ Ô~O_»∞ Ñ¶¨∞\ÏìÅ∞O\Ï~Ú
Z‰õΩ¯=Å‰õΩ WHõ¯_Õ J#∞Éèíq™êÎO
`«‰õΩ¯"≥·<å WHõ¯_Õ J#∞ã¨i™êÎO
„Ñ¨Hõ$ux "≥∂ã¨O KÕÜ«∞ÖËO
#g# *Ï˝#O`À ÔQÅ∞™êÎ=∞#∞‰õΩ<åﬂ
qâ◊ﬁâ◊‰õΩÎeﬂ ^•\˜áÈÖËO.
h=Ù h"Õ! Q˘Ñ¨Ê =ºH˜Îq
ÖÏÉèíO, #+¨ìO
h=Ù KÕã≤Ok, KÕã¨∞Î#ﬂk h~Ú+¨ìO
=∞#O xOk™êÎO `«~°K«∞QÍ
W`«~°∞Å#∞, ^Õ=Ù_çx =∞# JÑ¨[Ü«∂Å‰õΩ,
h‰õΩ [iy# =∞OzH˜ Z=iH˜ Hõ$`«[˝`«Å∞ `≥Å∞Ñ¨Ù`å=Ù?
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On computers, a readable text
Has behind it a strange mix
Of programmes
Which make it happen.
That mix up of programmes exists
In our minds too.
Our actions too have
An unseen unreadable text behind them.
The number of the chassis changes.
The body parts melted
And from the same steel
Emerges a fresh piece.
A day will come
When I will finally realize
That this wonderful life
Is after all a torture.
That these loving flowers
And beautiful sights
Are after all, a consolation.
That the best has been denied to me.
The upside suspension for nine months
Is no reward
Rather an antechamber
To a prison house.
Still we have chances to grow
Out of this dispensation.
O Krishna! be with me so that
Once I perform my duty,
I shall be free.
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HõOÑ¨Óº@~°¡Ö’ HõxÑ≤OKÕ
JHõ∆~åÅ "≥#∞Hõ Q˘Ñ¨Ê „áÈ„QÍ=ÚÅ∞<åﬂ~Ú
Jk âßG q+¨Ü«∞O
J@∞=O\˜^Õ LO@∞Ok
=∞# =∞#ã¨∞ÅÖ’#∂
=∞# Ñ¨#∞Å "≥#∞Hõ HõxÑ≤OK«x „"å`« LO@∞Ok.
Kèåã≤ãπ <≥O|~°∞ =∂~°∞`«∞Ok
áê~°∞ìÅ∞ HõiyáÈ`å~Ú
ã¨iH˘`«Îk `«Ü«∂~°=Ù`«∞Ok.
P~ÀA =ã¨∞ÎOk, <Õ#∞ „QÆÇ≤Ï™êÎ#∞
D J^Œ∞ƒù`«"≥∞ÿ# rq`«=∞O`å
J`«ºO`« ^Œ∞~°ƒù~°=∞x
D JO^Œ"≥∞ÿ# Ñ¨ÓÅ∂, ^Œ$âßºÅ∞
HÍã¨Î F^•~°∞Ê
WOHÍ Q˘Ñ¨Êq <åHõO^ŒÖË^Œx.
D #==∂™êÅ∞ <å‰õΩ =~°O HÍ^Œx
J^˘Hõ =ÚO^Œ∞QÆk
<Õ#∞O_»É’ÜÕ∞ *ˇ·Å∞QÆkH˜.
D ã≤÷u #∞Oz |Ü«∞@ Ñ¨_»=K«∞Û
F Hõ$ëê‚! <å`À LO_»∞!
<å Hõ~°‡ Ñ¨Ó~°Î~Ú<åHõ, ¿ãﬁK«Ûù<˘O^Œ∞`å#∞.
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GOD LISTENS TO MEN’S PRAYERS
Disturbed by the penchant
Of men and women
For male children
And ill-treament of the girl child;
He stopped making female kids.
Now every home had males.
Soon they were in their own trap.
How could they procreate?
Jack and Jim were everywhere
Not a Jill to marry.
Sexless joys
Had turned scary.
Who will carry forward
The ‘Khaandaan’, the family line?
Here is what you want
The boon was granted in no time.
Question not nature’s wisdom
Nor your foolish whims impose
God knows how to dispose
What men in their inverted wisdom propose.
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52. =∞x+≤ „áê~°÷#Å#∞ ^Õ=Ù_»∞ qO\Ï_»∞
✤

✤

=∞QÍ, P_» =∞#∞+¨µÅ „Ñ¨=$uÎ
=∞QÆa_»¤ÔH· P~å@O
P_» tâ◊√=Ù#∞ x~å^ŒiOK«_»O
J`«_çH˜ P_»Ñ≤Å¡Å∞ =^ŒÌ@
WÑ¨C_»∞ „Ñ¨u WO\˜Ö’#∂ =∞QÆÑ≤Å¡ÖË
"åà◊¡ QÀuÖ’ "åàı¡ Ñ¨_®¤~°∞
WOHõ Ñ≤Å¡Å∞ Ñ¨Ù>Ëì^≥\Ï¡?
ZHõ¯_» K«∂ã≤<å *Ï<£, l"£∞
ÃÑo¡KÕã¨∞‰õΩ<ÕO^Œ∞‰õΩ ÖË^Œ∞ lÖò
â◊$OQÍ~° ~°Ç≤Ï`« rq`åÅ∞
WÑ¨C_»∞ ÉèíÜ«∞OQ˘Å∞Ê`«∞<åﬂ~Ú
=Oâßxﬂ =ÚO^Œ∞‰õΩ fã¨∞‰õΩ"≥àı¡^≥=~°∞?
h=Ù HÀ~°∞‰õΩ<åﬂ=ÙQÍ =~°O
=~°"Õ∞ WÑ¨C_»∞ âßÑ¨O
„Ñ¨Hõ$uH˜ q~°∞^ŒúOQÍ áÈ‰õΩ
h =¸~°öÑ¨Ù PÖ’K«#Å<åÑ¨Ù
h q*Ï˝#O J*Ï˝#"≥∞ÿOk Hõ^•
WHõ ^Õ=Ù_ç "ÕÑ¨Ù hK«∂Ñ¨Ù.
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PHOTO- SYNTHETICS
Some people are good.
Evil does not affect their latent being.
How much a tree bothers
About charging from
Tired travelers,
Who cash in under its shade?
Do cows and buffaloes
Really charge you for milk?
If you don’t milk them,
They will go mad.
The glow worm
Needs no commission.
Glowing comes
So naturally to him.
What dogs to cats are
Cats to rats.
Fakirs look at the evil
And wind their way.
If trees turn jealous, hungry
And greedy,
The winged guests
Stand to lose their security.
Photo-synthesis
Is processing of nature’s love
Against man’s passion
For a world of photo-synthetic creativity.
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53. á¶È\’-ã≤O^äŒ\˜H±û
✤

✤

H˘O^Œ~°∞ =∞Oz"åà◊√¡
K≥_»∞ "åà◊¡#O@∞HÀ^Œ∞.
K≥@∞ì ZO`« ~°∞ã¨∞=Ú J_»∞QÆ∞`«∞Ok
`«# h_»# `«Å^•K«∞‰õΩ#ﬂ ÉÏ@™ê~°∞Å#∞?
P=ÙÅ∞, |„Ô~Å∞
h=Ù fã¨∞‰õΩ#ﬂ áêÅ‰õΩ U=∞_»∞QÆ∞`«∞<åﬂ~Ú?
h=Ù áêÅ∞ fã¨∞HÀHõáÈ`Õ
ÉÏ^èŒÑ¨_»`åÜ«∞q.
q∞}∞QÆ∞~°∞ Ñ¨Ù~°∞QÆ∞‰õΩ Hõg∞+¨#Hõ¯ˆ~¡^Œ∞
P "≥Å∞`«∞~°∞ ^•xH˜ ã¨Ç¨Ï[O
‰õΩHõ¯Å‰õΩ Ñ≤Å∞¡Å∞, Ñ≤Å∞¡Å‰õΩ ZÅ∞HõÅ∞
Ñ¶¨H©~°∞¡ K≥_»∞#∞ K«∂ã≤ ^•i `«Ñ¨C‰õΩO\Ï~°∞
K≥@∞¡ ™êﬁ~åúxﬂ J=ÅOa¿ãÎ
Ñ¨‰õ∆ΩÅ∞ ~°Hõ∆}#∞ HÀÖ’Ê`å~Ú
H˜~°}[#º ã¨OÜ≥∂QÆ„H˜Ü«∞ J<Õk
„Ñ¨Hõ$u „¿Ñ=∞‰õΩ zÇ¨ÏﬂO
á¶⁄\Á-ã≤O^äŒ\ ˜H± ã¨$[#
WÑ¨Ê\˜ =∞x+≤ L^ÕﬁQÆO.
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NOT HAPPY?
Show me your face
Like flowers, in glow
And your mind like rivers in flow.
You too are a wizard like me.
Why this time torn face?
Have you lost the race?
Flowers renew themselves
Every morning,

What makes you stay stale?
Every night brings up a new date,
To redraw, reframe
And reinvent your fate.
Man is no more than a memory
If he does not transcend
The yester date.
Why are you not moving into future?
Wasting yourself in the basket
Of the past?
Flowers leave their bodies.
But not their sense
Of the presence.
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54. ã¨O`À+¨OQÍ ÖË"å?
✤

✤

h=ÚYO K«∂Ñ≤OK«∞
Ñ¨ÓÅÖÏ „Ñ¨HÍtOK«h
h =∞#ã¨∞ #kÖÏ „Ñ¨=Ç≤ÏOK«h
h=Ó <åÖÏ =∂Ü«∞QÍ_çq
ZO^Œ∞‰õΩ P HõOk# =ÚYO?
F_çáÈÜ«∂"å Ñ¨~°∞QÆ∞ Ñ¨O^≥O?
Ñ¨ÓÅ∞ =∞~°Å qHõã≤™êÎ~Ú
=∞~°∞<å\˜ L^ŒÜ«∞O
=∞i h"≥O^Œ∞‰õΩ áê`«|_çáÈ`«∞<åﬂ=Ù?
„Ñ¨u~å„u H˘`«Î ˆ~Ñ¨Ù#∞ `≥ã¨∞ÎOk
h QÆ=∂ºxﬂ u~°QÆ~åã≤, z„uOz
#=#"À<Õ‡+¨O KÕã¨∞ÎOk.
=∞x+≤ F *Ï˝Ñ¨HõO ‰õÄ_® HÍ_»∞
x#ﬂ\˜ #∞Oz
ˆ~Ñ¨\ ˜H˜ =∞~°ÅHõ áÈ`Õ.
ZO^Œ∞‰õΩ h=Ù Éèíq+¨º`«∞ÎÖ’H˜ "≥à◊¡=Ù?
ZO^Œ∞‰õΩ x#ﬂ\˜ |∞@ìÖ’<Õ
HÍÅO =$^è• KÕ™êÎ=Ù?
Ñ¨ÓÅ∞ `«=∞ ^ÕÇ¨eﬂ
=ke "≥o¡<å HÀÖ’Ê=Ù
`«=∞ ™ê÷<åxﬂ, Ñ¨i=∞àÏxﬂ,
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Where is your fragrance?
Like every morning,
Bear yourself afresh.
Time is on the move
Don’t you
O Man! Believe in change?
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Uq∞\˜ h Ñ¨i=∞à◊O?
„Ñ¨u L^ŒÜ«∞OÖÏ qHõã≤OK«∞
`å*ÏQÍ, ã¨ﬁK«ÛùOQÍ!
HÍÅO Hõ^Œ∞Å∞Î#ﬂk
h=Ù, F =∞x+‘
=∂~°∞Ê#∞ #=∞‡"å?
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PULWAMA
An outrage strikes terror,
And shakes the faith
Of incorrigible pacifists.
It is a wicked world
Which believes in attack
Without challenging the opponent.
And without giving him a chance
To attack first,
Let alone choose the weapon.
A slide down for humanity.
Violating human grace.
Killing of anyone in any form
Is a sacrilege, and a disgrace.
We believe in Peace.
Meekness and humility
But it must not suggest
We are weak.
The brains which are
Lost to sanity
Must to logic take a rebound.
Table is always better than the battle ground.
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55. Ñ¨ÙÅ"å=∂
✤

✤

XHõ ^Ò~°˚#ºO cèÉèí`åûxﬂ ã¨$+≤ìOzOk
qâßﬁ™êxﬂ =}˜H˜OzOk
âßOuHÍ=Ú‰õΩÅ#∞ ÉèíÜ«∞ÃÑ\˜ìOk.
Wk „‰õÄ~° „Ñ¨Ñ¨OK«O
^•_çx #=Ú‡`«∞Ok
„Ñ¨`«ºiúx ã¨"åÅ∞ KÕÜ«∞‰õΩO_®<Õ.
J`«_çH˜ J=HÍâ◊q∞=ﬁ‰õΩO_®<Õ
`˘Å∞`« ^•_ç KÕã¨∞ÎOk
PÜ«Ú^è•xﬂ KÕ|_»∞`«∞Ok.
=∂#=`«ﬁO kQÆ*ÏiOk
=∂#= Hõ~°∞} =∞ã¨HõÉÏiOk.
Ç¨Ï`«º J<Õk áêÑ¨O, JQ“~°=O
=∞#O #=Ú‡`åO âßOux
<≥=∞‡k`«#O, q#Ü«∞O
=∞# |ÅÇ‘Ï#`«‰õΩ HÍ^Œ∞ zÇ¨ÏﬂO.
"åà◊√¡ L#‡`«∞ÎÖˇ·<å~°∞
J^Õ Z^Œ∞~°∞u~°∞QÆ∞`«∞Ok "åà◊¡‰õΩ,
ZÑ¨C_≥·<å Ü«Ú^ŒúOHõ<åﬂ âßOuK«~°ÛÖË "Õ∞Å∞.
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MOTHER-WIT AND OTHER-WIT
This world has lost its direction.
West says run outside.
East turns within.
It weaves no cloth, the yarn that we spin.
In a room filled with rice bran
We are searching an all pin.
When lake is silent,
It reflects the blue grandeur
Who can collect himself in enlarging din?
I am in the waters,
The high seas of life,
Teach not the fish how to swim.
Mother-wit is enough for man.
Other-wit leads him away
Into kingdoms gory and grim.
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56. ã¨Ç¨Ï*Ï`«O
✤

✤

D „Ñ¨Ñ¨OK«O ^•i`«Ñ≤ÊOk
Ñ¨tÛ=∞O, |Ü«∞@ Ñ¨iÔQ`«Î=∞O@∞Ok
`«∂~°∞Ê, Ö’# u~°QÆ=∞O@∞Ok
=∞#O <Õ¿ã ^•~åÅ`À =GO `«Ü«∂~°∞HÍ^Œ∞
THõ`À xO_ç# QÆkÖ’
=∞#O "≥^Œ∞‰õΩ`«∞<åﬂO QÆ∞O_»∞ã¨∂k
ã¨~°ã¨∞û „Ñ¨âßO`«OQÍ L#ﬂÑ¨Ù_»∞
hexOyx „Ñ¨uÑ¶¨eã¨∞ÎOk
QÆO^Œ~°QÀà◊OÖ’ Z=~°∞ ZÖÏ `«#x ã¨OÉÏoOK«∞HÀQÆÅ~°∞?
<Õ#∞ hà◊¡Ö’ L<åﬂ#∞
rq`«Ñ¨Ù ã¨=Ú„^ŒOÖ’
KÕÑ¨‰õΩ D`« <Õ~åÊÖÏ?
ã¨Ç¨Ï[ ÅHõ∆}O KåÅ∞ =∞x+≤H˜
q∞QÆ`å=hﬂ ^•i =∞o¡™êÎ~Ú
Ç≤ÏO™ê ^ÕﬁëêÅ ~å*ÏºÖ’¡H˜.
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ADAM AND EVE
Those who don’t love each other
Don’t stay warm,
After the body loses its charm.
Cats and dogs, their ears flap,
When couples turn bodies
And love loses sap.
But true love thrives,
Neither on a charming face,
Nor on pocket’s bulging grace.
Eve didn’t leave her lover,
When sinning together in love,
Became suffering together.
It can happen now.
Eve, drugged with freedom,
Could ditch her beau.
And tell Adam,
Didn’t you tear it yourself? [the apple fruit]
Now, bear it yourself.
But fond of each other..
They decided to fall together
And suffered altogether.
Love grows in every heart
Yet it is trolled,
The best impulse denied and spoiled.
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57. P^•O - J=ﬁ
✤

✤

XHõi<˘Hõ~°∞ „¿Ñq∞OK«x "å~°∞
Ç¨~ÚQÍ LO_»ÖË~°∞
^ÕÇ¨ÏÑ¨Ù ÖÏ=}ºO `«yæ<åHõ,
Ñ≤Å∞¡Å∞, ‰õΩHõ¯Å∞ K≥=ÙÅ∞ "ÕÖÏ_Õ™êÎ~Ú
[O@Å∞ ^ÕÇ¨Öˇ·<åHõ
„¿Ñ=∞ ~°™êxﬂ HÀÖ’Ê~Ú<åHõ
HÍx, x["≥∞ÿ# „¿Ñ=∞ rqã¨∞ÎOk
JO^Œ"≥∞ÿ# =^Œ#OÃÑ· HÍ^Œ∞
Laƒ# *Ë|∞#∞ K«∂ã≤ HÍ^Œ∞
D"£ `«# „¿Ñq∞‰õΩ_çx =keáÈÖË^Œ∞
„¿Ñ=∞Ö’ áêÑ¨O KÕã≤<å
HõëêìÅ∞ J#∞ÉèíqOKå~°∞ Hõeã≤
Jk WÑ¨C_»∂ [~°QÆ=K«∞Û
¿ãﬁK«Ûù HÀã¨O 'D"£—
`«# Éèí~°Î<Õ =kÖËÜ«∞=K«∞Û
P^•O‰õΩ K≥Ñ¨Ê=K«∞Û
UÑ≤Öò#∞ H˘~°Hõ=∞x
rq`åO`«O ÉèíiOK«=∞x
W^ŒÌiH˜ XHõ~°O>Ë XHõiH˜+¨ìO
Hõeã≤ Ñ¨_ç áÈ~Ú<å~°∞
HõëêìÅ∞ ÉèíiOz<å~°∞.
„¿Ñ=∞ ÃÑ~°∞QÆ∞`«∞Ok „Ñ¨u Ç¨Ï$^ŒÜ«∞OÖ’
J~Ú<å "Õ\Ï_»|_»∞`«∞Ok
L#ﬂ`« ã¨ÊO^Œ# u~°ã¨¯iOK«|_»∞`«∞Ok, #tã¨∞ÎOk.
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THE FILM MAKER
Film makes sense
When scissors are rightly used.
The unnecessary censored
And the indispensable cobbled together.
Do you think great film makers
Like Spielberg and Guru Dutt
Had a better sense of
Creativity than God?
Our life is a film
Meant to say something
By showing something.
Not a single shot is unwanted.
Life is like a road
Which takes you along
And whatever the crowd,
It knows where it heads for.
Camus said life was meaningless.
Sisyphus found it cast
In nothingness.
Absolutely absurd.
If you think man can be bom himself
And to parents he wants,
And he has control
Of his mind and the universal mind,
Certainly it is beyond understanding
Hence absurd.
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58. ã≤x=∂ f¿ã"å_»∞
✤

✤

ã≤x=∂ J~°ú=O`«OQÍ LO@∞Ok
Hõ`≥Î~°#∞ ã¨iQÍ "å_ç<åHõ
Ñ¨xHõ~åxk f¿ãã≤, =∞Ozk HõeÑ≤<åHõ.
Q˘Ñ¨ÊQ˘Ñ¨Ê ^Œ~°≈‰õΩÅ∞
ã≤ÊÖò|~üæ, QÆ∞~°∞^Œ`ü
^Õ=Ù_çHõ<åﬂ Q˘Ñ¨Ê ã¨$[#HÍ~°∞ÖÏ?
=∞# rq`«"≥ÚHõ K«Å#z„`«O
^Œ$âßºeﬂ K«∂Ñ≤Oz ã¨O^Õâßxﬂã¨∞ÎOk
=^ŒÌ#ﬂ ^Œ$â◊º"Õ∞n LO_»^Œ∞
rq`«"≥ÚHõ ~°Ç¨Ï^•i
Z>ˇÿ<å, QÆ∞OÑ¨Ù Z=Ô~·<å
^•xH˜ `≥Å∞ã¨∞ Z@∞"≥àÏ¡Ö’
HÍ=∞ãπ ^Œ$+≤ìÖ’ rq`åxH˜ J~°÷O ÖË^Œ∞
ã≤ã≤Ñ¶¨ãπ‰õΩ Jk â◊¥#ºO
J^ŒO`å Ñ¨ÓiÎQÍ Jã¨O|^ŒúO
=∞x+≤ `«# `«e¡^ŒO„_»∞Å#∞ x~°‚~ÚOK«∞HÀQÆÅ_®?
`«# =∞#ã¨∞, qâ◊ﬁ=∞#ã¨∞ÃÑ· xÜ«∞O„`«} HõÅ^•?
Jk =∞#Hõ~°÷OHÍ^Œ∞ Hõ#∞Hõ Jã¨O|^ŒúO.
JÖÏ HÍ^Œ∞, =∞x+≤H˜ J=HÍâßÅ∞<åﬂ~Ú
`«#‰õΩ#ﬂ ¿ãﬁKåÛù Ñ¨iq∞uÖ’
WK«Ûù Hõ#∞QÆ∞}OQÍ ZxﬂHõ KÕã¨∞HÀ=K«∞Û
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But it is not so,
Man has no choices.
Limited is his freedom
And circumscribed his will.
Useless to think
All that comes his way
Was his own creation.
He can’t shape the destiny of a day.
Things happen inspite of his will.
He finds himself irrelevant.
And calls life absurd.
No. Let us try
To look into the facts.
No film is made without a purpose.
Life too is a closely monitored affair.
A film made to finesse
By a super director.
It can be stupid and absurd, but not meaningless.
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`«# ^•iÖ’ Hõ#|_ç#^ŒO`å
`«# ã¨$[# J#∞HÀ_»O Jq"ÕHõO
XHõ¯~ÀA#∞ ‰õÄ_® `«##∞‰õΩ#ﬂ@∞¡ =∞Å∞K«∞HÀÖË_»∞.
`«# WëêìxH˜ „Ñ¨"Õ∞Ü«∞=ÚO_»^Œ∞
[iˆQq [~°∞QÆ∞`«∞O\Ï~Ú.
`«# „Ñ¨ã¨H˜Î ÖË#Ñ¨C_»∞ Jã¨O|^ŒúOQÍ HõxÑ≤™êÎ~Ú
ÖË^Œ∞, =∞#O „Ñ¨Ü«∞uﬂ^•ÌO
x*Ïeﬂ â’kè^•ÌO
HÍ~°}O ÖË‰õΩO_® z„`«O LO_»^Œ∞.
rq`«O ZO`À QÆ=∞xOK«|_Õ =º=Ç¨~°O
^Œ~°≈‰õΩ_çKÕ ÉÏQÍ fÜ«∞|_ç# K«Å#z„`«O
Jq"ÕHõOQÍ, Jã¨O|^ŒúOQÍ JxÑ≤OK«=K«∞Û<Õ"≥∂ HÍx
J~°ú=O`«OQÍ LO_»‰õΩO_® LO_»^Œ∞.
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THE VALENTINE
I must today declare my love
And tell the world
About you.
Obsessed with your passion
I am ready
To send even God
To his anonymous eternity
Even when I am bending before deities
In reverence blind
It is you who run in
And out of my mind.
I have no passion
Believe me,
Other than bearing with you
In all your stupidity.
Every thing turns pale
As times change
But you stay young
In my passion’s range
For you I bother not
Right and wrong.
As days pass, our relation
Is getting strong.
Let me now take the lid off
And show you his face.
I look into the mirror
To kiss his kindly grace.
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59. "åÅO>ˇÿ<£
✤

✤

<Õ#∞ D~ÀA <å „¿Ñ=∞#∞ „Ñ¨Hõ\ ˜™êÎ#∞
„Ñ¨Ñ¨OKåxH˜ K≥|∞`å#∞, h QÆ∞iOz
hÃÑ·x "åº"≥∂Ç¨ÏO`À <Õ#∞ ã≤^ŒúOQÍ L<åﬂ#∞
^Õ=Ù_ç<≥·<å `≥eÜ«∞x âßâ◊ﬁ`«`«ﬁOÖ’H˜ Ñ¨OÑ¨Ù`å#∞
JO^èŒ qâßﬁã¨O`À ^Õ=`«Å‰õΩ "≥ÚˆH¯Ñ¨C_»∞ Ãã·`«O
h"Õ "≥∞^Œ∞ÖÏÎ=Ù <å =∞#ã¨∞Ö’<å, |Ü«∞\Ï.
<åˆHO L^ÕﬁQÍÅ∞ ÖË=Ù, ##∞ﬂ #=Ú‡
x#∞ﬂ, h =¸~°ö`«ﬁOÖ’ x#∞ﬂ Éèíi™êÎ#∞.
„Ñ¨un áêeáÈ`«∞Ok HÍÅQÆ=∞#OÖ’,
HÍx h=Ù x`«ºÜ«∞=ﬁ#OÖ’ LO\Ï=Ù <å „¿Ñ=∞Ö’
h `«á⁄ÊÑ¨CÅ∞ <Õ#∞ Ñ¨\ ˜ìOK«∞HÀ#∞
HÍÅO QÆ_çz#H˘kÌ =∞# |O^èŒO =∞iO`« |ÅÑ¨_Õ#∞.
<ÕxÑ¨C_»∞ =¸`«fã≤
J`«_ç =ÚMÏxﬂ K«∂Ñ≤™êÎ#∞ h‰õΩ,
J^ŒÌOÖ’H˜ K«∂ã≤ J`«_ç Hõ~°∞}#∞ =Ú^•Ì_»∞`å#∞.
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FACE OFF WITH A FLOWER
Like me, he too
Must have had a grilling session
With his partnering maiden.
Let me say live-in-friend
Because it is not all love
In the homes
Where people loved and married.
It is a crockery throwing school of love
In which
John Donne and Ann Done
Find themselves undone.
I consult a mirror
To tell me
How much the inner turmoil
Has twisted my features royal.
And I make it up all
With lotions and
Thwart
The foul smells with deos.
But life is full of rigmarole.
Queues for water and air
And light too
Is available like a dole.
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60. Ñ¨ÓÅ`À =ÚY=∂iÊ_ç
✤

✤

<åÖÏˆQ J`«_çH©
Q˘Ñ¨Ê "å^ŒO [iy#@∞¡Ok
`«# ã¨Ç¨ÏK«i`À.
ã¨Ç¨Ïr=#O JO`å „¿Ñ=∞HÍ^Œ∞
Wà◊¡Ö’#∂ =∞#∞+¨µÅ∞
„¿Ñq∞OK«∞‰õΩO\Ï~°∞, ÃÑàÏ¡_»∞`å~°∞
Ñ≤OQÍ}˜ ZyiÑ¨_»∞ÎO@∞Ok
*Ï<£ _˘x, U<£ _˘x
Hõ^äŒ HõOzH˜ "≥à◊√ÎOk.
J^ŒÌO <å‰õΩ K≥|∞ÎOk
JO`«~°æ`« Ñ¶¨∞~°¬}
<å ~å[™êxﬂ ZÖÏ K≥_»Q˘\˜ìO^À.
^•xx Hõ#|_»‰õΩO_® KÕ™êÎ#∞
"Õ∞HõÑ¨C, Ö’+¨#¡`À
HÍx U^À ^Œ∞~°æO^èŒO
rq`«=∞O`å HõëêìÅ=∞Ü«∞O
h~°∞, QÍe, "≥Å∞`«∞~°∞ HÀã¨O Ü«Ú^ŒúO
JO`å HÍ"åe Lz`«OQÍ J<Õk Jaè„áêÜ«∞O.
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Why you are so poor?
She cries.
And I have to work all day and night,
She sighs.
Broken with this infighting
I go to the mirror too
To rearrange my face and
To meet the faces like you.
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ZO^Œ∞‰õΩ x~°∞¿Ñ^ŒQÍ L<åﬂ=Ù?
P"≥∞ U_çÛOk
'ˆ~~ÚO|=à◊¥¡ Hõ+¨ìÑ¨_®e <Õ#∞—
D JO`«~°æ`« Ñ¶¨∞~°¬}Å‰õΩ Éˇki
<Õ#∞ J^ŒÌO =ÚO^Œ∞ xÅ|_®¤#∞
<å =ÚMÏxﬂ ã¨ik^Œ∞Ì‰õΩx
hÖÏO\˜ =ÚMÏÅ`À Hõeã≤ uiˆQO^Œ∞‰õΩ
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OFF LOVE
All things divine
We humans despise.
Love, the sacred passion,
In human breast dies.
Nobody knows what
In the face lies.
The wild fire starts from a spark
In the eyes.
O men, why you consider them
Outcasts;
And. for poor souls,
A thousand tortures devise?
How can love be a threat
To a society
Which in the name of God
Lives and dies?
In this weird world,
Loveless unions thrive;
And commerce
In the face of logic flies.
Mind is a city always on fire.
The birds burn
Their wings
When flamed lusts rise.
Talking of love on this day
Is a fashion.
O Valentines!
Beware of this killer device.
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61. „¿Ñ=∞~åÇ≤Ï`«ºO
✤

✤

k=º q+¨Ü«∂Å#∞ `«$}©Hõi™êÎO
=∞#O =∞#∞+¨µºÅO
Ñ¨q„`« L^ÕﬁQÆ"≥∞ÿ# „¿Ñ=∞
=∂#= ~˘=Ú‡Ö’ #tã¨∞Î#ﬂk
=ÚYOÖ’ U=ÚO^À `≥eÜ«∞‰õΩ#ﬂk
Hõà◊¡Ö’x xÑ¨C~°=ﬁÅ`À Jyﬂ "≥Ú^ŒÅ=Ù`«∞#ﬂk
F =∞#∞+¨µÖÏ¡~å! ZO^Œ∞‰õΩ
™ê\˜ =∂#=ÙÅ#∞ "≥e"Õã¨∞Î<åﬂ~°∞?
"åà◊¡#∞ "ÕÖÏk z„`«Ç≤ÏOã¨Ö’Î
ÉÏ^èŒ ÃÑ_»∞Î<åﬂ~°∞?
„¿Ñ=∞ ZÖÏ ã¨=∂*ÏxH˜ â◊„`«∞"≥·#k?
U ^Õ=Ù_ç ¿Ñ~° Ñ¨Ù\˜ì, =∞~°}˜ã¨∞Î#ﬂk?
D qO`« „Ñ¨Ñ¨OK«OÖ’
„¿Ñ=∞~°Ç≤Ï`« HõÅ~ÚHõÅ∞ |`«∞‰õΩ`«∞#ﬂq
`«~°¯Ñ¨Ù =^Œ#O`À
PiúHõ =º=Ç¨~°O #_»∞ã¨∞Î#ﬂk
=∞#ã¨∞ ZÑ¨C_»∂ [ﬁeOKÕ #QÆ~°O
Ñ¨‰õ∆ΩÅ∞ `«=∞ Ô~Hõ¯Å#∞ HÍÅ∞Û‰õΩO\Ï~Ú
HÀiHõÅ *ÏﬁÅÅ∞ ZQÆã≤#Ñ¨C_»∞
„¿Ñ=∞ QÆ∞iOz =∂\Ï¡_»¤"≥ÚHõ á¶ê+¨<£
F "åÅO>ˇÿ<£ „¿Ñq∞‰õΩÖÏ¡~å
D =∞~°} Ü«∞O„`åxﬂ #=∞‡HõO_ç.
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SWEET SANDS
(Ref. Quick sands)
If you want to increase
The life of a thing,
Add some dead matter to it
It will have a longer sway.
Add plastic to wood
It arrests decay.
Cement has much longer life
Than mud or huts of clay.
Flowers die by the evening.
But the life
Of plastic flowers
Is resistant to decay.
The living teeth are gone
So early,
But the non-living,
Keep grinding all the way.
Add mechanical power
To the muscles of a horse
Rugged terrains can’t stop
Its way.
Pray to plastic gods
OMan!
To defy disorders
Have in summer, a wintry day.
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62. =∞^èŒ∞~° Ãã·Hõ`åÅ∞
✤

✤

^Õx PÜ«Ú+¨µ¬<≥·<å h=Ù
ÃÑOK«^ŒÅ∞K«∞‰õΩO>Ë ^•xH˜ "Õ~Ú
H˘O`« xs˚= Ñ¨^•~å÷xﬂ, JÖÏ
Jk |`«∞‰õΩ`«∞Ok Z‰õΩ¯=HÍÅO.
áê¡ã≤ìH± ÃÑOK«∞`«∞Ok H˘Ü«∞º rq`«HÍÅO
ã≤"≥∞O@∞ Wà◊√¡ xÅ∞™êÎ~Ú =∞\˜ì Wà◊¡Hõ<åﬂ n~°…HÍÅO
Ñ¨ÓÅ∞ "å_çáÈ`å~Ú `≥ÖÏ¡ˆ~HõÖÏ¡
áê¡ã≤ìH± Ñ¨ÓÅ∞ xÅ∞™êÎ~Ú n~°…HÍÅO
^ŒO`åÅ∞ ~åeáÈ`å~Ú `«ﬁ~°QÍ
xs˚="≥∞ÿ#k Ñ¨xKÕã¨∞ÎO\Ï~Ú z~°HÍÅO
QÆ∞„~åÅ HõO_»Å‰õΩ Ü«∞O„`«â◊H˜Î `«yeOK«∞
QÆ`«∞‰õΩÅ ~°Ç¨Ï^•i ^•xﬂ PÑ¨ÖË^Œ∞
F =∞x+‘! „áêi÷OK«∞ áê¡ã≤ìH± ^Õ=`«Å#∞
"Õã¨q j`åHÍÅÑ¨Ù ~°∞QÆ‡`«Å#∞ JiHõ@∞ì.
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Praise right and left.
It sweetens what truth embitters
And in friendship
Ensures a longer stay.
No need to die.
Let the inorganic embed the organic,
What it can do,
Even God can’t say.
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‰õΩ_ç Z_»=∞Å H©iÎOK«∞
Jk uÜ«∞º|~°∞ã¨∞ÎOk x[O KÕ^Œ∞#∞
¿ãﬂÇ¨ÏO n~°… ã¨Ç¨Ï"å™êxﬂã¨∞ÎOk.
=∞~°}˜OKåeû# Ñ¨xÖË^Œ∞
r=OÖ’ xs˚=O ¿ãO„kÜ«∞"≥∞ÿ`Õ
J^ÕO KÕÜ«∞QÆÅ^À ^Õ=Ù_çH˜ ‰õÄ_® `≥b^Œ∞.
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CHAOS
The road is an antidote
To a thousand
Indiscreet possibilities.
Earth and sky spell out a million options
Of which man is one
Out of this chaos of existence.
I too am a road leading
From the chaos
And reaching to horizonless eternity.
I am pushed back into the chaos
And regain my balance
And show up on the map.
Mirror shows me
As a five feet entity.
Eyes burning and mind boggling.
I am a white sheet
Scribbled with random lines
Drawn by a child learning to hold the pen.
Saying something which connects
The two extremes
But missed by us mortals.
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63. QÆO^Œ~°QÀà◊O
✤

✤

~°Ç¨Ï^•i XHõ q~°∞QÆ∞_»∞
"ÕÖÏk ™ê^è•º™ê^è•ºÅ‰õΩ
<ÕÅ xOy W™êÎ~Ú q∞eÜ«∞#¡ J=HÍâßÅ∞
"å\˜Ö’ =∞x+≤ LxH˜ XHõ\ ˜.
<Õ#∂ XHõ ^•ix
QÆO^Œ~°QÀà◊O #∞Oz âßâ◊ﬁ`« ã≤÷uH˜.
=∞~°Å <≥@ì|_ç<å#∞ QÆO^Œ~°QÀà◊OÖ’H˜
ã¨=∞`«∞Åº`« ™êkèOz Ñ¨@OÖ’ Hõ#|_»`å#∞
J^ŒÌO ##∞ﬂ J~Ú^Œ_»∞QÆ∞Å∞#ﬂ@∞¡ K«∂Ñ≤ã¨∞ÎOk
Hõà◊√¡ =∞O>ˇuÎ, =∞#ã¨∞ Hõà◊=à◊ Ñ¨_»∞ÎOk
<Õ<˘Hõ `≥Å¡HÍy`åxﬂ, Ñ≤zÛw`«Ö’Î
JÑ¨C_Õ HõÅO Ñ¨@∞ì‰õΩ#ﬂ Ñ¨ã≤"å_ç ~å`«Ö’Î
Ô~O_»∞ ^èŒ$"åÅ#∞ Hõe¿Ñ^Õ^À Jk K≥|∞`«∞#ﬂk
Jk =∞# =∞~°∞ÎºÅ‰õΩ J~°÷O HÍ‰õΩ#ﬂk.
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THE DARK AND THE LIGHT
When it is dark, there are lights.
So long as there are lights,
There is dark.
Sun too dispels darkness.
Sun like lights is a temporary
Celestial arrangement.
The reality of the cosmos is
Whirling darkness.
We don’t know. Nobody knows.
It is a blind game.
Plants grow on the earth,
And then leaf down to extinction.
Men too
When reduced to ashes
Refer back to the earth’s lap.
So many buildings rise in the skies
But not without
Cutting deep into the earth.
We rise and fall, and rise again,
It goes on and on
Attire changes but not the game.
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64. pHõ\˜ "≥Å∞QÆ∞Å∞
✤

✤

pHõ\ ˜ Ñ¨_ç<åHõ náêÅ "≥Å∞QÆ∞Å∞
náêÅ∞ "≥Å∞QÆ∞`«∞#ﬂO`« =~°‰õÄ
JHõ¯_» pHõ\ ˜.
ã¨∂~°∞º_»∞ áê~°„^ÀÅ∞`å_»∞ pHõ\ ˜x
PHÍâ◊ náêÅhﬂ `å`å¯eHõO
qâ◊ﬁÑ¨Ù J=∞iHõÖ’
qâ◊ﬁÑ¨Ù "åã¨Î="Õ∞q∞@O>Ë
JO`å pHõ\ ˜ ã¨∞_»∞Å∞ u~°∞QÆ∞`«∂
ZO^Œ∞HÀ Z=iH© `≥b^Œ∞
W^˘Hõ pHõ\ ˜ P@
K≥@∞¡ ÃÑ~°∞QÆ∞`å~Ú
`«~°∞"å`« JO`«~å÷#=∞=Ù`å~Ú
=∞#∞+¨µÅ∂ JO`Õ
|∂_ç^ŒQÍ =∂i
<ÕÅ X_çx KÕ~°`å~°∞
Éèí=<åÅ∞ PHÍâß#ﬂO@∞`å~Ú
Ñ¨Ù<å^Œ∞Å∞
Éèí∂q∞ á⁄~°Ö’¡H˜ kQÆ∞`å~Ú
=∞# L`å÷# Ñ¨`«<åÅ∞
JÖÏ ™êQÆ∞`«∂<Õ LO\Ï~Ú
PÇ¨~°ºO =∂~°=K«∞Û, P@ =∂~°^Œ∞
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I look at my name.
It appears to be a myth.
God heaven hell too exist only in my imagination.
Surprise of surprises
I get this life without asking.
And then how I have fallen in love!
What is weathering off,
What will go off one day
That those I love will hurry me off to the ruins?
It is all dark in which shapes appear
More dangerous and I live
In awe of the mysterious phenomenon.
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<å¿Ñ~°∞ "ÕÑ¨Ù K«∂™ê#∞
J^˘Hõ „áêHõ¯^äŒ
^Õ=Ù_»∞, #~°Hõ, ã¨ﬁ~åæÅ∞ TÇ¨ xi‡`åÅ∞
Pâ◊Û~åºÅ#∞ q∞Oz Pâ◊Û~åºÅ∞
J_»QÆ‰õΩO_®<Õ <åH© rq`«O ÅaèOzOk
JO`«∞ÖËx „¿Ñ=∞Ö’ Ñ¨_çáÈÜ«∂#∞ nx`À!
WÑ¨C_»∞ ™œYºOQÍ L#ﬂk
U^À F~ÀA J^Œ$â◊º=∞=Ù`«∞Ok
<Õ#∞ „¿Ñq∞Oz#q ##∞ﬂ tkäÖÏÅ"ÕÑ¨Ù fã¨∞‰õΩáÈ`«∞#ﬂq.
pHõ\ ˜Ö’ ~°∂áêÅ∞ HõxÑ≤™êÎ~Ú
ÉèíÜ«∞OHõ~°OQÍ, <Õ#∞ rqã¨∞Î<åﬂ#∞
D =∂Ü«∂ =º=Ç¨~åÅÖ’ Pâ◊Û~°ºOQÍ.
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POST FACT
Now that we are far away
Sorry if I sound loud
I have to be more intense
In my address.
Mere sitting by your side
And talking or being silent
Just looking at you
Would have been great.
Now I can see you
But only in my mind
And I have to close these eyes.
You are now a pic hanging
On the walls of my mind.
Now I realize
No need to be loud.
Or to speak at all.
Or even to ask you..... .May I?
Now that you no longer exist
In that sweet body,
Your sweetness has spread out
Into the atmosphere.
Speaking? No need even to whisper.
When we sat side by side
Between us was always a Macmohan line.
Now, there are no borders.
No security
No passport.
Close the eyes and it is you
Everywhere.
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65. Ü«∞^•~å÷xHÍ=Å
✤

✤

WÑ¨C_»∞ =∞#O ^Œ†∂~°OQÍ L<åﬂO Hõ#∞Hõ
<Õ#∞ aQÆæ~°QÍ =∂\Ï¡_ç#@¡xÑ≤¿ãÎ Hõ∆q∞OK«∞
x#∞ﬂ ã¨OÉ’kèOK«_»OÖ’
=∞iO`« f„=`«, *Ï„QÆ`«Î LO_®e <å‰õΩ.
h Ñ¨Hõ¯# ‰õÄ~°∞Ûx =∂\Ï¡_»_»"≥∂
ÖËHõ xâ◊≈|ÌOQÍ LO_»_»"≥∂ HÍ^Œ∞
x#∞ﬂ K«∂ã¨∂Î LO_»_»"Õ∞ <å‰õΩ
ZO`À Q˘Ñ¨ÊQÍ JxÑ≤ã¨∞ÎOk.
WÑ¨C_»∞ x#∞ﬂ <Õ#∞ <å =∞#ã¨∞`À K«∂_»QÆÅ#∞
D Hõ#∞Å∞ =¸ã¨∞‰õΩ<åﬂHõ
h=Ù <å =∞#ã¨∞ QÀ_»ÅÃÑ·
"ÕÖÏ_»∞`«∞#ﬂ JO^Œ"≥∞ÿ# z„`åxq.
<ÕxÑ¨C_»∞ aQÆæ~°QÍ =∂\Ï¡_»#Hõ¯ˆ~¡^Œ∞
Jã¨Å∞ =∂@ÖË J=ã¨~°O ÖË^Œ∞,
<Õ#∞ ~å=K«∞Û<å... Jx J_»QÍeû# Ñ¨xÖË^Œ∞.
hqÑ¨C_»∞ P ^ÕÇ¨ÏOÖ’ ÖË=Ù, HÍx,
h =∂^èŒ∞~°ºO D Ö’Hõ=∞O`å "åºÑ≤Oz L#ﬂk
=∂@ÖÏ? QÆ∞ã¨QÆ∞ã¨Å‰õÄ J=ã¨~°O ÖË^Œ∞
Ñ¨Hõ¯Ñ¨Hõ¯<Õ ‰õÄ~°∞ÛO^•O
=∞# =∞^èŒº =∂H±"≥∂Ç¨Ï<£ ˆ~Y L#ﬂk Hõ^•
WÑ¨C_»∞ ã¨iÇ¨Ï^Œ∞ÌÅ∞ ÖË=Ù
~°Hõ∆} JHõ¯ˆ~¡^Œ∞, áêãπáÈ~°∞ì JHõ¯ˆ~¡^Œ∞
Hõà◊√¡ =¸ã¨∞‰õΩO>Ë KåÅ∞
h"Õ ZHõ¯_» K«∂ã≤<å!
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BIRTH OF A DOUBT
It was so nice to move in a crowd.
No face, no mind,
Only sheep mentality, just follow.
Leaders don’t want men.
They invest in followers.
Who just follow, no questions.
It is only God
Who grants us intellect
And offers Himself for any questioning.
Worldly fathers carry pistols,
But God answers
All your querries till they are quenched.
We never die
With questions still standing.
We finish the line only after everything is settled.
Before we land on this earth,
A womb is booked
And a dad too to pay our fare.
Earth has everything
You might need except if you alight
From another planet.
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66. ã¨Oâ◊Ü«∞ [##O
✤

✤

QÆ∞OÑ¨ÙÖ’ #_»=_»O ÉÏQÆ∞O@∞Ok
=ÚYO, =∞#ã¨∞`À Ñ¨xÖË^Œ∞
Q˘„Ô~^•@∞ =∞#ã¨Î`«ﬁO, J#∞ã¨iOK«_»"Õ∞.
<åÜ«∞‰õΩÅ‰õΩ =∞#∞+¨µºÅ`À Ñ¨xÖË^Œ∞
"åà◊√¡ J#∞K«~°∞Å‰õΩ Y~°∞Û ÃÑ_»`å~°∞
„Ñ¨â◊ﬂÅ∞ "ÕÜ«∞‰õΩO_® J#∞ã¨iOKÕ"åà◊¡‰õΩ.
^Õ=Ù_˘Hõ¯_Õ
=∞#‰õΩ `≥eqxKåÛ_»∞
h=Ù „Ñ¨â◊ﬂÅ_»QÆ=K«∞Û J`«_çx.
D Ö’HõÑ¨Ù `«O„_»∞Å ^ŒQÆæ~° Ñ≤ã¨ìà◊√¡<åﬂ~Ú
HÍx ^Õ=Ù_»∞ ["åa™êÎ_»∞
h „Ñ¨â◊ﬂÅ‰õΩ ["å|∞Å∞ ^˘iˆHO`« =~°‰õÄ
=∞#O K«xáÈ=Ú
„Ñ¨â◊ﬂeOHÍ LO\Ï~Ú
Jhﬂ ã¨~°∞Ì‰õΩ<åﬂˆH w`« ^•@∞`åO.
=∞#O D Ö’HÍxH˜ =KÕÛ=ÚO^Œ∞
F QÆ~°ƒùQÆ∞_çx HÀ~°∞‰õΩO\ÏO
F `«O„_ç Y~°∞Û Éèíi™êÎ_»∞
Éèí∂q∞H˜ Jhﬂ L<åﬂ~Ú
hHÍ¯"åeû#q, h=Ù
"Õˆ~ Ö’HõO #∞Oz =¿ãÎ `«Ñ¨Ê.
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Yet we want to remain a crowd.
Run away when a face
Starts following us.
Earth gave birth to a doubt
Which lives
Oblivious of its truth.
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J~Ú<å =∞#O QÆ∞OÑ¨ÙÖ’ LO_®Å#∞‰õΩO\ÏO
áêiáÈ`åO, U^≥·<å =ÚYO
=∞#eﬂ J#∞ã¨iã¨∞ÎO>Ë
Éèí∂q∞ XHõ ã¨Oâ◊Ü«∂xH˜ [#‡xzÛOk
Jk |`«∞‰õΩ`«∞Ok ã¨`«ºÑ¨Ù ã¨Ê $Ç¨Ï ÖË‰õΩO_®<Õ!
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Jak Ziemia Po Pierwszym Deszezu - The Poems from Poland (Bilingual)
Prima Ballerina Roberta Di Laura
The Casket of Vermilion (English Poetry)
Barefoot to Arcadia - Aprilia Zank (Bilingual)
Lets be one in The One - George Onsy (Bilingual)
Riding the Tide - Ashok Bhargava (Bilingual)
The Collected poems of Dr. LSR Prasad

New ones- to be released
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.

The Epic of Gilgamesh
Krzysztof Kokot - Around the Haiku
Renata Cygan - I am a troubadour
Sergio Camellini - The Planet of Pink Clouds
Kumkum Bharine
Oulaya Drissi El Bouzaidi - A Long-winged Breath
Agnieszka Jarzebowska - The Fifth Season
The Making of Mahatma
Juliusz Erazm Bolek - The Secrets of life - A Calendar in verse
The Songs of Annamayya
Basudeb Chakraborti Poetry
Poland Poetry - As Clear as the Sun
Bozena Helena Mazur-Nowak's - Blue Longing
Izabela Zubko - The Holy Trinity
Deepa Chandran Ram - The Inner Quiet
Nazi Naaman Poetry
Lal Ded 'Vakhs'
Eden S. Trinidad - Eden Blooms
Dr. Jernail S. Anand - Fighting the Flames
Hell Rise in Paradise
Three Color Brush (China Poetry)
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